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Abstract The jet energy scale and its systematic uncertainty are determined for jets measured with the ATLAS
detector at the LHC in proton-proton collision data at a
√
centre-of-mass energy of s = 7 TeV corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 38 pb−1 . Jets are reconstructed
with the anti-kt algorithm with distance parameters R = 0.4
or R = 0.6. Jet energy and angle corrections are determined from Monte Carlo simulations to calibrate jets with
transverse momenta pT ≥ 20 GeV and pseudorapidities
|η| < 4.5. The jet energy systematic uncertainty is estimated
using the single isolated hadron response measured in situ
and in test-beams, exploiting the transverse momentum balance between central and forward jets in events with dijet topologies and studying systematic variations in Monte
Carlo simulations. The jet energy uncertainty is less than
2.5 % in the central calorimeter region (|η| < 0.8) for jets
with 60 ≤ pT < 800 GeV, and is maximally 14 % for
pT < 30 GeV in the most forward region 3.2 ≤ |η| < 4.5.
The jet energy is validated for jet transverse momenta up
to 1 TeV to the level of a few percent using several in situ
techniques by comparing a well-known reference such as the
recoiling photon pT , the sum of the transverse momenta of
tracks associated to the jet, or a system of low-pT jets recoiling against a high-pT jet. More sophisticated jet calibration
schemes are presented based on calorimeter cell energy density weighting or hadronic properties of jets, aiming for an
improved jet energy resolution and a reduced flavour dependence of the jet response. The systematic uncertainty of the
jet energy determined from a combination of in situ techniques is consistent with the one derived from single hadron
response measurements over a wide kinematic range. The
nominal corrections and uncertainties are derived for isolated jets in an inclusive sample of high-pT jets. Special
cases such as event topologies with close-by jets, or selections of samples with an enhanced content of jets originating
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from light quarks, heavy quarks or gluons are also discussed
and the corresponding uncertainties are determined.
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Collimated sprays of energetic hadrons, called jets, are the
dominant feature of high energy hard proton-proton interactions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. In
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) jets are produced via the
fragmentation of quarks and gluons. They are key ingredients for many physics measurements and for searches for
new phenomena.
During the year 2010 the ATLAS detector collected
proton-proton collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of
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√
s = 7 TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 38 pb−1 . The uncertainty in the jet energy measurement is the dominant experimental uncertainty for numerous
physics results, for example the cross-section measurement
of inclusive jets, dijets or multijets [1–5], as well as of vector
bosons accompanied by jets [6, 7], and new physics searches
with jets in the final state [8–13]. The energy measurement
of jets produced in proton-proton and electron-proton collisions was also discussed by previous experiments [14–24].
Jets are observed as groups of topologically related energy deposits in the ATLAS calorimeters. The anti-kt jet algorithm [25] is adopted as the standard way to reconstruct
jets.
Using a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation the observed jets
are calibrated such that, on average, the jet energy corresponds to that of the associated stable particles in the ATLAS detector. The calibration of the jet energy scale (JES)
should ensure the correct measurement of the average energy across the whole detector and needs to be independent
of proton-proton collision events produced in addition to the
event of interest.
In this document, the jet calibration strategies adopted by
the ATLAS experiment are outlined and studies to evaluate the uncertainties in the jet energy measurement are presented. A first estimate of the JES uncertainty, described in
Ref. [1], was based on information available before the first
LHC collisions. It also exploited transverse momentum balance in events with only two jets at high transverse momenta
(pT ). A reduced uncertainty with respect to Ref. [1] is presented that is based on the increased knowledge of the detector performance obtained during the analysis of the first
year of ATLAS data taking.
ATLAS has developed several jet calibration schemes [26]
with different levels of complexity and different sensitivity to systematic effects, which are complementary in their
contribution to the jet energy measurement. Each calibration
scheme starts from the measured calorimeter energy at the
electromagnetic (EM) energy scale, which correctly measures the energy deposited by electromagnetic showers. In
the simplest case, called EM+JES calibration scheme, the
jet energy is measured on EM scale and the jet calibration
is derived as a simple correction relating the calorimeter’s
response to the true jet energy. More sophisticated schemes
exploit the topology of the calorimeter energy depositions
to correct for calorimeter non-compensation (nuclear energy losses, etc.) and other jet reconstruction effects. For
the EM+JES calibration scheme the JES uncertainty can be
determined from the single hadron response measurements
in small data sets collected in situ or in test-beams. With a
large data set available the JES uncertainty can also be determined using the ratio of the jet transverse momentum to
the momentum of a well measured reference object and by
a comparison of the data to the Monte Carlo simulation.
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Several techniques have been developed to directly determine the uncertainty on the jet energy measurement in situ.
The JES uncertainty can be obtained by comparing the jet
energy to a well calibrated reference object. A standard technique to probe the absolute jet energy scale, used also in earlier hadron collider experiments, is to measure the pT balance between the jet and a well-measured object: a photon
or a Z boson. However, the currently limited data statistics
imposes a limit on the pT range that can be tested with this
technique. The JES uncertainty on higher jet transverse momenta up to the TeV-scale can be assessed using the multijet
balance technique where a recoil system of well-calibrated
jets at lower pT is balanced against a single jet at higher pT .
A complementary technique uses the total momentum of the
tracks associated to the jets as reference objects. While the
resolution of the jet energy measurement using tracks in jets
is rather poor, the mean jet energy can be determined to the
precision of a few percent.
The standard jet calibration and the corresponding uncertainty on the energy measurement are determined for isolated jets in an inclusive jet data sample. Additional uncertainties are evaluated for the dependence of the calorimeter
response to details of jet fragmentation like differences between jets induced by quarks or gluons. Also special event
topologies with close-by jets are investigated.
The outline of the paper is as follows. First the ATLAS
detector (Sect. 2) is described. An overview of the jet calibration procedures and the various calibration schemes is
given in Sect. 3. The Monte Carlo simulation framework is
introduced in Sect. 4. The data samples, data quality assessment and event selection are described in Sect. 5. Then, the
reconstruction (Sect. 6), and the selection (Sect. 7) of jets are
discussed. The jet calibration method is outlined in Sect. 8
which includes a prescription to correct for the extra energy
due to multiple proton-proton interactions (pile-up).
Section 9 describes the sources of systematic uncertainties for the jet energy measurement and their estimation using Monte Carlo simulations and collision data. Section 10
describes several in situ techniques used to validate these
systematic uncertainties. Section 11 presents a technique to
improve the resolution of the energy measurements and to
reduce the flavour response differences by exploiting the
topology of the jets. The systematic uncertainties associated
with this technique are described in Sect. 12. The jet calibration schemes based on calorimeter cell energy weighting
in jets are introduced in Sect. 13, and the associated JES uncertainties are estimated from the in situ techniques as described in Sect. 14. Section 15 summarises the systematic
uncertainties for all studied jet calibration schemes.
The jet reconstruction efficiency and its uncertainty is
discussed in Sect. 16. The response uncertainty of nonisolated jets is investigated in Sect. 17, while Sects. 18
and 19 discuss response difference for jets originating from
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light quarks or gluons and presents a method to determine,
on average, the jet flavour content in a given data sample.
In Sect. 20 JES uncertainties for jets where a heavy quark is
identified are investigated. Finally, possible effects from lack
of full calorimeter containment of jets with high transverse
momentum are studied in Sect. 21. The overall conclusion
is given in Sect. 22.
The present paper discusses the precision of the mean
jet energy measurement. The jet energy resolution [27] and
calorimeter response uncertainty from single hadron response measurements [28] are discussed elsewhere.

2 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector is a multi-purpose detector designed to
observe particles produced in proton-proton and heavy ion
collisions. A detailed description can be found in Ref. [29].
The detector consists of an inner detector, sampling electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters and muon chambers.
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the detector outline together with
an event with two jets at high transverse momenta.
The inner detector (ID) is a tracking system immersed in
a magnetic field of 2 T provided by a solenoid and covers a
pseudorapidity1 |η|  2.5. The ID barrel region |η|  2 consists of three layers of pixel detectors (Pixel) close to the
beam-pipe, four layers of double-sided silicon micro-strip
detectors (SCT) providing eight hits per track at intermediate radii, and a transition radiation tracker (TRT) composed
of straw tubes in the outer part providing 35 hits per track.
At |η| > 1 the ID endcap regions each provide three Pixel
discs and nine SCT discs perpendicular to the beam direction.
The liquid argon (LAr) calorimeter is composed of sampling detectors with full azimuthal symmetry, housed in one
barrel and two endcap cryostats. A highly granular electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter with accordion-shaped electrodes and lead absorbers in liquid argon covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 3.2. It contains a barrel part (EMB,
|η| < 1.475) and an endcap part (EMEC, 1.375 ≤ |η| < 3.2)
each with three layers in depth (from innermost to outermost
EMB1, EMB2, EMB3 and EMEC1, EMEC 2, EMEC3). The middle layer has a 0.025 × 0.025 granularity in η × φ space.
In total, the EM calorimeter has a thickness of X0 = 22
1 The

ATLAS coordinate system is a right-handed system with the xaxis pointing to the centre of the LHC ring and the y-axis pointing
upwards. The polar angle θ is measured with respect to the LHC beamline. The azimuthal angle φ is measured with respect to the x-axis.
The pseudorapidity η is an approximation for rapidity y in the high
energy limit, and it is related to the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan θ2 .
The rapidity is defined as y = 0.5 × ln[(E + pz )/(E − pz )], where E
denotes the energy and pz is the component of the momentum along
the beam direction. Transverse momentum and energy are defined as
pT = p × sin θ and ET = E × sin θ , respectively.
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(X0 = 24) radiation lengths. The innermost layer (strips)
consists of cells with eight times finer granularity in the ηdirection and with 3-times coarser granularity in the φ direction.
For |η| < 1.8, a presampler (PS), consisting of an active
LAr layer is installed directly in front of the EM calorimeters, and provides a measurement of the energy lost before
the calorimeter.
A copper-liquid argon hadronic endcap calorimeter (HEC,
1.5 ≤ |η| < 3.2) is located behind the EMEC. A copper/
tungsten-liquid argon forward calorimeter (FCal) covers
the region closest to the beam at 3.1 ≤ |η| < 4.9. The HEC
has four layers and the FCAL has three layers. From innermost to outermost these are: HEC0, HEC1, HEC2, HEC3 and
FCal0, FCal1, FCal2. Altogether, the LAr calorimeters
correspond to a total of 182,468 readout cells, i.e. 97.2 % of
the full ATLAS calorimeter readout.
The hadronic Tile calorimeter (|η| < 1.7) surrounding
the LAr cryostats completes the ATLAS calorimetry. It consists of plastic scintillator tiles and steel absorbers covering |η| < 0.8 for the barrel and 0.8 ≤ |η| < 1.7 for the extended barrel. Radially, the hadronic Tile calorimeter is
segmented into three layers, approximately 1.4, 3.9 and 1.8
interaction lengths thick at η = 0; the η × φ segmentation is 0.1 × 0.1 (0.2 × 0.1 in the last radial layer). The last
layer is used to catch the tails of the longitudinal shower development. The three radial layers of the Tile calorimeter
will be referred to (from innermost to outermost) as Tile0,
Tile1, Tile2.2
The ATLAS calorimeter covers a total thickness of λ =
11 interaction lengths at η = 0.
Between the barrel and the extended barrels there is a
gap of about 60 cm, which is needed for the ID and the
LAr services. Gap scintillators (Gap) covering the region
1.0 ≤ |η| < 1.2 are installed on the inner radial surface of
the extended barrel modules in the region between the Tile
barrel and the extended barrel. Crack scintillators (Scint)
are located on the front of the LAr endcap and cover the
region 1.2 ≤ |η| < 1.6.
The muon spectrometer surrounds the ATLAS calorimeter. A system of three large air-core toroids, a barrel and two
endcaps, generates a magnetic field in the pseudorapidity
range of |η| < 2.7. The muon spectrometer measures muon
tracks with three layers of precision tracking chambers and
is instrumented with separate trigger chambers.
The trigger system for the ATLAS detector consists of a
hardware-based Level 1 (L1) and a software-based higher
level trigger (HLT) [30]. Jets are first identified at L1 using a
sliding window algorithm from coarse granularity calorimeter towers. This is refined using jets reconstructed from
2 In the barrel, the Tile layers will be called TileBar0,

TileBar1,
TileBar2 and in the extended barrel TileExt0, TileExt1 and
TileExt2.
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Fig. 1 Display of the central part of the ATLAS detector in the x-z
view showing the highest mass central dijet event collected during the
jet
2010 data taking period. The two leading jets have pT = 1.3 TeV with
jet
y = −0.68 and pT = 1.2 TeV with y = 0.64, respectively. The two
leading jets have an invariant mass of approximately 3.1 TeV. The
missing transverse energy in the event is 46 GeV. The lines in the in-

ner detector indicate the reconstructed particle trajectories. The energy
deposition in the calorimeter cells are displayed as light rectangles.
The area of the rectangles is proportional to the energy deposits. The
histograms attached to the LAr and the Tile calorimeter illustrate the
amount of deposited energy

calorimeter cells in the HLT. The lowest threshold inclusive jet trigger is fully efficient for jets with pT  60 GeV.
Events with lower pT jets are triggered by the minimum bias
trigger scintillators (MBTS) mounted at each end of the detector in front of the LAr endcap calorimeter cryostats at
|z| = ±3.56 m.

energy of the corresponding truth jet entering the ATLAS
detector.
The jet calibration corrects for the following detector effects that affect the jet energy measurement:

3 Introduction to jet energy calibration methods
Hadronic jets used for ATLAS physics analyses are reconstructed by a jet algorithm starting from the energy depositions of electromagnetic and hadronic showers in the
calorimeters. An example of a jet recorded by the ATLAS
detector and displayed in the plane transverse to the beam
line is shown in Fig. 2.
The jet Lorentz four-momentum is reconstructed from
the corrected energy and angles with respect to the primary
event vertex. For systematic studies and calibration purposes track jets are built from charged particles using their
momenta measured in the inner detector. Reference jets in
Monte Carlo simulations (truth jets) are formed from simulated stable particles using the same jet algorithm (without
detector simulation). The jet energy calibration relates the
jet energy measured with the ATLAS calorimeter to the true

1. Calorimeter non-compensation: partial measurement
of the energy deposited by hadrons.
2. Dead material: energy losses in inactive regions of the
detector.
3. Leakage: energy of particles reaching outside the calorimeters.
4. Out of calorimeter jet cone: energy deposits of particles inside the truth jet entering the detector that are not
included in the reconstructed jet.
5. Noise thresholds and particle reconstruction efficiency: signal losses in the calorimeter clustering and
jet reconstruction.
Jets reconstructed in the calorimeter system are formed
from calorimeter energy depositions reconstructed at the
electromagnetic energy scale (EM) or from energy depositions that are corrected for the lower detector response to
hadrons. The EM scale correctly reconstructs the energy
deposited by particles in an electromagnetic shower in the
calorimeter. This energy scale is established using test-beam
measurements for electrons in the barrel [31–35], the endcap [36, 37] and the FCAL [38, 39] calorimeters. The ab-
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Fig. 2 Zoom of the x-y view of the ATLAS detector showing one of
the high-pT jets of the event shown in Fig. 1. The energy depositions in
the calorimeter cells are displayed as light rectangles. The area of the
rectangles is proportional to the energy deposits. The dark histograms
attached to the LAr (Tile) calorimeter illustrates the amount of deposited energy. The lines in the ID display the reconstructed tracks
originating from the interaction vertex

solute calorimeter response to energy deposited via electromagnetic processes was validated in the hadronic calorimeters using muons, both from test-beams [35, 40] and produced in situ by cosmic rays [41]. The energy scale of the
electromagnetic calorimeters is corrected using the invariant mass of Z bosons produced in proton-proton collisions
(Z → e+ e− events) [42]. The correction for the lower response to hadrons is solely based on the topology of the energy depositions observed in the calorimeter.
In the simplest case, called EM+JES calibration scheme,
the jet energy is measured on EM scale and the jet calibration is derived as a simple correction relating the calorimeter
response to the true jet energy, as follows:
 jet 
jet
jet
Ecalib = Emeas /Fcalib Emeas ,
jet

jet

with Emeas = EEM − O(NPV ).
jet

(1)

The variable EEM is the calorimeter energy measured at the
jet
electromagnetic scale, Ecalib is the calibrated jet energy and
Fcalib is the calibration function that depends on the measured jet energy and is evaluated in small jet pseudorapidity
regions. The variable O(NPV ) denotes the correction for additional energy from multiple proton-proton interactions depending on the number of primary vertices (NPV ).
The simplest calibration scheme applies the JES corrections to jets reconstructed at the electromagnetic scale. This
calibration scheme allows a simple evaluation of the systematic uncertainty from single hadron response measurements and systematic Monte Carlo variations. This can be

achieved with small data sets and is therefore suitable for
early physics analyses.
Other calibration schemes use additional cluster-bycluster and/or jet-by-jet information to reduce some of the
sources of fluctuations in the jet energy response, thereby
improving the jet energy resolution [26, 27]. For these calibration schemes the same jet calibration procedure is applied as for the EM+JES calibration scheme, but the energy
corrections are numerically smaller.
The global calorimeter cell weighting (GCW) calibration exploits the observation that electromagnetic showers in
the calorimeter leave more compact energy depositions than
hadronic showers with the same energy. Energy corrections
are derived for each calorimeter cell within a jet, with the
constraint that the jet energy resolution is minimised. These
cell corrections account for all energy losses of a jet in the
ATLAS detector. Since these corrections are only applicable to jets and not to energy depositions in general, they are
called “global” corrections.
The local cluster weighting (LCW) calibration method
first clusters together topologically connected calorimeter
cells and classifies these clusters as either electromagnetic
or hadronic. Based on this classification energy corrections are derived from single pion Monte Carlo simulations.
Dedicated corrections are derived for the effects of noncompensation, signal losses due to noise threshold effects,
and energy lost in non-instrumented regions. They are applied to calorimeter clusters and are defined without reference to a jet definition. They are therefore called “local”
corrections. Jets are then built from these calibrated clusters
using a jet algorithm.
The final jet energy calibration (see Eq. (1)) can be applied to EM scale jets, with the resulting calibrated jets
referred to as EM+JES, or to GCW and LCW calibrated
jets, with the resulting jets referred to as GCW+JES and
LCW+JES jets. The jet energy scale (JES) is different for
each calibration scheme.
A further jet calibration scheme, called global sequential (GS) calibration, starts from jets calibrated with the
EM+JES calibration and exploits the topology of the energy deposits in the calorimeter to characterise fluctuations
in the jet particle content of the hadronic shower development. Correcting for such fluctuations can improve the
jet energy resolution [27]. The corrections are applied such
that the mean jet energy in the inclusive case is left unchanged. The correction uses several jet properties and each
correction is applied sequentially. In particular, the longitudinal and transverse structure of the hadronic shower in the
calorimeter is exploited.
The simple EM+JES jet calibration scheme does not provide the best performance, but allows in the central detector region the most direct evaluation of the systematic uncertainties from the calorimeter response to single isolated
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hadron measured in situ and in test-beams and from systematic variations of the Monte Carlo simulation. For the GS
calibration scheme the systematic uncertainty is obtained by
studying the response after applying the GS calibration with
respect to the EM+JES calibration. For the GCW+JES and
LCW+JES calibration schemes the JES uncertainty is determined from in situ techniques.
For all calibration schemes the JES uncertainty in the forward detector regions is derived from the uncertainty in the
central region using the transverse momentum balance in
events where only two jets are produced.
In the following, the calibrated calorimeter jet transverse
jet
momentum will be denoted as pT , and the jet pseudorapidity as η.

4 Monte Carlo simulation
4.1 Event generators
The energy and direction of particles produced in protonproton collisions are simulated using various event generators. An overview of Monte Carlo event generators for LHC
physics can be found in Ref. [43]. The samples using different event generators and theoretical models used are described below:
1. P YTHIA with the MC10 or AMBT1 tune: The event
generator P YTHIA [44] simulates non-diffractive protonproton collisions using a 2 → 2 matrix element at leading
order in the strong coupling to model the hard subprocess, and uses pT -ordered parton showers to model additional radiation in the leading-logarithmic approximation
[45]. Multiple parton interactions [46], as well as fragmentation and hadronisation based on the Lund string
model [47] are also simulated. The proton parton distribution function (PDF) set used is the modified leadingorder PDF set MRST LO* [48]. The parameters used
for tuning multiple parton interactions include charged
particle spectra measured by ATLAS in minimum bias
collisions [49], and are denoted as the ATLAS MC10
tune [50].
2. The P ERUGIA2010 tune is an independent tune of
P YTHIA with increased final state radiation to better reproduce the jet shapes and hadronic event shapes using
LEP and T EVATRON data [51]. In addition, parameters
sensitive to the production of particles with strangeness
and related to jet fragmentation have been adjusted.
3. H ERWIG+J IMMY uses a leading order 2 → 2 matrix element supplemented with angular-ordered parton showers in the leading-logarithm approximation [52–54]. The
cluster model is used for the hadronisation [55]. Multiple
parton interactions are modelled using J IMMY [56]. The
model parameters of H ERWIG/J IMMY have been tuned to
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ATLAS data (AUET1 tune) [57]. The MRST LO* PDF
set [48] is used.
4. H ERWIG ++ [58] is based on the event generator H ER WIG , but redesigned in the C++ programming language.
The generator contains a few modelling improvements.
It also uses angular-ordered parton showers, but with
an updated evolution variable and a better phase space
treatment. Hadronisation is performed using the cluster
model. The underlying event and soft inclusive interactions are described using a hard and soft multiple partonic interactions model [59]. The MRST LO* PDF set
[48] is used.
5. A LPGEN is a tree level matrix-element generator for
hard multi-parton processes (2 → n) in hadronic collisions [60]. It is interfaced to H ERWIG to produce parton showers in the leading-logarithmic approximation.
Parton showers are matched to the matrix element with
the MLM matching scheme [61]. For the hadronisation,
H ERWIG is used and soft multiple parton interactions are
modelled using J IMMY[56] (with the ATLAS MC09 tune
[62]). The PDF set used is CTEQ6L1 [63].
4.2 Simulation of the ATLAS detector
The G EANT4 software toolkit [64] within the ATLAS simulation framework [65] propagates the generated particles
through the ATLAS detector and simulates their interactions
with the detector material. The energy deposited by particles
in the active detector material is converted into detector signals with the same format as the ATLAS detector read-out.
The simulated detector signals are in turn reconstructed with
the same reconstruction software as used for the data.
In G EANT4 the model for the interaction of hadrons with
the detector material can be specified for various particle
types and for various energy ranges. For the simulation of
hadronic interactions in the detector, the G EANT4 set of
processes called QGSP_BERT is chosen [66]. In this set of
processes, the Quark Gluon String model [67–71] is used
for the fragmentation of the nucleus, and the Bertini cascade model [72–75] for the description of the interactions of
hadrons in the nuclear medium.
The G EANT4 simulation and in particular the hadronic
interaction model for pions and protons, has been validated
with test-beam measurements for the barrel [35, 76–79] and
endcap [36, 37, 80] calorimeters. Agreement within a few
percent is found between simulation and data of the average
calorimeter response to pions with momenta between 2 GeV
and 350 GeV.
Further tests have been carried out in situ comparing the
single hadron response, measured using isolated tracks and
identified single particles. Agreement within a few percent is
found for the inclusive measurement and for identified pions
and protons from the decay products of kaon and lambda
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particles produced in proton-proton collisions at 7 TeV [28].
With this method particle momenta of pions and protons in
the range from a few hundred MeV to 6 GeV can be reached.
Good agreement between Monte Carlo simulation and data
is found.
4.3 Nominal Monte Carlo simulation samples
The baseline (nominal) Monte Carlo sample used to derive the jet energy scale and to estimate the sources of its
systematic uncertainty is a sample containing high-pT jets
produced via strong interactions. It is generated with the
P YTHIA event generator with the MC10 tune (see Sect. 4.1),
passed through the full ATLAS detector simulation and is
reconstructed as the data.
The ATLAS detector geometry used in the simulation
of the nominal sample reflects the geometry of the detector as best known at the time of these studies. Studies of
the material of the inner detector in front of the calorimeters have been performed using secondary hadronic interactions [81]. Additional information is obtained from studying
photon conversions [82] and the energy flow in minimum
bias events [83].
4.4 Simulated pile-up samples
For the study of multiple proton-proton interactions, two
samples have been used, one for in-time and one for outof-time pile-up. The first simulates additional proton-proton
interactions per bunch crossing, while the second one also
contains pile-up arising from bunches before or after the
bunch where the event of interest was triggered (for more
details see Sect. 5 and Sect. 8.1). The bunch configuration
of LHC (organised in bunch trains) is also simulated. The
additional number of primary vertices in the in-time (bunchtrain) pile-up sample is 1.7 (1.9) on average.

5 Data sample and event selection
5.1 Data taking period and LHC conditions
√
Proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of s =
7 TeV, recorded from March to October 2010 are analysed.
Only data with a fully functioning calorimeter and inner detector are used. The data set corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of 38 pb−1 . Due to different data quality requirements the integrated luminosity can differ for the various
selections used in the in situ technique analyses.
Several distinct periods of machine configuration and
detector operation were present during the 2010 data taking. As the LHC commissioning progressed, changes in
the beam optics and proton bunch parameters resulted in

Fig. 3 The peak number of interactions per bunch crossing (“BX”) as
measured online by the ATLAS luminosity detectors [84]

changes in the number of pile-up interactions per bunch
crossing. The spacing between the bunches was no less than
150 ns.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the maximum of the distribution of the number of interactions (peak) derived from
the online luminosity measurement and assuming an inelastic proton-proton scattering cross section of 71.5 mb [84].
The very first data were essentially devoid of multiple
proton-proton interactions until the optics of the accelerator
beam (specifically β ∗ ) were changed in order to decrease
the transverse size of the beam and increase the luminosity.3
This change alone raised the fraction of events with at least
two observed interactions from less than 2 % to between 8 %
and 10 % (May–June 2010).
A further increase in the number of interactions occurred
when the number of protons per bunch (ppb) was increased
from approximately 5–9 · 1010 to 1.15 · 1011 ppb. Since the
number of proton-proton collisions per bunch crossing is
proportional to the square of the bunch intensity, the fraction of events with pile-up increased to more than 50 % for
runs between June and September 2010.
Finally, further increasing the beam intensity slowly
raised the average number of interactions per bunch crossing to more than three by the end of the proton-proton run
in November 2010.
5.2 Event selection
Different triggers are used to select the data samples, in order to be maximally efficient over the entire jet pT -range
parameter β ∗ is the value of the β-function (the envelope of all
trajectories of the beam particles) at the collision point and smaller
values of β ∗ imply a smaller physical size of the beams and thus a
higher instantaneous luminosity.

3 The
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of interest. The dijet sample is selected using the hardwarebased calorimeter jet triggers [30, 85], which are fully effijet
jet
cient for jets with pT > 60 GeV. For lower pT a trigger
based on the minimum bias trigger scintillators is used.
The multijet sample uses either the inclusive jet trigger
or a trigger that requires at least two, three or more jets with
pT > 10 GeV at the EM scale. These triggers are fully effijet
cient for jets with pT > 80 GeV.
Each event is required to have a primary hard scattering vertex. A primary vertex is required to have at least
tracks ) with a transverse momentum of p track >
five tracks (Npp
T
150 MeV. The primary vertex associated to the event of interest (hard scattering vertex) is the one with the highest as
sociated transverse track momentum squared, (pTtrack )2 ,
used in the vertex fit where the sum runs over all tracks used
in the vertex fit. This renders the contribution from fake vertices due to beam backgrounds to be negligible.
The γ -jet sample is selected using a photon trigger [30]
that is fully efficient for photons passing offline selections.
The higher threshold for the photon pT is 40 GeV and this
trigger was not pre-scaled; the lower threshold is 20 GeV
and this trigger was pre-scaled at high luminosity.
5.3 Data quality assessment
The ATLAS data quality (DQ) selection is based upon inspection of a standard set of distributions that leads to a data
quality assessment for each subdetector, usually segmented
into barrel, forward and endcap regions, as well as for the
trigger and for each type of reconstructed physics object
(jets, electrons, muons, etc.). Each subsystem sets its own
DQ flags, which are recorded in a conditions database. Each
analysis applies DQ selection criteria, and defines a set of
luminosity blocks (each corresponds to approximately two
minutes of data taking). The good luminosity blocks used
are those not flagged for having issues affecting a relevant
subdetector.
Events with minimum bias and calorimeter triggers were
required to belong to specific runs and run periods in which
the detector, trigger and reconstructed physics objects have
passed a data quality assessment and are deemed suitable for
physics analysis.
The primary systems of interest for this study are the
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and the inner
tracking detector for studies of the properties of tracks associated with jets.
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The four-momentum recombination scheme is used. For jet
finding rapidity y is used, while jet corrections and performance studies use often pseudorapidity η. The jet pT reconjet
struction threshold is pT > 7 GeV.
In the following, only anti-kt jets with distance parameter
R = 0.6 are discussed in detail. The results for jets with R =
0.4 are similar, if not stated otherwise.
6.1 Reconstructed calorimeter jets
The input to calorimeter jets can be topological calorimeter
clusters (topo-clusters) [37, 88] or calorimeter towers. Only
topo-clusters or towers with a positive energy are considered
as input to jet finding.
6.1.1 Topological calorimeter clusters
Topological clusters are groups of calorimeter cells that are
designed to follow the shower development taking advantage of the fine segmentation of the ATLAS calorimeters.
The topo-cluster formation algorithm starts from a seed cell,
whose signal-to-noise (S/N ) ratio (estimated as the absolute value of the energy deposited in the calorimeter cell
over the RMS of the energy distribution measured in randomly triggered events without proton-proton collisions) is
above a threshold of S/N = 4. Cells neighbouring the seed
(or the cluster being formed) that have a signal-to-noise ratio of at least S/N = 2 are included iteratively. Finally, all
calorimeter cells neighbouring the formed topo-cluster are
added. The topo-cluster algorithm efficiently suppresses the
calorimeter noise.
The topo-cluster algorithm also includes a splitting step
in order to optimise the separation of showers from different
close-by particles: All cells in a topo-cluster are searched for
local maxima in terms of energy content with a threshold
of 500 MeV. This means that the selected calorimeter cell
has to be more energetic than any of its neighbours. The
local maxima are then used as seeds for a new iteration of
topological clustering, which splits the original cluster into
more topo-clusters.
A topo-cluster is defined to have an energy equal to the
energy sum of all the included calorimeter cells, zero mass
and a reconstructed direction calculated from the weighted
averages of the pseudorapidities and azimuthal angles of the
constituent cells. The weight used is the absolute cell energy and the positions of the cells are relative to the nominal
ATLAS coordinate system.
6.1.2 Calorimeter towers

6 Jet reconstruction
In data and Monte Carlo simulation jets are reconstructed
using the anti-kt algorithm [25] with distance parameters
R = 0.4 or R = 0.6 using the FAST J ET software [86, 87].

Calorimeter towers are static, η × φ = 0.1 × 0.1, grid
elements built directly from calorimeter cells.4
4 For the few calorimeter cells that are larger than the η × φ

= 0.1 ×
0.1 (like in the last Tile calorimeter layer and the HEC inner wheel)
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ATLAS uses two types of calorimeter towers: with and
without noise suppression. Calorimeter towers based on all
calorimeter cells are called non-noise-suppressed calorimeter towers in the following. Noise-suppressed towers make
use of the topo-clusters algorithm, i.e. only calorimeter cells
that are included in topo-clusters are used. Therefore, in a
fixed geometrical area the same calorimeter cells are used
for noise-suppressed towers and topo-clusters.
Both types of calorimeter towers have an energy equal to
the energy sum of all included calorimeter cells. The formed
Lorentz four-momentum has zero mass.
6.2 Reconstructed track jets
Jets built from charged particle tracks originating from the
primary hard scattering vertex (track jets) are used to define
jets that are insensitive to the effects of pile-up and provide
a stable reference to study close-by jet effects.
Tracks with pTtrack > 0.5 GeV and |η| < 2.5 are selected.
They are required to have at least one (six) hit(s) in the
Pixel (SCT) detector. The transverse (d0 ) and longitudinal
(z0 ) impact parameters of the tracks measured with respect
to the primary vertex are also required to be |d0 | < 1.5 mm
and |z0 sin θ | < 1.5 mm, respectively.
The track jets must have at least two constituent tracks
track jet
> 3 GeV. Since
and a total transverse momentum of pT
the tracking system has a coverage up to |η| = 2.5, the performance studies of calorimeter jets is carried out in the
range |η| < 1.9 for R = 0.6 and |η| < 2.1 for R = 0.4.
6.3 Monte Carlo truth jets and flavour association
In the Monte Carlo simulation truth jets are defined from
stable particles defined to have proper lifetimes longer than
10 ps excluding muons and neutrinos.
For certain studies, jets in the Monte Carlo simulation
are additionally identified as jets initiated by light or heavy
quarks or by gluons based on the generator event record. The
highest energy parton that points to the truth jet5 determines
the flavour of the jet. Using this method, only a small fraction of the jets (<1 % at low pT and less at high pT ) could
not be assigned a partonic flavour.6 This definition is sufficient to study the flavour dependence of the jet response.
Any theoretical ambiguities of jet flavour assignment do not
need to be addressed in the context of a performance study.
or have a special geometry (like in the FCAL), projective tower grid
geometrical weights are defined that specify the fraction of calorimeter
cell energy to be attributed to a particular calorimeter tower.
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7 Jet quality
Jets at high transverse momenta produced in proton-proton
collisions must be distinguished from background jets not
originating from hard scattering events. The main backgrounds are the following:
1. Beam-gas events, where one proton of the beam collided
with the residual gas within the beam pipe.
2. Beam-halo events, for example caused by interactions in
the tertiary collimators in the beam-line far away from
the ATLAS detector.
3. Cosmic ray muons overlapping in-time with collision
events.
4. Large calorimeter noise.
The criteria to efficiently reject jets arising from background are only applied to data. They are discussed in the
following sections.
7.1 Criteria to remove non-collision background
7.1.1 Noise in the calorimeters
Two types of calorimeter noise are addressed:
1. Sporadic noise bursts in the hadronic endcap calorimeter (HEC), where a single noisy calorimeter cell contributes almost all of the jet energy. Jets reconstructed
from these problematic cells are characterised by a large
energy fraction in the HEC calorimeter (fHEC ) as well as a
large fraction of the energy in calorimeter cells with poor
signal shape quality7 (fHECquality ). Due to the capacitive
coupling between channels, the neighbouring calorimeter cells with little genuine energy will have an apparent
negative energy (Eneg ).
2. Rare coherent noise in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Similarly, fake jets arising from this source are
characterised by a large electromagnetic energy fraction
(fEM ),8 and a large fraction of energy in EM calorimeter
cells with poor signal shape quality (fquality ).
7.1.2 Cosmic rays or non-collision background
Cosmic rays or non-collision backgrounds can induce events
where the jet candidates are not in-time with the beam collision. A cut on the jet time (tjet ) is applied to reject these
backgrounds. The jet time is reconstructed from the energy
deposition in the calorimeter by weighting the reconstructed

5 With

R < 0.6 for jets with R = 0.6 and R < 0.4 for jets with

R = 0.4, where R = (η)2 + (φ)2 .

7 The signal shape quality is obtained by comparing the measured pulse
from the calorimeter cell to the expected pulse shape. See Ref. [38] for
more details.

6 This

8 The

happens when there is no parton at a distance smaller than R
to the jet axis.

EM fraction is defined as the ratio of the energy deposited in the
EM calorimeter to the total energy.
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Table 1 Selection criteria used to reject fake jets and non-collision background
Loose

Medium

HEC spikes

(fHEC > 0.5 and |fHECquality | > 0.5) or |Eneg | > 60 GeV

Loose or fHEC > 1 − |fHECquality |

Coherent EM
noise

fEM > 0.95 and fquality > 0.8 and |η| < 2.8

Loose or fEM > 0.9 and fquality > 0.8 and |η| < 2.8

Non-collision
background

|tjet | > 25 ns or (fEM < 0.05 and fch < 0.05 and |η| < 2)
or (fEM < 0.05 and |η| ≥ 2) or (fmax > 0.99 and |η| < 2)

Loose or |tjet | > 10 ns or (fEM < 0.05 and fch < 0.1 and |η| < 2)
or (fEM > 0.95 and fch < 0.05 and |η| < 2)

time of calorimeter cells forming the jet with the square of
the cell energy. The calorimeter time is defined with respect
to the event time recorded by the trigger.
A cut on the fEM is applied to make sure that the jet has
some energy deposited in the calorimeter layer closest to the
interaction region as expected for a jet originating from the
nominal interaction point.
Since a real jet is expected to have tracks, the fEM cut
is applied together with a cut on the minimal jet charged
fraction (fch ), defined as the ratio of the scalar sum of the
pT of the tracks associated to the jet divided by the jet pT ,
for jets within the tracking acceptance.
A cut on the maximum energy fraction in any single
calorimeter layer (fmax ) is applied to further reject noncollision background.
7.1.3 Jet quality selections
Two quality selections are provided:
1. A loose selection is designed with an efficiency above
99 %, that can be used in most of the ATLAS physics
analyses.
2. A medium selection is designed for analyses that select
jets at high transverse momentum, such as for jet crosssection measurements [1].
A tight quality selection has been developed for the measurement of the jet quality selection efficiency described
in Sect. 7.2, but is not used in physics analyses, since the
medium jet quality selection is sufficient for removing fake
jets. The quality selection criteria used to identify and reject
fake jets are listed in Table 1.
7.2 Evaluation of the jet quality selection efficiency
The criteria for the jet quality selection are optimised by
studying samples with good and fake jets classified by their
amount of missing transverse momentum significance:9
missing transverse momentum (ETmiss ) significance is defined as


ET , where ET is the scalar sum of the transverse energies of all energy deposits in the calorimeter.

9 The

ETmiss /

1. Good jets belong to events where the two leading jets
jet
have pT > 20 GeV, and are back-to-back (φj−j >
2.6 radian) in the plane transverse to the beam, and
with a 
small missing transverse momentum significance

ETmiss /
ET < 1.
2. Fake jets belong to eventswith a high transverse momen
tum significance ETmiss /
ET > 3 and with a reconstructed jet back-to-back to the missing transverse momentum direction (φE miss −j > 2.6 radian).
T

The good jets sample is used to study the jet selection inefficiency and the bad jet sample is used to study the rejection
power.
As the jet quality selection criteria are only applied to
data an efficiency correction for data is determined. This efficiency is measured using a tag-and-probe method in events
with two jets at high transverse momentum. The reference
jet (pTref ) is required to pass the tightened version of the
jet quality selections, and to be back-to-back (φE miss −j >
T

probe

2.6 radian) and well-balanced with the probe jet (pT

):

 avg
 probe

p
− p ref /p < 0.4 ,
T

T

with

avg
pT

T


 probe
= pT
+ pTref /2.

(2)

The jet quality selection criteria were then applied to the
probe jets, measuring the fraction of jets passing as a funcjet
tion of η and pT .
The resulting efficiencies for jets with R = 0.6 for loose
and medium selections applied to the probe jets are shown
in Fig. 4. The tight selection of the reference jet was varied
to study the systematic uncertainty. The loose selection criteria are close to 100 % efficient. In the forward region the
medium selection criteria are also close to fully efficient.
In the central region they have an efficiency of 99 % for
jet
pT > 50 GeV. For lower pT jets of about 25 GeV an inefficiency of up to 3–4 % is observed.
7.3 Summary of the jet quality selection
Quality selections used to reject fake jets with the ATLAS
detector have been developed. Simple variables allow the
removal of fake jets due to sporadic noise in the calorimeter
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Fig. 4 Jet quality selection efficiency for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6
jet
measured with a tag-and-probe technique as a function of pT in bins
of η, for loose and medium selection criteria (see Table 1). Only sta-
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tistical uncertainties are shown. In (e), (f), (g) the loose and medium
results overlap
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or non-collision background at the analysis level, with an
efficiency greater than 99 % over a wide kinematic range.

8 Jet energy calibration in the EM+JES scheme
The simple EM+JES calibration scheme applies corrections
as a function of the jet energy and pseudorapidity to jets
reconstructed at the electromagnetic scale.
The additional energy due to multiple proton-proton collisions within the same bunch crossing (pile-up) is corrected
before the hadronic energy scale is restored, such that the
derivation of the jet energy scale calibration is factorised
and does not depend on the number of additional interactions measured.
The EM+JES calibration scheme consists of three subsequent steps as outlined below and detailed in the following
subsections:
1. Pile-up correction: The average additional energy due to
additional proton-proton interactions is subtracted from
the energy measured in the calorimeters using correction
constants obtained from in situ measurements.
2. Vertex correction: The direction of the jet is corrected
such that the jet originates from the primary vertex of
the interaction instead of the geometrical centre of the
detector.
3. Jet energy and direction correction: The jet energy and
direction as reconstructed in the calorimeters are corrected using constants derived from the comparison of
the kinematic observables of reconstructed jets and those
from truth jets in Monte Carlo simulation.
8.1 Pile-up correction

as a function of the jet pseudorapidity. The amount of intime pile-up is parametrised by NPV . The spacing between
consecutive bunches, τbunch , is considered, because it can
impact the amount by which collisions in previous bunch
crossings affect the jet energy measurement.10
The jet offset correction is proportional to the number of
constituent towers in a jet as a measure of the jet area. For
jets built directly from dynamically-sized topological clusters, for which no clear geometric definition is available, a
model is used that describes the average area of a jet in terms
of the equivalent number of constituent towers.
8.1.2 Constituent tower multiplicity of jets
The multiplicity of calorimeter towers in jets depends on the
internal jet composition and on the presence of pile-up. The
average tower multiplicity can be measured in situ.
Figure 5 depicts the distribution of the constituent tower
jet
multiplicity for jets based on towers with pT > 7 GeV as
a function of the jet pseudorapidity. The average number of
constituent towers is also indicated. This distribution is governed by the change in physical size of calorimeter towers
for a constant interval in pseudorapidity, as well as by differences in the noise spectrum for the various calorimeters
and sampling regions.
8.1.3 Pile-up offset for towers and jets
The calorimeter tower offset at the EM scale is derived by
measuring the average tower transverse energy for all towers
in events with NPV = 1, 2, . . . , N and comparing directly to
ref = 1:
events with NPV = NPV



 
ref
Otower (η, NPV ) = ETtower (η, NPV ) − ETtower η, NPV
, (4)

8.1.1 Correction strategy
The measured energy of reconstructed jets can be affected
by contributions that do not originate from the hard scattering event of interest, but are instead produced by additional
proton-proton collisions. An offset correction for pile-up is
derived from minimum bias data as a function of the number
of reconstructed primary vertices, NPV , the jet pseudorapidity, η, and the bunch spacing.
This offset correction applied to the jet transverse energy
(ET ) at the EM scale as the first step of jet calibration can
be written generically as:
ETcorrected

= ETuncorrected

− O(η, NPV , τbunch ),

where the angled brackets denote a statistical average over
all events. The average is computed for events at each primary vertex multiplicity. For this measurement non-noisesuppressed calorimeter towers are used (see Sect. 6.1.2)
in order to remain sensitive to low energy depositions
that may not rise above noise threshold except inside of
a jet. The calorimeter tower offset is shown in Fig. 6a for
1 ≤ NPV ≤ 5.
The tower offset can be extrapolated to an EM scale jet
offset using:
Ojet|tower (η, NPV ) = Otower (η, NPV ) · Ajet ,

(5)

(3)

where O(η, NPV , τbunch ) corrects for the jet offset due to
pile-up.
Due to the varying underlying particle spectrum and the
variation in the calorimeter geometry the jet offset is derived

10 The

dependence on τbunch is explicitly allowed for due to the possibility of pile-up contributions from previous proton-proton bunch
crossings for closely spaced bunches. This will be an important consideration for the 2011–2012 LHC run as the number of bunches is
increased and the spacing between consecutive bunches is reduced.
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magnetic energy scale. Studying the variation of the offset
track jet
can establish the systemcorrection as a function of pT
atic uncertainty of the pile-up correction.
The criterion to match a track jet to a calorimeter jet with
R = 0.6 is
R(jet, track jet) < 0.4,
(6)

where R = (η)2 + (φ)2 . The offset is calculated by
jet
measuring the average calorimeter jet ET as a function of
NPV and the transverse momentum of the matched track jet,
track jet
pT
:
 jet  ref track jet 
 jet 
track jet 
Otrack jet = ET NPV |pT
− ET NPV
. (7)
|pT

Fig. 5 Distribution of the number constituent calorimeter towers as
a function of the jet pseudorapidity for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 and
jet
pT > 7 GeV. The black dots indicate the average number of tower
constituents

where Ajet is the jet area that, for jets built from calorimeter
towers, can be estimated from the constituent tower muljet
tiplicity, Ajet = Ntowers . For jets built from topo-clusters,
the mean equivalent constituent tower multiplicity (Ajet =
jet
Ntowers ) is used.11 The small dependencies of the conjet
stituent multiplicity on pT and NPV are neglected in the
correction, but incorporated as systematic uncertainties (see
Sect. 9.7).
The jet offset for jets with R = 0.6 is shown in Fig. 6b.
8.1.4 Track jet based validation and offset correction
Track jets constructed from charged particles originating
from the primary hard-scattering vertex matched to the
calorimeter jets provide a stable reference that can be used
jet
to measure the variation of the calorimeter ET as a function
of NPV . It is therefore possible to validate the tower-based
offset correction and also to directly estimate the pile-up energy contribution to jets.
As this method is only applicable to jets within the inner detector acceptance, it serves primarily as a cross-check
for the tower-based method discussed above. It can also be
used, however, to derive a dedicated offset correction that
can be applied to jets at energy scales other than the electro11 The equivalent constituent tower multiplicity for jets based on topoclusters is calculated from the location of the calorimeter cells of the
constituent topo-clusters in the jet.

ref = 1 is used.
The reference NPV
Both tower and topo-cluster jets at the EM-scale are used.
The most probable value of the calorimeter jet ET is determined from a fit using a Landau distribution convolved with
track jet
a Gaussian for each range of pT
. A consistent offset
of nearly O = 0.5 GeV per vertex is found for |η| < 1.9.
track jet
No systematic trend of the offset as a function of pT
is
observed.
Figure 7 presents the jet-based offset correction as a funcref = 1 for tower and
tion of NPV derived with respect to NPV
topo-cluster based jets using the EM and the EM+JES scale.
The magnitude of the offset is higher after EM+JES calibration (see Figs. 7c and 7d), and the increase corresponds to
the average jet energy correction (see Sect. 8.3).

8.2 Jet origin correction
Calorimeter jets are reconstructed using the geometrical
centre of the ATLAS detector as reference to calculate the
direction of jets and their constituents (see Sect. 6). The jet
four-momentum is corrected for each event such that the
direction of each topo-cluster points back to the primary
hard-scattering vertex. The kinematic observables of each
topo-cluster are recalculated using the vector from the primary hard-scattering vertex to the topo-cluster centroid as
its direction. The raw jet four-momentum is thereafter redefined as the vector sum of the topo-cluster four-momenta.
The origin-corrected pseudorapidity is called ηorigin . This
correction improves the angular resolution and results in a
small improvement (<1 %) in the jet pT response. The jet
energy is unaffected.
8.3 Jet energy correction
The final step of the EM+JES jet calibration restores the reconstructed jet energy to the energy of the Monte Carlo truth
jet. Since pile-up effects have already been corrected for, the
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Fig. 6 Tower offset (a) and jet offset (b) at the EM scale as a function of the tower or jet pseudorapidity in bins of the number of reconstructed primary vertices. The jet offset is shown for anti-kt jets with

R = 0.6. Only statistical uncertainties are shown. They are typically
smaller than the marker size

Monte Carlo samples used to derive the calibration do not
include multiple proton-proton interactions.
The calibration is derived using all isolated calorimeter
jets that have a matching isolated truth jet within R = 0.3.
Here, an isolated jet is defined as a jet having no other jet
jet
with pT > 7 GeV within R = 2.5R, where R is the distance parameter of the jet algorithm. A jet is defined to be
isolated, if it is isolated with respect to the same jet type, i.e.
either a calorimeter or a truth jet.
The final jet energy scale calibration is first parametrised
as a function of uncalibrated jet energy and η. Here the detector pseudorapidity is used rather than the origin-corrected
η (used by default in physics analyses), since it more directly corresponds to a region of the calorimeter. Energy is
used rather than pT , since the calorimeter responds to energy, and as a consequence, the response curves when shown
as a function of energy for various η regions can be directly
compared. The method to derive this calibration is detailed
below.
The EM-scale jet energy response

the averaged jet response REM  is defined as the peak pojet
jet
sition of a Gaussian fit to the EEM /Etruth distribution. In
jet
the same (Etruth , ηdet )-bin, in addition, the average jet enjet
jet
ergy (EEM ) is derived from the mean of the EEM distribution. For a given ηdet -bin k, the jet response calibrajet
tion function Fcalib,k (EEM ) is obtained using a fit of the
jet
jet
jet
(EEM j , REM j ) values for each Etruth -bin j .
The fitting function is parameterised as:

jet

jet

jet

REM = EEM /Etruth

(8)

for each pair of calorimeter and truth jets is measured in
jet
bins of the truth jet energy Etruth and the calorimeter jet
jet
detector pseudorapidity ηdet .12 For each (Etruth , ηdet )-bin,
12 Here,

pseudorapidity refers to the original reconstructed jet before
the origin correction.

jet

 jet  Nmax 
jet i
Fcalib,k EEM =
ai ln EEM ,

(9)

i=0

where ai are free parameters, and Nmax is chosen between 1
and 6 depending on the goodness of the fit.
The final jet energy scale correction that relates the measured calorimeter jet energy to the true energy is then decalo ) in the following:
fined as 1/Fcalib (EEM
jet

jet
EEM+JES

=

EEM
jet

Fcalib (EEM )|ηdet
jet

,

(10)

where Fcalib (EEM )|ηdet is the jet response calibration function for the relevant ηdet -bin k.
EM )
The average jet energy scale correction 1/Fcalib,k (Ecalo
is shown as a function of calibrated jet transverse momentum for three jet η-intervals in Fig. 8. In this and the following figures the correction is only shown over the accessible
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Fig. 7 Jet offset as a function of the number of primary vertices for
track jet
values in bins of track jet pT . The track jet
several ranges of pT
offset is derived for calorimeter tower jets at the EM scale (a), topocluster jets at the EM scale (b), calorimeter tower jets at the EM+JES

scale (c), and topo-cluster jets at the EM+JES scale (d). Only statistical
uncertainties from the fit results are shown. The lines are fits using a
linear function

kinematic range, i.e. values for jets above the kinematic limit
are not shown.
jet
The calorimeter jet response REM is shown for various
energy- and ηdet -bins in Fig. 9. The values of the jet energy
correction factors range from about 2.1 at low jet energies
in the central region to less than 1.2 for high energy jets in
the most forward region.

8.4 Jet pseudorapidity correction
After the jet origin and energy corrections the origin-corrected jet η is further corrected for a bias due to poorly instrumented regions of the calorimeter. In these regions topoclusters are reconstructed with a lower energy with respect
to better instrumented regions (see Fig. 9). This causes the
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Fig. 8 Average jet energy scale correction as a function of the calibrated jet transverse momentum for three representative η-intervals
obtained from the nominal Monte Carlo simulation sample. This correction corresponds to Fcalib in the text. It is only shown over the accessible kinematic range

Fig. 10 Difference between the jet pseudorapidity calculated using an
origin correction and the true jet pseudorapidity in bins of the calorimeter jet energy calibrated with the EM+JES scheme as a function of the
detector pseudorapidity |ηdet |

9 Jet energy scale uncertainties
for the EM+JES scheme

jet

Fig. 9 Average simulated jet response (REM ) at the electromagnetic
scale in bins of EM+JES calibrated jet energy and as a function of the
detector pseudorapidity ηdet . Also shown are the η-intervals used to
evaluate the JES uncertainty (see Table 2). The inverse of the response
shown in each bin is equal to the average jet energy scale correction
(Fcalib )

jet direction to be biased towards the better instrumented
calorimeter regions.
The η-correction is derived as the average difference
η = ηtruth − ηorigin in (E truth , ηdet )-bins, and is paramecalo
terised as a function of the calibrated jet energy EEM+JES
and the uncorrected ηdet . The correction is very small (η <
0.01) for most regions of the calorimeter but larger in the
transition regions. The size of the bias is illustrated as a
function of the detector pseudorapidity |ηdet | and EM+JES
calibrated jet energy in Fig. 10.

The JES systematic uncertainty is derived combining information from the single hadron response measured in situ
and single pion test-beam measurements, uncertainties on
the amount of material of the ATLAS detector, the description of the electronic noise, and the Monte Carlo modelling
used in the event generation. Dedicated Monte Carlo simulation test samples are generated with different conditions
with respect to the nominal Monte Carlo sample described
in Sect. 4.3. These variations are expected to provide an estimate of the systematic effects contributing to the JES uncertainty.
The pseudorapidity bins used for the estimate of the JES
uncertainty divide the ATLAS detector in the eight η-regions
specified in Table 2 and Fig. 9.
The JES systematic uncertainty for all jets with pseudorapidity |η| > 0.8 is determined using the JES uncertainty for
the central barrel region (0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8) as a baseline, with
a contribution from the relative calibration of the jets with
respect to the central barrel region. This choice is motivated
by the good knowledge of the detector geometry in the central region, and by the use of pion response measurements in
the ATLAS combined test-beam, which used a full slice of
the ATLAS barrel detector, for the estimate of the calorimeter response uncertainties. The region 0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8 is the
largest fully instrumented |η| region considered where combined test-beam results, used to estimate the calorimeter uncertainty, are available for the entire pseudorapidity range.
This section describes the sources of systematic uncertainties and their effect on the response of EM+JES calibrated jets. In Sect. 9.1, the selection of jets used to derive
Monte Carlo based components of the JES systematic uncer-
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Table 2 Detector regions used for the JES uncertainty estimate
η region
|η| < 0.3

9.2 Uncertainty in the calibration method

ATLAS detector regions
Central Barrel

0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8
0.8 ≤ |η| < 1.2

Barrel-Endcap Transition

1.2 ≤ |η| < 2.1
2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8

Endcap

2.8 ≤ |η| < 3.2

Endcap-Forward Transition

3.2 ≤ |η| < 3.6
3.6 ≤ |η| < 4.5

Forward

tainty is discussed. The contributions to the JES systematics
due to the following effects are then described:
1.
2.
3.
4.

JES calibration method (Sect. 9.2).
Calorimeter response (Sect. 9.3).
Detector simulation (Sect. 9.4).
Physics model and parameters employed in the Monte
Carlo event generator (Sect. 9.5).
5. Relative calibration for jets with |η| > 0.8 (Sect. 9.6).
6. Additional proton-proton collisions (pile-up) (Sect. 9.7).
Section 9.8 discusses how the final uncertainties are calculated. Additional uncertainties such as those for close-by
jets are mentioned in Sect. 9.9 and discussed in more detail
in Sect. 17.
9.1 Jet response definition
The average energy or pT response, defined as



 

Rjet = E jet /E truth or

  jet   jet truth 
R pT = pT /pT ,

(11)

is obtained as the peak position from a Gaussian fit to the
distribution of the ratio of reconstructed energy, respectively
pT , for reconstructed and truth jets by matching isolated
calorimeter jets to Monte Carlo truth jets as described in
Sect. 8.3, but without the isolation cut for truth jets.13 This
is done separately for the nominal and each of the alternative Monte Carlo samples. Only MC truth jets with pTtruth >
jet
15 GeV, and calorimeter jets with pT > 7 GeV after calibration, are considered. The calibrated response Rjet  is
studied in bins of the truth jet transverse momentum pTtruth .
The uncertainties are estimated in bins of pTtruth , and the
same bins are used to assign an uncertainty to reconstructed
jets based on its calibrated jet pT . It was verified that most
reconstructed jets stay in the pT bin of the associated truth
jet bin.
13 The isolation cut for truth jets on the average jet response has a
negligible impact on the average jet response given that truth jets are
matched to isolated reconstructed jets.

After the jets in the nominal jet Monte Carlo simulation
sample are calibrated (see Sect. 8), the jet energy and pT
response still show slight deviations from unity at low pT .
This so-called “non-closure” refers to a failed consistency
test when the calibration is applied to the same sample from
which it is derived. This can be seen in Fig. 11, showing
jet
the jet response for pT and energy as a function of pT for
the nominal Monte Carlo sample in the barrel (a) and endcap (b) and the most forward (c) regions for anti-kt jets with
R = 0.6.
Any deviation from unity in the jet energy or pT response
after the application of the JES to the nominal Monte Carlo
sample implies that the kinematic observables of the calibrated calorimeter jet are not restored to that of the corresponding truth jet. Besides approximations made when deriving the calibration (fit quality, parametrisation of calibration curve), the non-closure is due to the application of the
same correction factor for energy and transverse momentum. Closure can therefore only be achieved if the reconstructed jet mass is close to the true jet mass. If this is not
the case, such as for low pT jets, restoring only the jet energy
and pseudorapidity will lead to a bias in the pT calibration.
The non-closure is also affected by jet resolution and by details how the Monte Carlo samples are produced in order to
cover the large kinematic range in jet transverse momentum.
The systematic uncertainty due to the non-closure of the
nominal JES calibration is taken as the larger deviation of
the response in either energy or pT from unity. In the barrel
region (0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8) this contribution amounts to about
jet
jet
2 % at low pT and less than 1 % for pT > 30 GeV. In the
endcap and forward regions, the closure is less than 1 % for
jet
pT > 20 GeV, and the energy response is within 1 % for jets
with transverse momentum above 30 GeV. The deviation of
the jet response from unity after calibration is taken as a
source of systematic uncertainty.
For physics analysis the non-closure uncertainty only
needs to be considered when an absolute jet energy or transverse momentum is needed. For analyses where only the description of the data by the Monte Carlo simulation is important, this uncertainty does not need to be considered.
9.3 Uncertainty on the jet calorimeter response
The response and corresponding uncertainties for single particles interacting in the ATLAS calorimeters can be used
to derive the jet energy scale uncertainty in the central
calorimeter region as detailed in Ref. [28].
In the ATLAS simulation infrastructure the true calorimeter energy deposits in each calorimeter cell can be traced to
the particles generated in the collision. The uncertainty in
the calorimeter response to jets can then be obtained from
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the response uncertainty in the individual particles constituting the jet. The in situ measurement of the single particle
response detailed in Ref. [28] significantly reduces the uncertainty due to the limited knowledge of the exact detector
geometry, in particular that due to the presence of additional
dead material, and the modelling of the exact way particles
interact in the detector.
The following single particle response measurements are
used:
1. The single hadron energy measured in a cone around an
isolated track with respect to the track momentum (E/p)
in the momentum range from 0.5 ≤ p track < 20 GeV.
2. The pion response measurements performed in the 2004
combined test-beam, where a full slice of the ATLAS detector was exposed to pion beams with momenta between
20 GeV and 350 GeV [78].
Uncertainties for charged hadrons are estimated from these
measurements as detailed in Ref. [28]. Additional uncertainties are related to:
1. The calorimeter acceptance for low pT particles that do
not reach the calorimeter or are not reconstructed in a
topo-cluster due to the noise thresholds.
2. Calorimeter response to particles with p > 400 GeV
for which the uncertainty is conservatively estimated as
10 %, to account for possible calorimeter non-linearities
and longitudinal leakage.
3. The baseline absolute electromagnetic scale for the
hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters for particles
in the kinematic range not measured in situ.
4. The calorimeter response to neutral hadrons is estimated
by comparing various models in G EANT4. An uncertainty of 10 % for particles with an energy E < 3 GeV
and 5 % for higher energies is obtained.
At high transverse momentum, the dominant contribution
to the calorimeter response uncertainties is due to particles
with momenta covered by the test-beam. In the pseudorapidity range 0 ≤ |η| < 0.8 the shift of the relative jet energy
scale expected from the single hadron response measurements in the test-beam is up to ≈1 %, and the uncertainty
on the shift is from 1 % to 3 %. The total envelope (the shift
added linearly to the uncertainty) of about 1.5–4 %, depending on the jet transverse momentum, is taken as the relative
JES calorimeter uncertainty. The calorimeter uncertainty is
shown in Sect. 9.8.
Fig. 11 Average simulated jet pT response (open squares) after the
EM+JES calibration and jet energy response (full circles) as a function
jet
of pT for the nominal Monte Carlo sample for jets in the central (a),
endcap (b) and most forward (c) calorimeter regions. Systematic uncertainties are not shown. Statistical uncertainties are smaller than the
marker size

9.4 Uncertainties due to the detector simulation
9.4.1 Calorimeter cell noise thresholds
As described in Sect. 6.1.1, topo-clusters are constructed
based on the signal-to-noise ratio of calorimeter cells, where
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the noise is defined as the RMS of the measured cell energy
distribution in a data taking period without proton-proton
collisions. Discrepancies between the simulated noise and
the real noise in data can lead to differences in the cluster
shapes and to the presence of fake topo-clusters. For data,
the noise can change over time,14 while the noise RMS used
in the simulation is fixed at the time of the production of
the simulated data sets. These effects can lead to biases in
the jet reconstruction and calibration, if the electronic noise
injected in the Monte Carlo simulation does not reflect that
data. Additionally in the MC simulation the noise is generated from the RMS measured in data assuming a Gaussian
distribution.
The effect of the calorimeter cell noise mis-modelling on
the jet response is estimated by reconstructing topo-clusters, and thereafter jets, in Monte Carlo using the noise RMS
measured from data. The actual energy and noise simulated
in the Monte Carlo are left unchanged, but the values of the
thresholds used to include a given calorimeter cell in a topocluster are shifted according to the cell noise RMS measured
in data at one particular time.
The response for jets reconstructed with the modified
noise thresholds are compared with the response for jets
reconstructed in exactly the same sample using the default
Monte Carlo noise thresholds.
To further understand the effect of the noise thresholds
on the jet response, the noise thresholds were shifted. An
increase of each calorimeter cell threshold by 7 % in the
Monte Carlo simulation is found to give a similar shift in
the jet response as using the noise RMS from data. Raising and lowering the cell thresholds by 7 % shows that the
effect on the jet response from varying the cell noise thresholds is symmetric. This allows the use of the calorimeter cell
noise thresholds derived from data as a representative sample to determine the jet energy scale uncertainty and covers
the cases when the data have either more or less noise than
the simulation.
The maximal observed change in jet response is used to
estimate the uncertainty on the jet energy measurement due
to the calorimeter cell noise modelling. It is found to be below 2 % for the whole pseudorapidity range, and negligible
for jets with transverse momenta above 45 GeV. The uncertainties assigned to jets with transverse momenta below
45 GeV are:
jet

1. 1 % and 2 % for 20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV for anti-kt jets with
R = 0.4 and R = 0.6 jets, respectively,
jet
2. 1 % for 30 ≤ pT < 45 GeV for both R values.
14 Time-dependent

noise changes for single cells in data are accounted
for using regular measurements.

9.4.2 Additional detector material
The jet energy scale is affected by possible deviations in
the material description as the jet energy scale calibration
has been derived to restore the energy lost assuming a geometry as simulated in the nominal Monte Carlo sample.
Simulated detector geometries that include systematic variations of the amount of material have been designed using
test-beam measurements [32], in addition to 900 GeV and
7 TeV data [82, 83, 89, 90]. The possible additional material
amount is estimated from these in situ measurements and
the a priori knowledge of the detector construction. Specific
Monte Carlo simulation samples have been produced using
these distorted geometries.
In the case of uncertainties derived with in situ techniques, such as those coming from the single hadron response measurements detailed in Sect. 9.3, most of the effects on the jet response due to additional dead material do
not apply, because in situ measurements do not rely on simulation where the material could be misrepresented. However, the quality criteria of the track selection for the single hadron response measurement, effectively only allow
particles that have not interacted in the Pixel and SCT
layers of the inner detector to be included in the measurement.
Therefore the effect of possible additional dead material
in these inner detector layers on the calorimeter response to
jets needs to be taken into account for particles in the momentum range of the in situ single hadron response measurement. This is achieved using a specific Monte Carlo sample where the amount of material is systematically varied
by adding 5 % of material to the existing inner detector services [42]. The jet response in the two cases is shown in
Fig. 12.
Electrons, photons, and hadrons with momenta p >
20 GeV are not included in the single hadron response measurements and therefore there is no estimate based on in situ
techniques for the effect of any additional material in front
of the calorimeters. This uncertainty is estimated using a
dedicated Monte Carlo simulation sample where the overall detector material is systematically varied within the current uncertainties [42] on the detector geometry. The overall
changes in the detector geometry include:
1. The increase in the inner detector material mentioned
above.
2. An extra 0.1 radiation length (X0 ) in the cryostat in front
of the barrel of the electromagnetic calorimeter (|η| <
1.5).
3. An extra 0.05 X0 between the presampler and the first
layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
4. An extra 0.1 X0 in the cryostat after the barrel of the
electromagnetic calorimeter.
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9.5 Uncertainties due to the event modelling
in Monte Carlo generators
The contributions to the JES uncertainty from the modelling
of the fragmentation, the underlying event and other choices
in the event modelling of the Monte Carlo event generator
are obtained from samples based on A LPGEN+H ERWIG+
J IMMY and the P YTHIA P ERUGIA2010 tune discussed in
Sect. 4.
By comparing the baseline P YTHIA Monte Carlo sample to the P YTHIA P ERUGIA2010 tune, the effects of soft
physics modelling are tested. The P ERUGIA2010 tune provides, in particular, a better description of the internal jet
structure recently measured with ATLAS [3]. The A LPGEN
Monte Carlo uses different theoretical models for all steps
of the event generation and therefore gives a reasonable estimate of the systematic variations. However, the possible
compensation of modelling effects that shift the jet response
in opposite directions cannot be excluded.
Figure 13 shows the calibrated jet kinematic response for
the two Monte Carlo generators and tunes used to estimate
the effect of the Monte Carlo theoretical model on the jet energy scale uncertainty. The kinematic response for the nominal sample is shown for comparison. The ratio of the nominal response to that for each of the two samples is used to
estimate the systematic uncertainty to the jet energy scale,
and the procedure is further detailed in Sect. 9.8.
9.6 In situ intercalibration using events
with dijet topologies
Fig. 12 Average simulated jet response in energy (a) and in pT (b) as
jet
a function of pT in the central region (0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8) in the case of
additional dead material in the inner detector (full triangles) and in both
the inner detector and the calorimeters (open squares). The amount of
additional dead material is specified in the text. The response within
the nominal Monte Carlo sample is shown for comparison (full circles).
Only statistical uncertainties are shown

5. Extra material in the barrel-endcap transition region in
the electromagnetic calorimeter (1.37 < |η| < 1.52). An
increase of 1.5 times the nominal simulated material is
adopted.
The uncertainty contribution due to the overall additional
detector material is estimated by comparing the EM+JES
jet response in the nominal Monte Carlo simulation sample
with the jet response in a Monte Carlo simulation sample
with a distorted geometry (see Fig. 12). This uncertainty is
then scaled by the average energy fraction of electrons, photons and high transverse momentum hadrons within a jet as
a function of pT .

The response of the ATLAS calorimeters to jets depends on
the jet direction, due to the different calorimeter technology
and to the varying amounts of dead material in front of the
calorimeters. A calibration is therefore needed to ensure a
uniform calorimeter response to jets. This can be achieved
by applying correction factors derived from Monte Carlo
simulations. Such corrections need to be validated in situ
given the non-compensating nature of the calorimeters in
conjunction with the complex calorimeter geometry and material distribution.
The relative jet calorimeter response and its uncertainty
is studied by comparing the transverse momenta of a wellcalibrated central jet and a jet in the forward region in events
with only two jets at high transverse momenta (dijets). Such
techniques have been applied in previous hadron collider experiments [14, 15].
9.6.1 Intercalibration method using
a fixed central reference region
The traditional approach for η-intercalibration with dijet
events is to use a fixed central region of the calorimeters
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The asymmetry is then used to measure an η-intercalibration factor c for the probe jet, or its response relative to the
reference jet 1/c, using the relation
probe

pT

2+A
= 1/c.
2−A

=

pTref

(13)

The asymmetry distribution is calculated in bins of jet
avg
ηdet and pT : The bins are labeled i for each probe jet ηdet
avg
and k for each pT -bin. Intercalibration factors are calculated for each bin according to Eq. (13):
cik =

2 − Aik 
,
2 + Aik 

(14)

where the Aik  is the mean value of the asymmetry distribution in each
√ bin. The uncertainty on Aik  is taken to be
the RMS/ N of each distribution, where N is the number
of events per bin.
9.6.2 Intercalibration using the matrix method
A disadvantage with the method outlined above is that all
events are required to have a jet in the central reference region. This results in a significant loss of event statistics, especially in the forward region, where the dijet cross section
drops steeply as the rapidity interval between the jets increases. In order to use the full event statistics, the default
method can be extended by replacing the “probe” and “reference” jets by “left” and “right” jets defined as ηleft < ηright .
Equations (12) and (13) then become:
Fig. 13 Average simulated response in energy (a) and in pT (b) as
jet
a function of pT in the central region (0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8) for A LP GEN +H ERWIG +J IMMY (open squares) and P YTHIA with the P ERU GIA 2010 tune (full triangles). The response of the nominal Monte
Carlo simulation sample is shown for comparison (full circles). Only
statistical uncertainties are shown

as the reference region. The relative calorimeter response to
jets in other calorimeter regions is then quantified by the pT
balance between the reference jet and the probe jet, exploiting the fact that these jets are expected to have equal pT due
to transverse momentum conservation. The pT balance can
be characterised by the asymmetry A, defined as
probe

A=

pT

− pTref

avg
pT

avg

,

right

A=

pTleft − pT
avg

pT

Rlr =

pTleft
right

pT

and
(15)

cright 2 + A
,
= left =
2−A
c

where the term R denotes the ratio of the responses, and
cleft and cright are the η-intercalibration factors for the left
and right jets, respectively.
In this approach there is a response ratio distribution,
Rij k , whose average value Rij k  is evaluated for each ηleft avg
bin i, ηright -bin j and pT -bin k. The relative correction facavg
tor cαk for a given jet η-bin α and for a fixed pT -bin k, is
obtained by minimising a matrix of linear equations:

(12)
S(c1k , . . . , cN k )

probe

+ pTref )/2. The reference region is chowith pT = (pT
sen as the central region of the barrel: |η| < 0.8. If both jets
fall into the reference region, each jet is used, in turn, as the
reference jet. As a consequence, the average asymmetry in
the reference region will be zero by construction.

N j −1

=
j =1 i=1



1
cik Rij k  − cj k
Rij k 

2

+ X(cik ), (16)

where N denotes the number of η-bins, Rij k  is the statistical uncertainty of Rij k  and the function X(cik ) is used
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to quadratically suppress deviations from unity of the average corrections.15 The η-bins are assumed to be ordered
such that ηi < ηi+1 . Note that if the jet response does not
vary with η, then the relative response will be unity for each
(ηleft , ηright )-bin combination (see Eq. (15)). A perfect minimization S = 0 is achieved when all correction factors equal
unity.
The minimisation of Eq. (16) is done separately for each
avg
pT -bin k, and the resulting calibration factors cik (for each
jet η-bin i) are scaled such that the average calibration factor
in the reference region |η| < 0.8 equals unity.
9.6.3 Selection of dijet events
Events are retained if there were at least two jets above the
jet
jet reconstruction threshold of pT > 7 GeV. The event is
rejected if either of the two leading jets did not satisfy the
standard jet selection criteria (see Sect. 7).
Events are required to satisfy a specific logic using a
central or a forward jet trigger, which select events based
on jet activity in either the central (|η| < 3.2) or the forward (|η| > 3.2) trigger regions, respectively [30]. The use
of a logical OR allows the selection to capture dijet events
where the jet is in either of the two jet trigger regions:
central-central, central-forward and forward-forward configurations. The requirements are chosen such that the trigavg
ger efficiency, for a specific region of pT , was greater than
99 % and approximately flat as a function of the pseudorapidity of the probe jet.
avg
To cover the region pT < 45 GeV, events triggered by
the minimum bias trigger scintillators were used. To enhance events which have only two jets at high pT , the following selection criteria are applied;
avg

pT > 20 GeV,
φ(j1 , j2 ) > 2.6 rad,


avg
pT (j3 ) < max 0.15pT , 7 GeV ,

(17)
(18)

where ji denotes the ith highest pT jet in the event and
φ(j1 , j2 ) is the azimuthal angle between the two leading
jets.
avg
The lowest pT -bins are likely to suffer from biases. At
avg
very low pT , it is expected that this technique may not
measure accurately the relative response to jets, because the
assumption of dijet balance at hadron level may start to fail.
First, there are residual low-pT jet effects since the selection criterion on the third jet, which is used to suppress the
unbalancing effects of soft QCD radiation, is not as efficient
due to the jet reconstruction threshold of 7 GeV. Second, the
jet reconstruction efficiency is worse for low-pT jets.
−1 Nbins
2
= K(Nbins
i=1 cik − 1) is defined with K being a constant and Nbins being the number of η-bins (number of indices i). This
term prevents the minimisation from choosing the trivial solution: all
cik equal to zero. The value of the constant K does not impact the
solution as long as it is sufficiently large (K ≈ 106 ).

15 X(c

ik )

9.6.4 Comparison of intercalibration methods
The relative jet response obtained with the matrix method
is compared to the relative jet response obtained using the
method with a fixed reference region. Figure 14 shows the
avg
jet response relative to central jets (1/c) for two pT -bins,
avg
avg
30 ≤ pT < 40 GeV and 60 ≤ pT < 80 GeV. These results are obtained for a reference region 0.1 ≤ |η| < 0.6 and
therefore not directly comparable to the results discussed below where 0.1 ≤ |η| < 0.8 is used. The matrix method has
a higher statistical precision relative to the fixed reference
method for low pT , since in this region the dijet cross section
is particularly large for large pseudorapidity separations.
The response observed using the fixed reference region
method is compatible with those obtained using the matrix
method.16 These results are representative of all the phase
space regions studied in this analysis and the matrix method
is therefore used to give the final uncertainty on the in situ
η-intercalibration due to its higher statistical precision.
9.6.5 Comparison of data with Monte Carlo simulation
Figure 15 shows the relative response obtained with the matrix method as a function of the jet pseudorapidity for data
avg
and Monte Carlo simulations in four pT regions. The results are normalized such that average relative response in
|η| < 0.8 equals unity, both for data and Monte Carlo simulation.
The response in data is reasonably well reproduced by the
jet
Monte Carlo simulations for pT > 60 GeV, with the Monte
Carlo simulation and data agreeing typically better than 2 %
in the central region (|η| < 2.8) and 5–10 % (depending on
avg
pT ) in the forward region (|η| > 2.8). At lower values of
pT , the data do not agree as well with the Monte Carlo simulations and the Monte Carlo simulations themselves show
avg
a large spread around the data. For 20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV,
the Monte Carlo simulation deviates from the data by about
10 % for |η| > 2.8, with the different Monte Carlo simulations predicting both higher and lower relative responses
than that observed in the data.
The main differences, due to residual low-pT jet effects
(see Sect. 9.6.3), occur between P YTHIA with the MC10 or
the P ERUGIA tune on one side and A LPGEN/H ERWIG ++ on
the other. The differences therefore apparently reflect a difference in physics modelling between the event generators.
Figure 16 shows the relative response as a function of
avg
pT . The distributions are shown for jets in the region 1.2 ≤
|η| < 2.1 and also for those in the region 3.6 ≤ |η| < 4.5.
Again, the response is reasonably well described by the
Monte Carlo simulation for all calorimeter regions at high
pT and the more central region at low pT .
16 As discussed in Sect. 9.6.3, even for an ideal detector the asymmetry,
and hence the relative response, is not expected to be exactly flat due
to the effects of soft QCD radiation and other soft particle activities.
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most likely due to the different parton shower modelling.
This is also confirmed by the observation that differences of
jet
the calorimeter response to jets evaluated as pT /pTtruth between P YTHIA and H ERWIG are rather small. The observed
differences are therefore due to the modelling of the additional parton radiation and not due to the modelling of the
jet fragmentation.
The uncertainty on the relative response is taken to be
the RMS deviation of the Monte Carlo predictions from the
data. At high pT , where the spread of Monte Carlo simulation predictions is small, the uncertainty mainly reflects the
true difference between the response in data and simulation.
At low pT and large |η|, the uncertainty mainly reflects the
physics modelling uncertainty, although the detector-based
differences between data and simulation are also accounted
for. Other uncertainty sources, such as trigger selection or
the QCD radiation suppression using the third jet, are either
negligible, or included in the total uncertainty assigned from
the spread of Monte Carlo predictions around the data.
Figure 17 shows the uncertainty in the jet response, relative to jets in the central region |η| < 0.8, as a function
of the jet pT and |η|. The JES uncertainty, determined in
the central detector region using the single particle response
and systematic variations of the Monte Carlo simulations, is
transferred to the forward regions using the results from the
dijet balance. These uncertainties are included in the final
uncertainty as follows:
1. The total JES uncertainty in the central region 0.3 ≤
|η| < 0.8 is kept as a baseline.
2. The uncertainty from the relative intercalibration is taken
as the RMS deviation of the MC predictions from the
data and is added in quadrature to the baseline uncertainty.
Fig. 14 Relative response of anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated
with the EM+JES scheme, 1/c, as a function of the pseudorapidity measured using the matrix and fixed central reference region
η-intercalibration methods. Results are presented for two bins of
avg
avg
pT : 30 ≤ pT < 40 GeV measured in minimum bias data (a), and
avg
60 ≤ pT < 80 GeV measured in data collected using jet triggers (b).
The lower part of the figures shows the ratio of the two methods. The
central reference region is 0.1 ≤ |η| < 0.6. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

9.6.6 Total uncertainties in the forward region
The Monte Carlo simulation predictions for the relative jet
avg
response diverge at low values of pT (see Fig. 15). The
data themselves lie between the different predictions. The
uncertainty on the relative jet response must reflect this disagreement because there is no a priori reason to believe one
theoretical prediction over another. The differences in the jet
pT balance are already visible when comparing the two simulations using partons only (switching of the hadronisation
process and using no detector simulation) and are therefore

The measurements are performed for transverse momenta
avg
in the range 20 ≤ pT < 110 GeV. The uncertainty for
jets with pT > 100 GeV is taken as the uncertainty of
the last available pT -bin.17 The uncertainties are evaluated
separately for jets reconstructed with distance parameters
R = 0.4 and R = 0.6, and are in general found to be slightly
larger for R = 0.4 (not shown).
Figure 18 shows a summary of the η-intercalibration results and the associated intercalibration uncertainty calculated as detailed above, as a function of jet |η| for two repavg
resentative pT -bins.
9.7 Uncertainties due to multiple proton-proton collisions
The offset to the jet transverse energy due to pile-up interactions can be measured at the EM scale from the average en17 This is justified by the decrease of the intercalibration uncertainty
with pT , but cannot completely exclude the presence of calorimeter
non-linearities for jet energies above those used for the intercalibration.
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Fig. 15 Relative jet response, 1/c, of anti-kt jets with R = 0.6
as a function of the jet pseudorapidity measured using the matrix η-intercalibration method in bins of the average pT of the two
avg
avg
leading jets (a) 20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV, (b) 30 ≤ pT < 45 GeV,
avg
avg
(c) 60 ≤ pT < 80 GeV and 80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV. The lower part

of each figure shows the ratio of Monte Carlo simulation to data. The
results are normalized such that average relative response in |η| < 0.8
equals unity, both for data and Monte Carlo simulation. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown

ergy in calorimeter towers in minimum bias events. The uncertainty in the pile-up corrections can be obtained by varying certain analysis choices and by studying the jet response
with respect to the transverse momentum of track jets as a
function of the number of primary vertices.

ditional vertex at the EM+JES scale. Since the jet pile-up
offset was about 500 MeV before correction, even with this
conservative estimate the application of the offset correction represents an improvement of a factor of five obtained
over the systematic bias associated with pile-up effects on
the calorimeter jet pT without pile-up correction.
The full offset correction shows reasonable closure, i.e.
little dependence on NPV after pile-up offset correction,
when using the actual constituent tower multiplicity directly
(tower-based) and a slight under-correction using the average constituent multiplicity in the jet (jet-based).18 Fig-

9.7.1 Jet offset correction uncertainty from track jets
The systematic uncertainty in the jet offset correction can
be evaluated using track jets. Figure 7 shows the variation
track jet
. From the
of the offset among the various ranges of pT
offset spread an uncertainty on the correction can be derived.
EM
It is approximately δ(Otrack
jet ) < 100 MeV per additional
EM+JES ) < 200 MeV per advertex at the EM scale and δ(Otrack
jet

18 See

Sect. 8.1.3 for definition of tower-based and jet-based pile-up
offset corrections.
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avg

Fig. 16 Relative jet response, 1/c, of anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 as
avg
a function of pT found using the matrix η-intercalibration method
avg
for (a) 1.2 ≤ |η| < 2.1 and (b) 3.6 ≤ |η| < 4.5. For pT < 45 GeV,
the data are collected using the minimum bias trigger stream. For

pT > 45 GeV, the data are collected using the calorimeter trigger
stream. The lower part of each figure shows the ratio of Monte Carlo
simulation to data. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

Fig. 17 Fractional response uncertainty for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6
calibrated with the EM+JES scheme as obtained from the dijet balance

in situ technique as a function of pT for various |η|-regions of the
jet
calorimeter (a) and as a function of |η| in various pT bins (b)

ure 19a shows the tower-based correction applied to tower
jets at the EM scale as a function of the reconstructed vertex
multiplicity. The tower-based correction exhibits a closure
jet
consistent with zero slope in ET as a function of NPV . Figures 19b and 19c show the jet-based correction applied to
both tower jets and topo-cluster jets, respectively. The use
of the jet-based offset correction slightly under-corrects for
the effect of pile-up for jets constructed from both towers
and topo-clusters.
The implication of this observation is two-fold:

2. There is a systematic underestimation of the average
tower multiplicity in jets due to the effect of pile-up or
due to differences in the jet transverse energy distribution in the derivation and the validation of the pile-up
correction.

1. There is no significant difference in the sensitivity of
topo-cluster jets to pile-up as compared to tower jets.

jet

9.7.2 Jet offset correction uncertainties
The contributions to the jet offset correction uncertainty are
estimated from studies that account for:
1. The effect of variations of the trigger selection on the
measured non-noise-suppressed tower energy distribution that is input to the offset correction.
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Fig. 18 Average jet response for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated
with the EM+JES scheme measured relative to a central reference jet
within |η| < 0.8 using the matrix method in data and various Monte
avg
Carlo generator samples as a function of |η| for pT in the ranges 30–

jet

2. The variation with pT and NPV of the tower multiplicity
in jets based on topo-clusters.19
3. The variation of the offset correction derived from track
jets as a function of the number of primary vertices for
various values of track jet pT .
4. The residual dependence of the corrected calorimeter jet
energy for calorimeter jets matched to track jets as a
function of the number of primary vertices.
The JES uncertainty is estimated by adding all uncertainties in quadrature, including the one from the non-closure of
the correction. The track jet method can be used only up
to |η| = 1.9, since a full coverage of the jet area by the
tracking acceptance is needed. Beyond |η| = 1.9, the dijet balance method detailed in Sect. 9.6 is used. This approach compares the relative jet response in events with
only one reconstructed vertex with the response measured
in events with several reconstructed vertices. The dijet balance method yields uncertainties similar to those intrinsic to
the method also in the case of |η| < 1.9.
Table 3 gives the contribution of each source of systematic uncertainty in percent to the average offset correction
which is given in Table 4.
For jets based on towers the total systematic uncertainty
is significantly larger than the validation of the correction
using track jets indicate (2 % in Table 3). The larger of the
two individual uncertainties (21 % and 16 % in Table 3) is
therefore adopted. This yields for the correction of the aver19 This is determined from the variation in tower multiplicity for
NPV = 1 in jets matched to track jets with 25 ≤ pT < 30 GeV as compared to NPV = 4 in track jets with 35 ≤ pT < 40 GeV.
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45 GeV (a) and 80–110 GeV (b). The resulting systematic uncertainty
component is shown as a shaded band around the data points. The
errors bars on the data points only show the statistical uncertainties

age offset of 0.48 GeV/vertex (see Table 4) the uncertainty
δ(Otower-based ) = 100 MeV per vertex.20 The resulting total uncertainty is a factor of five smaller than the bias attributable to pile-up (≈500 MeV per vertex) even with this
conservative systematic uncertainty estimation.
The offset correction for jets based on topo-clusters receives an additional uncertainty due to the average tower
multiplicity approximation. This contribution is estimated to
introduce a 20 % uncertainty in the constituent tower multiplicity by comparing jets in events with NPV = 1–3 and for
track jet
the five highest pT
-bins. This estimation translates directly into a 20 % uncertainty on the jet-based offset. The
resulting systematic uncertainty on jets corrected by the offset correction is estimated to be δ(Ojet-based ) ≈ 160 MeV
per vertex; a factor of three smaller than the bias due to
pile-up.
Figure 20 shows the relative uncertainty due to pile-up in
the case of two measured primary vertices. In this case, the
uncertainty due to pile-up for central jets with pT = 20 GeV
and pseudorapidity |η| ≤ 0.8 is about 1 %, while it amounts
to about 2 % for jets with pseudorapidity 2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8
and to less than 2.5 % for all jets with |η| ≤ 4.5. In the case
of three primary vertices, NPV = 3, the pile-up uncertainty
is approximately twice that of NPV = 2, and with four primary vertices the uncertainty for central, endcap and forward jets is less than 3 %, 6 % and 8 %, respectively. The
relative uncertainty due to pile-up for events with up to five

20 Using

twice the RMS of the variation in the closure test yields a
similar value.
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Fig. 19 Jet residual offset measured at the EM scale after pile-up
jet
correction using the most probable value ET obtained from a fit to
a Landau+Gauss distribution for various bins in track jet transverse
track jet
) as a function of the primary vertex multiplicmomentum (pT
ity: tower jets corrected with tower-based offset correction (using the
actual number constituent towers) (a), tower jets corrected with the
jet-based offset correction (using the average number of constituent

towers) (b) and topo-cluster jets corrected with the jet-based offset
correction (using the average number of equivalent constituent towers) (c). The axis ranges are identical to Fig. 7 for ease of comparison.
The jet offset is given for anti-kt jets at the EM scale with R = 0.6.
Only the statistical uncertainties of the fit results are shown. The lines
are fits using a linear function

additional collisions becomes less than 1 % for all jets with
jet
pT > 200 GeV. The pile-up uncertainty needs to be added
separately to the estimate of the total jet energy scale uncertainty detailed in Sect. 9.8.

9.7.3 Out-of-time pile-up
The effect of additional proton-proton collisions from previous bunch crossings within trains of consecutive bunches
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Table 3 Summary of systematic uncertainties associated with the
offset correction for both the tower-based offset applied jet-by-jet to
tower jets and the jet-level offset applied to topo-cluster jets. The uncertainty is expressed as a percentage of the average offset correction,
Systematic

shown in Table 4. The tower-based correction uses the actual number
of towers for each jet, while the jet-based offset uses an average tower
multiplicity (see Sect. 8.1.1)

Tower-based offset

Jet-based offset

Comments

Trigger selection

16 %

16 %

MBTS vs. Jet triggers

Tower multiplicity variation

–

20 %

track jet
pT

Ntowers  vs. pT

21 %

22 %

Variation of 100 MeV/vertex

Total (quadrature sum)

26 %

34 %

Assumes uncorrelated errors

Closure of tack jet validation

2%

35 %

Determined from average

variation

jet

Table 4 Variation of the calorimeter ET with pile-up for several bins
in track jet pT . Slopes are given in GeV/vertex at the electromagnetic
scale for each primary vertex from additional proton-proton collisions
in the event, and represent the slope of the jet offset before and after
Track jet pT

track jet

and NPV

the tower-based offset correction. Tower-based corrections are applied
to tower jets and jet-based corrections are applied to topo-cluster jets.
The reported uncertainties are purely statistical

Tower jets [GeV/vertex]
Before

jet

Topo-cluster jets [GeV/vertex]
After

Before

After

20–25 GeV

0.55 ± 0.02

0.06 ± 0.02

0.50 ± 0.02

0.19 ± 0.02

25–30 GeV

0.47 ± 0.02

0.00 ± 0.02

0.47 ± 0.02

0.16 ± 0.02

30–35 GeV

0.49 ± 0.03

0.01 ± 0.03

0.47 ± 0.03

0.17 ± 0.03

35–40 GeV

0.42 ± 0.03

−0.08 ± 0.03

0.41 ± 0.03

0.12 ± 0.03

40–45 GeV

0.51 ± 0.05

0.01 ± 0.05

0.48 ± 0.05

0.18 ± 0.05

45–50 GeV

0.42 ± 0.06

−0.07 ± 0.06

0.41 ± 0.06

0.12 ± 0.06

Average

0.48 ± 0.02

−0.01 ± 0.02

0.46 ± 0.02

0.16 ± 0.02

9.7.4 Pile-up corrections applied
to jet shape measurements
The measurement of internal jet properties like the energy
flow inside jets can be made considerably more difficult in
the presence of additional proton-proton collisions. The applicability of the tower-based offset presented in Sect. 9.7.1
to correct the mean jet energy can also be tested on the internal jet shape measurements.
The offset correction is applied to the measurement of the
differential jet shape for R = 0.6 tower jets, as described in
Ref. [3].
The jet shape variable used, ρ a (r), is defined as:
Fig. 20 Relative JES uncertainty from pile-up for anti-kt jets with
R = 0.6 in the case of two measured primary vertices, NPV = 2, for
central (0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8, full circles), endcap (2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8, open
squares) and forward (3.6 ≤ |η| < 4.5, full triangles) jets as a function
jet
of jet pT

(out-of-time pile-up) has been studied separately. The effect
is found to be negligible in the 2010 data.

ρ a (r) =

π[(r

+ δr/2)2

1
− (r − δr/2)2 ]

pT (r − δr2 , r + δr2 )
,
(19)
pT (0, 0.7)

where r = (dη)2 + (dφ)2 is the distance of the jet constituents to the jet four-momentum vector and the angled
brackets denote an average over all jets, pT (b, c) is the sum
of the pT of all towers with an opening angle b ≤ R < c
with respect to the jet axis, and δr = 0.1.
·
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This definition differs from the canonical jet shape variable ρ(r) [3] in two important ways. First, by normalising
to area, the variable measures an energy density. Therefore,
ρ a (r) will approach an asymptotic value far from the jet
axis. The level of the asymptote is related to the energy density in the calorimeter and is measurably higher in events
with pile-up. Second, all towers are included in the definition. This allows an examination of energy outside of the jet
cone, in some sense measuring “energy flow” around the jet
axis.
Figure 21 depicts ρ a (r) with and without a correction of
the tower constituent energy for the mean energy induced
by pile-up interactions as representative examples. In events
with two (three) reconstructed vertices, differences in this
particular jet shape variable of up to 35 % (70 %) just outside the jet (r > 0.6) and 20 % (40 %) near the nominal
jet radius (r = 0.6) are observed. The bulk of the shape
(0.1 ≤ r < 0.6) is restored to that observed in events with
only a single interaction, in both the core (r < 0.1) and the
periphery (r > 0.6) of the jet.
The results demonstrate that the tower-based offset correction can be applied on a fine scale granularity and is valid
both inside and near jets.
9.8 Summary of jet energy scale systematic uncertainties
The total jet energy scale uncertainty is derived by considering all the individual contributions described in the previous
sections. In the central region (|η| < 0.8), the estimate proceeds as follows:
jet

1. For each pT and η bin, the uncertainty due to the calibration procedure is calculated as described in Sect. 9.2
for both jet energy and pT response. For each bin, the
maximum deviation from unity between the energy and
pT response is taken as the final non-closure uncertainty.
2. The calorimeter response uncertainty is estimated as a
function of jet η and pT from the propagation of single
particle uncertainties to the jets, as detailed in Sect. 9.3.
3. Sources of uncertainties estimated using Monte Carlo
samples with a systematic variation are accounted as follows:
(a) the response in the test sample Rvar and the response
in the nominal sample Rnom is considered as a starting point for the estimate of the JES uncertainty. The
deviation of this ratio from unity is defined as:


jet
 jet  
Rvar (pT , η) 
JES pT , η = 1 −
.
jet
Rnom (pT , η)

Fig. 21 Measured sum pT in annuli around the jet axis, divided by
the total pT around the jet within R = 0.7 of the jet axis and normalised by the area of each annulus as a function of the distance of
the jet constituent to the jet axis. The shapes of jets in the rapidity
range 1.2 ≤ |y| < 2.1 are compared, before and after the offset corrections, in events with one and two reconstructed vertices (a), and one
and three reconstructed vertices (b). The corrected distribution is also
shown (full triangles). Note that the single vertex data (full circles)
are partially hidden behind the corrected multi-vertex data. Anti-kt jets
with R = 0.6 reconstructed from calorimeter towers are used and calibrated with the EM+JES scheme

(b) The larger JES in each bin derived from the jet energy or transverse momentum response is considered
as the contribution to the final JES systematic uncertainty due to the specific systematic effect:
 jet
 jet  pT  jet 


pT , η .
JES pT , |η| = max EJES pT , η , JES

(20)

(21)

This deviation is calculated from both the energy and
jet
pT response, leading to EJES (pT , η) for the deviajet
pT
(pT , η) for
tion in the energy response, and to JES
the deviation in the transverse momentum response.

4. The estimate of the uncertainty contributions due to additional material in the inner detector and overall additional
dead material are estimated as described in the previous
step. These uncertainties are then scaled by the average
fraction of particles forming the jet that have p < 20 GeV
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(for the inner detector distorted geometry) and by the average fraction of particles outside the kinematic range of
the single hadron response in situ measurements (for the
overall distorted geometry).
jet

For each (pT , η)-bin, the uncertainty contributions from
the calorimeter, the jet calibration non-closure, and systematic Monte Carlo simulation variations are added in quadrature.
For pseudorapidities beyond |η| > 0.8, the η-intercalibration contribution is estimated for each pseudorapidity bin in
the endcap region as detailed in Sect. 9.6.6. The pseudorapidity intercalibration contribution is added in quadrature
to the total JES uncertainty determined in the 0.3 ≤ |η| <
0.8 region to estimate the JES uncertainty for jets with |η| >
0.8, with the exception of the non-closure term that is taken
jet
from the specific η-region. For low pT , this choice leads
to partially double counting the contribution from the dead
material uncertainty, but it leads to a conservative estimate
in a region where it is difficult to estimate the accuracy of
the material description.
The contribution to the uncertainty due to additional
proton-proton interactions described in Sect. 9.7 is added
separately, depending on the number of primary vertices in
the event. In the remainder of the section only the uncertainty for a single proton-proton interaction is shown in detail.
Figure 22 shows the final fractional jet energy scale systematic uncertainty and its individual contributions as a
jet
function of pT for three selected η regions. The fractional
JES uncertainty in the central region amounts to 2 % to 4 %
jet
for pT < 60 GeV, and it is between 2 % and 2.5 % for 60 ≤
jet
jet
pT < 800 GeV. For jets with pT > 800 GeV, the uncertainty ranges from 2.5 % to 4 %. The uncertainty amounts
jet
to up to 7 % and 3 %, respectively, for pT < 60 GeV and
jet
pT > 60 GeV in the endcap region, where the central uncertainty is taken as a baseline and the uncertainty due to
the intercalibration is added. In the forward region, a 13 %
jet
uncertainty is assigned for pT = 20 GeV. The increase in
the uncertainty is dominated by the modelling of the soft
physics in the forward region that is accounted for in the ηintercalibration contribution. This uncertainty contribution
is estimated conservatively.
Table 5 presents a summary of the maximum uncertainties in the different η regions for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6
jet
and with pT of 20 GeV, 200 GeV and 1.5 TeV as examples.
The same study has been repeated for anti-kt jets with
distance parameter R = 0.4, and the estimate of the JES uncertainty is comparable to that obtained for anti-kt jets with
R = 0.6. The JES uncertainty for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4
jet
is between ≈4 % (8 %, 14 %) at low pT and ≈2.5 %–3 %

Fig. 22 Fractional jet energy scale systematic uncertainty as a funcjet
tion of pT for jets in the pseudorapidity region 0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8 in the
calorimeter barrel (a), 2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8 in the calorimeter endcap (b),
and in the forward pseudorapidity region 3.6 ≤ |η| < 4.5 (c). The total uncertainty is shown as the solid light shaded area. The individual
sources are also shown together with uncertainties from the fitting procedure if applicable
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Table 5 Summary of the maximum EM+JES jet energy scale systemjet
atic uncertainties for different pT and η regions from Monte Carlo
simulation based study for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6
η region

Maximum fractional JES Uncertainty
jet

pT = 20 GeV

200 GeV

1.5 TeV

0 ≤ |η| < 0.3

4.6 %

2.3 %

3.1 %

0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8

4.5 %

2.2 %

3.3 %

0.8 ≤ |η| < 1.2

4.4 %

2.3 %

3.3 %

1.2 ≤ |η| < 2.1

5.4 %

2.4 %

3.4 %

2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8

6.5 %

2.5 %

2.8 ≤ |η| < 3.2

7.9 %

3.0 %

3.2 ≤ |η| < 3.6

8.1 %

3.0 %

3.6 ≤ |η| < 4.5

10.9 %

2.9 %

10 Jet energy scale uncertainties validation
with in situ techniques for the EM+JES scheme

Table 6 Summary of the maximum EM+JES jet energy scale systemjet
atic uncertainties for different pT and η regions from Monte Carlo
simulation based study for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4
η region

Maximum fractional JES Uncertainty
jet

pT = 20 GeV

200 GeV

1.5 TeV

0 ≤ |η| < 0.3

4.1 %

2.3 %

3.1 %

0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8

4.3 %

2.4 %

3.3 %

0.8 ≤ |η| < 1.2

4.4 %

2.5 %

3.4 %

1.2 ≤ |η| < 2.1

5.3 %

2.6 %

3.5 %

2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8

7.4 %

2.7 %

2.8 ≤ |η| < 3.2

9.0 %

3.3 %

3.2 ≤ |η| < 3.6

9.3 %

3.5 %

3.6 ≤ |η| < 4.5

13.4 %

4.9 %

The JES systematic uncertainty is derived for isolated
jets.21 The response of jets as a function of the distance
to the closest reconstructed jet needs to be studied and corrected for separately if the measurement relies on the absolute jet energy scale. The contribution to the JES uncertainty
from close-by jets also needs to be estimated separately,
since the jet response depends on the angular distance to
the closest jet. This additional uncertainty can be estimated
from the Monte Carlo simulation to data comparison of the
pT -ratio between calorimeter jets and matched track jets in
inclusive jet events as a function of the isolation radius. This
is discussed in more detail in Sect. 17.

(2.5 %–3.5 %, 5 %) for jets with pT > 60 GeV in the central
(endcap, forward) region, and is summarised in Table 6.
9.9 Discussion of special cases
The jet energy scale is derived using the simulated sample
of inclusive jets described in Sect. 4.3, with a particular mixture of quark and gluon initiated jets and with a particular selection of isolated jets. The differences in fragmentation between quark and gluon initiated jets and the effect of closeby jets give rise to a topology and flavour dependence of the
energy scale. Since the event topology and flavour composition (quark and gluon fractions) may be different in final
states other than the considered inclusive jet sample, the dependence of the jet energy response on jet flavour and topology has to be accounted for in physics analyses. The flavour
dependence is discussed in more detail in Sect. 18 and an
additional uncertainty specific to jets with heavy quark components is discussed in Sect. 20.

The jet energy calibration can be tested in situ using a wellcalibrated object as reference and comparing data to the
nominal P YTHIA Monte Carlo simulation. The following in
situ techniques have been used by ATLAS:
1. Comparison to the momentum carried by tracks associated to a jet: The mean transverse momentum sum of
tracks that are within a cone with size R provides an independent test of the calorimeter energy scale over the enjet
tire measured pT range within the tracking acceptance.
The comparison is done in the jet η range 0 ≤ |η| < 2.1.
2. Direct pT balance between a photon and a jet: Events
with a photon and one jet at high transverse momentum
are used to compare the transverse momentum of the jet
to that of the photon. To account for effects like soft QCD
radiation and energy migrating out of the jet area the data
are compared to the Monte Carlo simulation. The comparison is done in the jet η range |η| < 1.2 and for photon
γ
transverse momenta 25 ≤ pT < 250 GeV.
3. Photon pT balance to hadronic recoil: The photon transverse momentum is balanced against the full
hadronic recoil using the projection of the missing transverse momentum onto the photon direction. This method,
called missing transverse momentum fraction (MPF)
technique, does not explicitly involve a jet algorithm. The
comparison is done in the same kinematic region as the
direct photon balance method.
4. Balance between a high-pT jet and low-pT jet system: If jets at low transverse momentum are wellcalibrated, jets at high transverse momentum can be balanced against a recoil system of low transverse momentum jets. This method can probe the jet energy scale up
21 This choice is motivated by the minor differences observed in the
average kinematic jet response of isolated and non-isolated jets in the
nominal inclusive jet Monte Carlo sample and by the need to factorise
the topology dependence of the close-by jet energy scale uncertainty
for final states other than the inclusive jets considered.
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to the TeV-regime. The η range used for the comparison
is |η| < 2.8.
All methods are applied to data and Monte Carlo simulation.
The in situ techniques usually rely on assumptions that
are only approximately fulfilled. An example is the assumption that the jet to be calibrated and the reference object are
balanced in transverse momentum. This balance can be altered by the presence of additional high-pT particles. For
the determination of the JES uncertainties the modelling of
physics effects has to be disentangled from detector effects.
This can be studied by systematically varying the event selection criteria. The ability of the Monte Carlo simulation
to describe extreme variations of the selection criteria determines the systematic uncertainty in the in situ methods,
since physics effects can be suppressed or amplified by these
variations.
So far the in situ techniques are used to validate the systematic uncertainty in the jet energy measurement. However,
they can also be used to obtain jet energy corrections. This is
an interesting possibility when the statistical and systematic
uncertainties in the samples studied become smaller than the
standard JES uncertainty from the single hadron response.
The results of the in situ techniques are discussed in the following sections.
10.1 Comparison of transverse momentum balance
of jets from calorimeter and tracking
The transverse momentum of each jet can be compared with
the total transverse momentum of tracks associated with the
jet by means of a geometrical selection. The charged-tototal-momentum ratio defined as

| pT track |
(22)
rtrk =
jet
pT
can be used to test the jet calibration. If all produced particles were pions, the symmetry of QCD under isospin transformation would require that this ratio be 2/3 once the energy is high enough so that the total particle multiplicity
is large and the initial isospin of the proton-proton system
can be ignored. Production of other particles such as kaons,
η mesons, and baryons gives different fractions, but their
contributions can be calculated using a properly tuned event
generator.
Since the tracking system provides a measurement that is
independent of the calorimeter, the ratio rtrk can be used to
determine the calorimeter jet energy scale. The rtrk distribution is broad but a meaningful calibration does not require
very many events,√since the statistical uncertainty on the
mean scales as 1/ N . This calibration can be used for jets
confined within the tracking detector coverage. Dominant
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systematic uncertainties result from the knowledge of the
tracking efficiency, variations in the predicted value of rtrk
for various generator tunes and loss of tracking efficiency in
the dense core of high-pT jets.
jet
To test the pT dependence of the jet energy measurement, the double ratio of charged-to-total momentum observed in data to that obtained in Monte Carlo simulation is
studied:
Rrtrk ≡

[rtrk ]Data
.
[rtrk ]MC

(23)

10.1.1 Jet and track selection
To ensure that the majority of tracks associated with the
jets found in the calorimeter are within the inner detector
fiducial volume, jets are required to have |η| < 2.122 and
jet
pT > 20 GeV. To reduce the influence of nearby jets on
the measurement, if two jets are separated by a distance
R < 2R then the softer of these two jets is rejected from
the analysis.
Tracks with pTtrack > 1 GeV are selected using the criteria detailed in Sect. 6.2. The pTtrack > 1 GeV requirement is
intended to select mainly tracks from fragmentation rather
than those arising from soft interactions.
Tracks are associated with jets using a geometric algorithm. If the distance Rtrack,jet between the track and the
jet is less than the distance parameter used in the jet reconstruction (R = 0.4 or R = 0.6), the track is associated to the
jet. Track parameters are evaluated at the distance of closest
approach to the primary hard-scattering vertex and are not
extrapolated to the calorimeter. This simple association algorithm facilitates comparison with charged particles from
truth jets whose parameters correspond to those measured at
the origin.
10.1.2 Comparison of data and Monte Carlo simulation
The jet response validation using the total momentum measured in tracks depends on a comparison of the mean value
of rtrk observed in the data to that predicted in the Monte
Carlo simulation. It is therefore important to demonstrate
that the baseline Monte Carlo generator and simulation provide a reasonable description of the data.
ATLAS has measured the charged particle fragmentation
jet
function for jets with 25 ≤ pT < 500 GeV and |η| < 1.2
22 Sect.

9.7 discusses “track jets” obtained by running the anti-kt jet algorithm using tracks as input. Those studies are restricted to |η| < 1.9
to avoid bias in the position of the centre of the jet due to tracking
inefficiencies. Since the jets in this section are found using calorimeter information, no such bias is present and it is therefore possible to
extend the pseudorapidity coverage to |η| < 2.1.
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and has compared the measurement with the predictions of
several Monte Carlo generators and generator tunes [91].
The jet fragmentation function and the transverse jet profile are compared to various Monte Carlo event generators
and tunes. The jet fragmentation function is measured using
charged particles with momentum fraction z with respect to
jet
the jet momentum F (z, pT ) = 1/Njet dNch /dz.
The growth of the mean charged particle multiplicity with
jet
pT is well modelled by the Monte Carlo simulation. The
measured jet fragmentation function agrees well with the
P YTHIA MC10 and the P ERUGIA2010 tunes within the measurement uncertainties. The jet fragmentation function is described by the P YTHIA tunes. The H ERWIG ++ Monte Carlo
generator is not consistent with the data.
For observables related to jet properties in the direction transverse to the jet axis the Monte Carlo generators
(H ERWIG and the various P YTHIA tunes) show reasonable
agreement with data, but none of the generators agrees
within the experimental uncertainties over the full kinematic
range. For instance, the P YTHIA MC10 tune shows an excess of about 10 % in the transverse charged particle distributions close to the jet axis.
These measurements [91] indicate that the P YTHIA
MC10 and P ERUGIA2010 tunes span the range of fragmentation functions that are consistent with the data. The studies
presented here use the MC10 tune to obtain the central values of the Monte Carlo predictions. Systematic uncertainties
are assessed from the difference between the MC10 and P E RUGIA 2010 P YTHIA tunes.
The rtrk distributions used to validate the JES are shown
for data and simulation for two typical bins of jet pT in
Figs. 23a and 23b. Agreement between data and simulation
is good, although the data distribution is somewhat wider
than the Monte Carlo simulation. Figures 23c and 23d show
rtrk  for data and simulation and the average double ratio
jet
Rrtrk , respectively, as a function of pT . Figure 23d demonstrates that the measured JES calibration agrees with that
predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation to better than 2 %
jet
for pT > 25 GeV. Measurements using the minimum bias
jet
and jet triggers are consistent for those pT bins where both
triggers are accessible.
10.1.3 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties associated with the method using the total track momentum to test the JES are discussed
below.
Generator model dependence While basic isospin arguments constrain the mean fraction of the jet momentum observed in charged tracks, the prediction for rtrk does depend
on details of the physics model used in the Monte Carlo generator. Systematic uncertainties arise from:
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1. The parametrisation of the fragmentation function and
of the underlying event (which mainly affect the fraction of the momentum carried by particles below the
pT = 1 GeV cut used for this analysis).
2. The model of colour reconnection (which can change the
distribution of particles with low momenta).
3. The probability of producing strange quarks and baryons
(which are iso-doublets rather than iso-triplets like the
pion) and of producing iso-scalars such as the η.
The size of these uncertainties has been estimated by studying a wide range of P YTHIA tunes.23 A list of the P YTHIA
tunes studied is given in Table 7.
These studies have been done at the generator level and
have been cross-checked using simulated samples when the
appropriate tunes were available with full simulation.
The data have also been compared to default tunes of
H ERWIG ++ and H ERWIG+J IMMY. P YTHIA tune 117, and
the default H ERWIG ++ and H ERWIG+J IMMY tunes are not
consistent with the measured f (z) distributions. Since these
generators do not describe the fragmentation functions measured by ATLAS [91] they are excluded from consideration when determining the systematic uncertainty on the JES
measurement.
jet
At low pT , the variations between tunes arise mainly
from differences in the hardness of the jet fragmentation,
which affects the fraction of charged particles falling below the 1 GeV cut on pTtrack . In general, P YTHIA tunes that
include the “colour annealing” model of colour reconnection exhibit harder fragmentation than similar tunes without
jet
colour annealing. At high pT , differences among tunes are
primarily associated with the strangeness and baryon content of the truth jets. Versions of P YTHIA tuned to LEP data
(including flavour-dependent fragmentation measurements)
using the tuning software P ROFESSOR [92] in general show
a charged fraction about 1 % higher than the other tunes
considered here. Using a conservative approach, the value
of systematic uncertainty has been symmetrised around the
P YTHIA MC10 baseline tune using the absolute value of the
largest deviation of the tunes considered from the baseline.
Inner detector material description The dominant systematic uncertainty on the reconstruction efficiency for isolated
tracks is derived from the uncertainty on the description of
inner detector material in the simulation. The systematic uncertainty on the efficiency is independent of pTtrack for tracks
with pTtrack > 500 MeV but is η-dependent, ranging from
2 % for |ηtrack | < 1.3 to 7 % for 2.3 ≤ |ηtrack | < 2.5 [93].
Convolving these uncertainties with the appropriate ηtrack
distributions results in systematic uncertainties on rtrk that
23 Additional

Ref. [51].

information about the P YTHIA tunes can be found in
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Fig. 23 The distribution of the charged-to-total momentum ratio rtrk
jet
jet
for 40 ≤ pT < 60 GeV (a) and for 600 ≤ pT < 800 GeV (b), the
average charged-to-total momentum ratio rtrk  for data and Monte
jet
Carlo simulation as a function of pT (c) and the ratio of rtrk  for data
jet
and Monte Carlo simulation (Rrtrk ) as a function of pT for the pseu-

dorapidity range |η| < 1.2 (d) for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated
using the EM+JES scheme. The data measured with the jet (minimum
bias) trigger are shown as closed (open) circles. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

range from 2 % for jet pseudorapidities |η| < 1.2 to 3.5 %
for pseudorapidities 1.7 ≤ |η| < 2.1.
Uncertainties in the material distributions also affect the
probability that photon conversions produce charged particles that can be included in the rtrk measurement. The track
selection used here requires at least one Pixel hit and most
of the material in the ID is at a larger radius than the Pixel
detector, resulting in a small systematic uncertainties associated with rate of conversions.

Tracking efficiency in the jet core There are several effects
that change the tracking efficiency and resolution inside a jet
compared to those for isolated tracks:

1. When two tracks are close together, their hits may overlap. While the pattern recognition software allows tracks
to share hits, the resolution is degraded since the calculated position of the hit is affected by the presence of the
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Table 7 P YTHIA generator tunes used to study the systematic uncertainty on the prediction for rtrk . Tunes specified by number (e.g. 100) refer to
the value of the PYTUNE parameter [51]. A dash in the table indicates that the particular tune has no PYTUNE value
Tune Name

PYTUNE

MC10

–

MC09

–

ATLAS default for Summer 2010 (pT ordered showering)

RFTA

100

Rick Field Tune A Q2 ordered showering

P ERUGIA2010

Value

Comments
ATLAS default (pT ordered showering)

107

Tune A with “colour annealing” colour reconnection

110

Tune A with LEP tune from Professor

117

Tune 110 with “colour annealing” colour reconnection

129

Tune of Q2 ordered showering and UE with Professor

320

P ERUGIA0 (pT ordered showering)

327

P ERUGIA0 with updated fragmentation and more parton radiation

other track. The probability of not assigning hits to tracks
increases.
2. When the hit density becomes high in the core of the jet,
failures in the pattern recognition may result in the creation of tracks by combining hits that in fact came from
several particles. Such tracks are called fake tracks.
3. When two high-pT tracks are close together in space,
they will share hits over many layers. In this case, one
of the two tracks may be lost. This effect, referred to as
jet
loss of efficiency, becomes more important as the pT increases.
The reliability of the simulation to predict the size of these
effects depends on whether the software properly models
merging of ID hits. Detailed comparisons of the data and
Monte Carlo simulation indicate that the simulation accurately reproduces the degradation of response in the jet core
and models the degradation in resolution well. Furthermore,
the fraction of tracks with z > 1 constrain the size of possible tails. The non-Gaussian tails in the track resolution are
small and the data are described by the Monte Carlo simulation.
Any residual difference in resolution between data and
simulation is absorbed in the quoted uncertainty due to ID
alignment.
Fake tracks and loss of efficiency are studied in the simulation using a hit-based matching algorithm using truth jets.
These studies indicate that the rate for reconstructing fake
jet
tracks remains at 0.1 % for the full pT range considered
here, but that there is loss of tracking efficiency near the
core of high-pT jets. This effect has a negligible effect on
jet
jet
rtrk for jets with pT < 500 GeV, but increases with pT
such that on average ∼7.5 % of the charged track momenjet
tum is lost for jets in the range 800 ≤ pT < 1000 GeV.
A relative uncertainty of 50 % is assigned to the value of
the inefficiency that is caused by merged hits. While this
effect gives the largest systematic uncertainty on the JES
jet
jet
for pT  600 GeV (1.9 % for 600 ≤ pT < 800 GeV and

jet

3.7 % for 800 ≤ pT < 1000 GeV), it is still smaller than the
present statistical uncertainty of the jet response measurejet
ments using the track-based method at these values of pT .
Inner detector alignment For high pT tracks, the momentum resolution achieved in the ID is worse than that of the
simulation. This degradation in resolution is attributed to an
imperfect alignment of the ID. The systematic uncertainty
on rtrk is obtained by degrading the tracking resolution in the
simulation. The size of this additional resolution smearing is
determined by studying the width of the measured mass distribution for Z-decays Z → μ+ μ− . This procedure results
jet
in a systematic uncertainty of less than 0.2 % for all pT
and η.
Calorimeter jet pT resolution The systematic uncertainty
due to jet transverse momentum resolution uncertainties
[27] is determined by smearing the jet four-momentum
(without changing η or φ) in Monte Carlo simulation. The
jet
relative uncertainty on the pT resolution is 5 % for 0 ≤
|η| < 0.8 and 10 % for 0.8 ≤ |η| < 2.1. The effect of this
jet
variation is largest for low values of pT and high values
jet
of η; for pT < 40 GeV and 0.8 < |η| < 2.1 the uncertainty
on Rrtrk is ∼2 %.
Combined systematic uncertainty The above uncertainties
are assumed to be uncorrelated and are combined in quadrature. The resulting total uncertainties are shown in Fig. 24
jet
as a function of pT for several regions of η.
10.1.4 Summary of JES uncertainty from tracks
Final results for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 and EM+JES corrections are shown in Fig. 25 for five bins in η with the
derived systematic uncertainties. To facilitate comparisons
jet
at high pT , where the statistical uncertainties are large,
the combined data from the three bins with |η| < 1.2 are
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Fig. 24 Relative systematic uncertainty on the JES obtained by comparing the total momentum of tracks associated to jets to the calorimeter measurements for different η regions for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6
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jet

calibrated with the EM+JES scheme as a function of pT . The total and
the individual systematic uncertainties, as evaluated from the inclusive
jet Monte Carlo simulation, are shown
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Fig. 25 Double ratio of the mean track to calorimeter response ratio in
data and Monte Carlo simulation Rrtrk = [rtrk ]Data /[rtrk ]MC for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme as a function of
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jet

pT for various η bins. Systematic (total) uncertainties are shown as a
light (dark) band
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also displayed. Averaging all data with pT > 25 GeV and
|η| < 1.2 yields a value of rtrk that agrees with the simulation to better than 1 %. This small discrepancy is well within
the quoted systematic uncertainty, which is highly correlated
jet
between bins in pT . No significant variation of Rrtrk with
jet
pT is observed. For |η| > 1.2, the statistical uncertainties
jet
jet
are large for pT > 500 GeV. For pT < 500 GeV, the level
of agreement between data and simulation is similar to that
obtained at low η.
In summary, rtrk , the ratio of track to calorimeter transverse momentum, is used to validate the JES for anti-kt jets
with R = 0.4 and R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES calibration scheme. Systematic uncertainties associated with jet
modelling and track reconstruction are assessed and the method is shown to provide a JES uncertainty evaluation independent of the modelling of the calorimeter response. Systematic uncertainties are below 3 % for 0 ≤ |η| < 0.8 and
jet
rise to ∼4 % for 1.7 ≤ |η| < 2.1 for 40 ≤ pT < 800 GeV.
The results agree within systematic uncertainties with those
predicted using the ATLAS calorimeter simulation and provide an independent estimate of the overall jet energy scale
and its uncertainty.
10.2 Photon-jet transverse momentum balance
In γ -jet events, a jet recoils against a photon at high transverse momentum. The photon energy, being accurately measured in the electromagnetic calorimeter, is used as a reference. Such a topology can be used to validate the jet energy
measurement. Any discrepancy between data and simulation
may be taken as an uncertainty on the jet energy calibration.
Two methods of balancing the photon and the recoiling
jet transverse momentum with different sensitivities and systematic uncertainties are used: the direct pT balance technique and the missing transverse momentum projection fraction technique.
10.2.1 Direct transverse jet momentum balance technique
The direct pT balance technique exploits the approximate
transverse momentum balance in events with only one photon and one jet with high pT . The ratio of the jet pT to the
jet
γ
photon pT (pT /pT ) is used to estimate the jet response.
Since the photon pT is well-measured and well-described
by the simulation, the quality of the jet pT calibration can
be assessed by comparing data and Monte Carlo simulation
jet
γ
using the ratio pT /pT . This technique was used at the CDF
experiment [14].
10.2.2 Missing transverse momentum projection fraction
technique
The missing transverse momentum projection fraction
(MPF) technique exploits the momentum balance, in the

transverse plane, of the photon and the hadronic recoil to
derive the detector response to jets. This technique has been
used in the past for the D0 experiment [15].
The missing transverse momentum vector (ETmiss ) is defined as the opposite of the vector sum of the transverse projections of calorimeter energy deposits. The missing transverse momentum is calculated from the energy deposits in
the calorimeter cells that are included in topo-clusters. The
calorimeter cell energy is computed using the same calibration as the one used in the jet calibration scheme to be tested.
The missing transverse momentum is corrected for the photon four-momentum. The reconstructed jet four-momentum
is not directly used in the missing transverse momentum calculation.
The MPF technique is based on the assumption that the
only missing transverse momentum in a γ -jet event arises
from calorimeter non-compensation, signal losses due to
noise suppression and energy losses in the non-active regions of the detector by the hadronic jet. The transverse momentum balance can be written as:
jet

γ

pT + pT = 0,

(24)
jet

γ

where pT and pT is the photon and jet transverse momentum vector. The particles produced by the hard scatter and
their interaction in the calorimeter can be expressed in terms
of the observables:
γ

jet

Rγ pT + Rjet pT = −ETmiss ,

(25)

where Rγ is the calorimeter response to photons. Since the
calorimeter is well calibrated for photons, Rγ = 1. The variable Rjet denotes the calorimeter response to jets. By using
the above two equations and projecting the ETmiss in the direction of the photon the response can be written as:
γ

RMPF = 1 +

pT · ETmiss
,
γ
|pT |2

(26)

where RMPF is the calorimeter response to all the particle
recoiling against the photon.
Note that the MPF technique measures the calorimeter
response relying only on the photon and ETmiss quantities and
does not test the jet calibration directly. Therefore the MPF
response is independent of the jet algorithm.
10.2.3 Photon-jet Monte Carlo simulation sample
The γ -jet sample is simulated with the event generator
P YTHIA using the ATLAS MC10 tune [50].
The systematic uncertainty from jets which are identified
as photons (fakes) are studied with an inclusive P YTHIA jet
sample using the MC09 tune [62].24 To efficiently produce
24 Since

a large event statistics is needed for this sample, only a sample
with an older tune was available.
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this sample a generator level event filter is applied to select events with jets that are more likely to satisfy photon
identification criteria. A cone based jet algorithm is applied
to the four-momenta of all stable generated particles within
a 0.18 × 0.18 region in η × φ. The size of this jet is chosen to better model the narrow energy deposition pattern
of photons. A generated event is only fully simulated if it
contains at least one particle jet with pT > 17 GeV passing
the generator-level filter described above. Events in the dijet sample with prompt photons, e.g. that are produced by
radiation are removed.
10.2.4 Selection of the photon-jet data sample
γ

The leading photon in each event must have pT > 25 GeV
and lie in the pseudorapidity range |ηγ | < 1.37. In this range
the photon is fully contained within the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter. Furthermore, events in which the leading
photon is in a calorimeter region where an accurate energy
measurement is not possible are rejected. In each event only
the leading photon is considered.
The leading photon candidate must also satisfy strict photon identification criteria [94], meaning that the pattern of
energy deposition in the calorimeter is consistent with the
expected photon showering behaviour. The photon candidate must be isolated from other activity in the calorimeter
γ Isolation
(ET
) with an isolation cone of size R = 0.4. If the
leading photon does not meet all of these criteria, the event
is rejected.
Only events are retained that fired an online trigger reγ
γ
quiring a photon candidate with pT > 20 GeV or pT >
40 GeV. At the trigger level the photon identification requirements are less strict than those of the off-line selection.
The pT distribution of photons in events selected with the
above criteria is shown in Fig. 26. The small discrepancies
γ
between the pT spectrum in data and Monte Carlo simulation do not affect the comparison of the jet response in data
and Monte Carlo simulation.
The leading jet must be in the fiducial region |η| < 1.2.
Jets that have a distance within R > 0.2 to the selected
photons are rejected.
Soft QCD radiation can affect the pT balance between the
jet and photon. The following two selection cuts are applied
to suppress this effect. To select events in which the photon and the leading jet are back-to-back, φjet-γ > π − 0.2
radians is required. The presence of sub-leading jets is suppressed by requiring that the transverse momentum of the
jet2
sub-leading jet pT is less than 10 % of the pT of the lead25
ing photon. A summary of the event selection criteria can
be found in Table 8.
25 This

cut is not applied, if it would be below the jet pT reconstruction
jet

jet

threshold of pT = 7 GeV. If in this case a sub-leading jet with pT ≥
7 GeV is present, the event is rejected.

Fig. 26 Distribution of the photon transverse momentum for events
passing the photon selection criteria described in Sect. 10.2.4. A corγ
rection is made in the first pT bin for the pre-scale applied to the trigger
γ
in this pT range. The Monte Carlo simulation is normalised to the observed number of events observed in data and corrected for the trigger
pre-scale. Uncertainties are statistical only
Table 8 Criteria used to select events with a photon and a jet with high
transverse momentum
Variable

Threshold

|η|

<1.2

γ

pT

>25 GeV

|ηγ |

<1.37

γ Isolation

ET

jet2

<3 GeV
>π − 0.2 rad

φjet-γ
γ

pT /pT

<10 %

10.2.5 Systematic uncertainties of the photon-jet
in situ validation technique
Uncertainties due to background from jets identified as
photons (fakes), soft QCD radiation, in-time pile-up, nonfunctional calorimeter read-out regions and the photon energy scale are studied.
Background in the photon-jet sample The systematic uncertainty from jets which are identified as photons (fakes)
are studied with the inclusive jet Monte Carlo simulation
sample described in Sect. 10.2.3. Dijet events in which one
of the jets is misidentified as a photon contribute to the data
sample but not to Monte Carlo simulation signal sample.
The rate of dijet events faking photons is sensitive to the
detailed modelling of the jet fragmentation and the detector
simulation, and is therefore subject to large uncertainties.
The systematic uncertainty from this background is determined in two steps. First the detector response of the γ -jet
sample (Rγ -jet ) and the filtered dijet sample (Rdijet ) is determined in the Monte Carlo simulation as seen in Fig. 27. Also
shown is the response difference relative to the response of
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Fig. 27 Average jet response measured at the EM scale as a function
γ
of pT as determined by the direct pT balance technique for anti-kt jets
with R = 0.6 within |η| < 1.2 (a) and by the MPF technique (b) for
γ -jet events and inclusive jet events where one jet has been recon-

structed as a photon, as derived in the Monte Carlo simulation. The
lower part of the figures shows the absolute response difference between the dijet and γ -jet events with respect to the response of γ -jet
events. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

the γ -jet sample (|Rdijet − Rγ -jet |/Rγ -jet ). A response difference of 3–5 % is estimated. It is larger for the direct balance technique than for the MPF technique.
The contribution from background in the signal region
is estimated with the sideband technique described in the
prompt photon analysis [94]. Using the photon isolation and
the photon identification criteria to define signal and control
samples, the signal purity is measured. The purity P is about
0.6 at pT = 25 GeV and rises to about 0.95 at higher pT .26
The systematic uncertainty on the response due to background in the γ -jet sample is given by:

Eq. (27), e.g. for the lowest pT bin 40 % of the events are expected to be dijet background giving a response that is 5 %
higher than the response of γ -jet events.

ε=

Rdijet − Rγ -jet
Rγ -jet

· (1 − P ).

(27)
γ

The systematic uncertainty is calculated in bins of pT . For
pT = 45 GeV the systematic uncertainty is below 1 % for
the direct balance technique and below 0.6 % for the MPF
technique.
The effect of background contamination in the γ -jet sample has been further validated by relaxing the photon identification criteria. Both data and Monte Carlo simulation show
a 3 % variation in response for the direct pT balance technique, mostly at low pT . This is consistent with the systematic uncertainty computed with the purity method using
26 This

is similar to the purity measured in Ref. [94] and small differences are due to the different data samples.

Soft QCD radiation suppression cuts The stability of the
jet response ratio of the data to the Monte Carlo simulation
is explored by varying the radiation suppression cuts. Figjet2
γ
ure 28a shows the thresholds for the pT /pT and φjet-γ
cuts for 13 sets of cuts. Figure 28b illustrates the change in
the ratio of the data to the Monte Carlo simulation of the
MPF response for each of these 13 sets of cuts, for one typiγ
cal pT bin. The result demonstrates that the ratio of the data
response to the Monte Carlo response is not sensitive to the
exact values of the radiation cuts, within the 1 % level. The
systematic uncertainty is taken as the difference in the data
to Monte Carlo ratio between the nominal cuts defining the
signal sample, and the loosest cuts in all pT -bins, labelled as
“Point 13” in Fig. 28a.
The MPF-determined response changes slightly between
the data and the Monte Carlo simulation, the systematic unγ
certainty is 0.7 % at pT = 50 GeV and falls to 0.4 % at
γ
pT = 135 GeV. The quoted values are determined from linear fits to the points analogous to those shown in Fig. 28b.
The stability of the ratio of the data to the Monte Carlo
simulation for the response measured with the direct pT balance technique is shown in Fig. 29. The response measured
in either data or in Monte Carlo simulation varies by up to
10 % due to differing radiation suppression cuts. However,
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Fig. 28 The values of radiation-suppressing cut thresholds (points)
used to probe the soft QCD radiation systematic uncertainty, as
jet2
γ
a function of φjet-γ and pT /pT overlaid with the number of
events observed in data (a). The nominal selection is the bottomrightmost point labelled “Point 1”. Relative change in the MPF re-
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sponse between data and Monte Carlo simulation (b), defined as D =
[RMPF ]Data /[RMPF ]MC from the point given on the x-axis to point 1,
when relaxing the soft QCD radiation suppression as indicated in (a).
Only statistical uncertainties are shown

data-taking period. Thus, there is a non-negligible fraction
of events containing in-time pile-up (see Sect. 8.1). The additional collisions produce extra particles which can overlap
with the hard interaction of interest in the ATLAS detector.
The increased energy is about 0.5 GeV per additional reconstructed primary vertex (see Sect. 8.1.4).
The MPF technique is expected to be insensitive to intime pile-up events. Because in-time pile-up is random and
γ
symmetric in φ, the mean of the quantity pT × ETmiss should
be robust against in-time pile-up. The missing transverse
fraction (MTF) is defined as:
γ

(p × E miss )z |ETmiss |
sin (φE miss − φpγ ),
=
MTF = T γ T2
γ
T
T
|pT |
|pT |
γ

Fig. 29 Average jet response as determined by the direct pT balance
technique with the nominal selection (Point 1) and with a set of relaxed
radiation suppression cuts (Point 13), for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme within |η| < 1.2 as a function of the
photon transverse momentum for data and Monte Carlo simulation.
Only statistical uncertainties are shown

the data to Monte Carlo ratio with and without the radiation
suppression cuts is stable within ∼1 %.
In-time pile-up The average number of proton-proton collisions in each bunch crossing grew significantly during the

(28)

where (pT × ETmiss )z is the z-component of the vector resulting from the cross product. The MTF measures the activity
in the plane perpendicular to the photon pT . The mean of
the MTF is zero, if there is no bias due to in-time pile-up.
Figure 30 shows the MTF distribution for data with and
without in-time pile-up. For both these distributions the
means are compatible with zero.
From the study of the MTF distribution and other checks,
such as the dependence of the MPF on NPV , it can be justified that in-time pile-up can be neglected and no systematic
uncertainty is attributed to the MPF method. In the case of
the direct pT balance technique the impact of in-time pileup is explored by comparing the pT balance between events
with exactly one identified primary vertex and events with
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Fig. 30 The missing transverse momentum fraction (MTF) distribution for data with exactly one reconstructed primary vertex NPV , and
with more than one reconstructed primary vertex. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

any number of vertices. As seen in Fig. 31 the ratio of the
response in data to the response in Monte Carlo simulation
for events with exactly one vertex and for events with more
than one vertex is consistent with a variation of 0.8 %. This
is taken as a systematic uncertainty.
No effect due to the offset correction for in-time pileup is seen (see Sect. 8.1), and no systematic uncertainty is
attributed to the offset correction for in-time pile-up.
Impact of missing calorimeter read-out regions For a
small subset of the calorimeter channels the calorimeter
readout is not functioning properly. The energy of these
calorimeter cells is evaluated using the trigger tower information, which has larger granularity and less accurate
resolution. While photons reconstructed in or near such a
region are not considered in the analysis, there is no such
rejection applied to jets. A sub-sample of events with no jet
containing such a cell has been used to evaluate a possible
systematic uncertainty between data and simulation. Within
the statistical uncertainty, no bias is observed for the MPF
γ -jet technique or the direct pT balance technique, therefore
no systematic uncertainty is assigned.
Photon energy scale Both the direct pT balance and the
MPF techniques are sensitive to the photon energy scale.
The absolute electron energy scale has been measured in situ
using the invariant mass constraint in Z → e+ e− for electrons. The uncertainty on the photon energy scale results in
jet
a systematic uncertainty smaller than 1 %, depending on pT
and η.
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Fig. 31 Average jet response for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 at the EM
scale within |η| < 1.2 as determined by the direct pT balance technique
in events with any number of reconstructed primary vertices and in
events with exactly one reconstructed vertex as a function of the photon
transverse momentum for both data and Monte Carlo simulation. The
lower part of the figure shows the data to Monte Carlo simulation ratio.
Only statistical uncertainties are shown

The direct pT balance technique and the MPF technique
find a systematic uncertainty which is approximately opposite in sign. This sign difference is caused by the upwards
shift in photon energy leading to an equivalent downwards
shift in ETmiss , and vice versa.
The response measured with both the MPF and the direct
pT balance techniques has been studied for converted and
non-converted photons. The results of both samples agree
within the statistical uncertainties. No additional systematic
uncertainty has been considered for this effect, which is already accounted for in the photon energy scale and the photon background systematic uncertainty.
Total systematic uncertainty Table 9 shows a summary of
the systematic uncertainties studied for the direct pT balance
and MPF techniques. The total systematic uncertainties for
each method are similar, although each method is sensitive
to different effects. Total systematic uncertainties are found
on the data to Monte Carlo simulation jet response ratio of
smaller than 1 % for the MPF method and of smaller than
1.6 % for direct balance method.
10.2.6 Results from the photon-jet balance
The direct pT balance and MPF techniques are used to validate the jet response in situ by comparing data and Monte
Carlo simulation. The response in data and Monte Carlo
simulation for the EM scale energy is shown in Fig. 32.
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Fig. 32 Average jet response as determined by the direct pT balance
for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 (a) and the MPF technique (b) using the
EM scale for both data and Monte Carlo simulation as a function of

the photon transverse momentum. Only jets within |η| < 1.2 are used.
The lower part of the figure shows the data to Monte Carlo simulation
ratio. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

Table 9 Individual systematic uncertainties in the jet energy scale
from both the direct pT balance and the MPF techniques at two valγ
ues of pT
γ

pT range [GeV]

Direct pT balance [%]

MPF [%]

45–60

110–160

45–60

110–160

Background

±1.0

±0.4

±0.6

±0.1

Soft QCD radiation

±0.8

±0.9

±0.7

±0.4

In-time pile-up

±0.8

±0.8

±0

±0

Photon scale

+0.5
−0.3

+0.5
−0.3

+0.2
−0.5

+0.3
−0.5

Total systematics

+1.6
−1.5

+1.4
−1.3

+0.9
−1.0

+0.5
−0.6

The jet response in data and Monte Carlo simulation agrees
γ
within uncertainties in the range pT > 45 GeV. In the range
γ
25 ≤ pT < 45 GeV there is a shift in the data to Monte Carlo
ratio of 5 % for the direct pT balance technique and 3 % for
the MPF technique.
Figure 33 shows the jet response measured in both data
and Monte Carlo simulation using the direct pT balance
technique with the anti-kt jet algorithm with R = 0.6 for
the EM+JES calibration scheme. The data to Monte Carlo
simulation agreement is within ±5 %.
jet
γ
Figure 34 shows the ratio of pT /pT between data and
Monte Carlo simulation together with the total uncertainty
on the determination of the data to Monte Carlo simulation
ratio, for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 on EM scale (Fig. 34a)
and calibrated with the EM+JES scheme (Fig. 34b). The
results are the same for jets on EM scale and calibrated

Fig. 33 Average jet response as determined by the direct pT balance
technique for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES
scheme within |η| < 1.2 as a function of the photon transverse momentum for both data and Monte Carlo simulation. The lower part of the
figure shows the data to Monte Carlo simulation ratio. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown

with the EM+JES scheme, since the EM+JES calibration
depends only on the pT and η of the jet and it is applied to
data and Monte Carlo simulation. Similarly, Fig. 35 shows
the response ratio of data to Monte Carlo simulation, as
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Fig. 34 Average jet response ratio of data to Monte Carlo simulation
using the direct pT balance technique for each input energy scale, EM
(a) and EM+JES (b), as a function of the photon transverse momen-
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tum. Statistical and systematic uncertainties (light band) are included
with the total uncertainty shown as the dark band. Jets within |η| < 1.2
are used

MPF and direct balance techniques up to about 180 GeV.
For pT > 180 GeV the data are 5 % lower than the MC.
However, this is not statistically significant as discussed in
γ
Sect. 10.5.2. In the range 25 ≤ pT < 45 GeV there is an observed shift of 5 % for the direct pT balance technique and
3 % for the MPF technique.
The size of these shifts is consistent with the systematic uncertainty on the EM+JES jet energy calibration (see
γ
Sect. 9). At high pT the dominant uncertainty is statistical
γ
while the systematic uncertainty dominates at low pT .
10.2.7 Summary of the photon-jet balance

Fig. 35 Average jet response ratio of data to Monte Carlo simulation
using the MPF method at the EM scale as a function of the photon
transverse momentum. Statistical and systematic uncertainties (light
band) are included. The total uncertainty is shown as the dark band.
Jets within |η| < 1.2 are used

The validation of the EM+JES calibration scheme for jets
with the anti-kt jet algorithm reconstructed from topo-clusters using in situ methods is presented. Agreement between
the response in data and Monte Carlo simulation is found to
γ
be within statistical uncertainties for 45 ≤ pT < 210 GeV.
Both techniques observe a shift in the data to Monte Carlo
γ
simulation ratio for 25 ≤ pT < 45 GeV. The total systematic
uncertainties of the γ -jet in situ technique is estimated to be
γ
less than 1.6 % for 45 ≤ pT < 240 GeV.
10.3 Multijet transverse momentum balance

determined using the MPF technique together with the total uncertainty on the determination of the data to Monte
Carlo simulation ratio for the γ -jet in situ technique as outγ
lined in Sect. 10.2.5. For pT > 45 GeV, the response in data
and Monte Carlo simulation agrees to within 3 % for both

The pT reach in the γ -jet transverse momentum balance
technique is limited by the available event statistics. The
multijet balance technique where a recoil system consisting
of several low-pT jets balances against a high-pT jet can be
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used to assess the jet calibration of jet transverse momenta
up to the TeV region. The same method can also be used to
obtain correction factors for possible non-linearities at very
jet
high pT . Here, the method is only used to assess the JES
uncertainty.
10.3.1 The multijet balance technique
The method exploits the pT balance in events where the
highest pT jet (leading jet) is produced back-to-back in φ
to a multijet system. The leading jet is required to have significantly larger transverse momentum than other jets in the
jet
event. In this way the leading jet is at a higher pT scale compared to other reconstructed jets, called non-leading jets.
The ensemble of the non-leading jets passing the selection
cuts is referred to as the recoil system.
The event topology used in this analysis is sketched in
Fig. 36. The vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of
all non-leading jets defines the transverse momentum of
the recoil system (pTRecoil ), which is expected to approximately balance the transverse momentum of the leading jet
Leading
(pT
). Thus a correlation between the momentum scale
of the leading jet and the scale of the non-leading jets can be
established. If the absolute JES is well-known for all nonleading jets, the JES of the leading jet can be verified by
studying the multijet balance (MJB) that is defined as the
ratio:
Leading

MJB =

|pT

|

|pTRecoil |

.

(29)

Moreover, the pTRecoil is a good estimator of the true leading jet pT , and it is therefore interesting to study MJB as a
function of pTRecoil . In the ideal case MJB should be equal to
one; however, various effects such as the presence of closeby jets, soft gluon emission, pile-up or the selection criteria
themselves may introduce a bias.
The comparison between the balance measured in the
simulation ([MJB]MC ) and the data ([MJB]Data ) can be interpreted as a source of systematic uncertainty and therefore
the ratio
r = [MJB]Data /[MJB]MC

(30)

can be used to assess the high pT JES uncertainty.
The jets belonging to the recoil system must be confined
to a lower jet energy scale with respect to the leading jet in
order to ensure that the multijet balance is testing the absolute high pT scale and not only the intercalibration between jets. There are various analysis methods to constrain
the leading jet to a higher pT scale with respect to the jets in
the recoil system. In this analysis it is done by setting an upper limit on the ratio between the transverse momentum of
the second highest pT jet (pTJet2 ) and the pTRecoil . This cut is
very efficient in selecting multijet events while minimising
the bias on the transverse momentum of the leading jet.
10.3.2 Selection of multijet events
Two jet trigger selections have been used to cover a wide pT
range with large enough statistics. The first trigger selection
requires at least one jet with pT > 15 GeV at the EM scale in
the level-1 calorimeter trigger. The data collected with this
trigger are used to cover the region of pTRecoil < 260 GeV.
The second trigger selection, which requires at least one jet
with pT > 95 GeV for the level-1 trigger, is used to popujet
late the region of pT ≥ 260 GeV. The two triggers are fully
jet
efficient for jets with pTRecoil > 80 GeV and pT > 250 GeV,
respectively. To avoid a trigger bias, the multijet balance is
studied in events containing a recoil system with transverse
momentum larger than 80 GeV.
At least three jets in the event with pT < 25 GeV and
|y| < 2.8 are required. In order to select events with one
jet being produced against a well-defined recoil system, a
selection is applied using two angular variables (α and β as
depicted in Fig. 36):
1. α = |φ − π|, where φ is the azimuthal opening angle
between the highest pT jet and the recoil system.
2. β is the azimuthal opening angle of the non-leading jet
that is closest to the leading jet in φ, measured with respect to the leading jet.
Events are selected by requiring:

Fig. 36 Sketch of the event topology used for the multijet balance
technique in the x–y-plane

1. α = |φ − π| < 0.3 radian.
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2. β > 1 radian, i.e. no jets within |φ| = 1 radian around
the leading jet.
The cuts applied to α and β retain the bulk of the events.
A further selection is applied to ensure that the leading
jet is at a higher scale with respect to the jets composing the
recoil system. This is done by requiring that the asymmetry
ratio A of pTJet2 to the transverse momentum of the recoil
system satisfies the following inequality:
A=

pTJet2
pTRecoil

< 0.6.

(31)

This cut enables the efficient suppression of events with
topologies very close to those of dijet events. This can be
seen from the distributions of the ratio of the pTJet2 to the
leading jet pT shown in Fig. 37 before and after the cut is
applied. Events are weighted according to the pre-scale values applied at the trigger level.
This selection therefore ensures that the leading jet is at
a higher scale with respect to the jets forming the recoil system. At the same time this cut does not bias either the leading jet pT or the recoil system pT . This has been confirmed
using Monte Carlo simulation by checking that the average
response of the leading jet and recoil system pT is not significantly shifted from one after the asymmetry cut is applied.
A summary of the selection criteria used in the analysis is
given in Table 10.

estimator of the true leading jet pT as shown in Fig. 38 for
various Monte Carlo simulations. The ratio of reconstructed
pTRecoil to the true leading jet pT as a function of the true
leading jet pT is, on average, consistent with unity to better
than 1 %.
The multijet balance obtained from the selected events
for the anti-kt jet algorithm with R = 0.6 is shown in Fig. 39
for data and Monte Carlo simulation. The transverse momentum of the recoil system ranges from 80 GeV up to
1.0 TeV for the anti-kt jets with R = 0.6.
The multijet balance at low pTRecoil values shows a bias
towards values lower than one. This is due to effects which
broaden the leading jet and the pTRecoil , and is a direct consequence of binning in pTRecoil . This effect is observed already for truth jets and is, after reconstruction, correctly reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation.
The data to Monte Carlo simulation ratio obtained from
the multijet balance distributions are shown in the lower part
of Fig. 39. The average value of the data to Monte Carlo
Table 10 Selection criteria to define the event sample for the multijet
balance analysis
Variable

Cut value

Jet pT

>20 GeV

Jet rapidity

|y| < 2.8

Number of good jets

≥3

pTRecoil

>80 GeV

α

<0.3 radian

The multijet balance is studied as a function of the transverse
momentum of the recoil system, pTRecoil , which is a good

β

>1 radian

pTJet2 /pTRecoil

<0.6

Fig. 37 Distribution of the ratio of the sub-leading to the leading jet
pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 before (a) and after (b) the asymmetry
cut, see Eq. (31), has been applied for data (full circles) and for simulation (lines). All the distributions in the simulation are normalised to

the number of data events. Events selected by pre-scaled triggers have
entered the histogram weighted by the pre-scale value. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown

10.3.3 Measurement of the multijet balance
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2. The MJB used to probe the leading jet pT , due to selection criteria or an imperfect Monte Carlo simulation
modelling of the event.
The standard JES uncertainty has been obtained for isolated jets. In the case of multijet events the additional uncertainty due to close-by jets (see Sect. 17) and the different
flavour composition (see Sect. 18) should be taken into account.
The systematic uncertainty on the recoil system has been
calculated taking into account the following effects:

Fig. 38 Ratio of the reconstructed pT of the recoil system to the true
leading jet pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 as a function of the true
leading jet pT for three samples of Monte Carlo simulations. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

Fig. 39 Multijet balance MJB as a function of the recoil system pT
for data and Monte Carlo simulation for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6. Only
statistical uncertainties are shown

simulation ratio is within 3 % for transverse jet momenta up
to the TeV-region. The data to Monte Carlo simulation ratio
provides an estimate of the uncertainty on the leading jet pT
scale.
10.3.4 Estimate of the systematic uncertainty
on the multijet balance
Two main categories of systematic uncertainty have been
considered:
jet

1. The reference pT of the recoil system.

1. JES uncertainty: The JES uncertainty described in
Sect. 9 is applied to each jet composing the recoil system.
2. Close-by jet: Jets belonging to the recoil system are often produced with another jet nearby in the multijet environment, and the jet response is dependent on the angular distance to the closest jet. The close-by jet uncertainty has been estimated by studying the pT ratio between the calorimeter jets and matched track jets as a
function of the jet transverse momentum for different jet
isolation cuts. This uncertainty is discussed in more detail in Sect. 17.
3. Flavour composition of the recoil system: The JES uncertainty is estimated for the average jet composition of
the inclusive jet sample. A discrepancy in the specific
flavour composition between data and Monte Carlo simulation may result in an additional JES uncertainty. The
procedure described in Sect. 18 is used to estimate this
uncertainty. It requires as input the average jet response
and the flavour composition uncertainty as a function of
the jet pT . In the samples used, the uncertainty on the jet
pT due to flavour composition is about 1 %.
The systematic uncertainty on MJB due to the uncertainty
on pTRecoil is estimated by calculating the multijet balance
after shifting the pT of all jets in the recoil system up and
down by the systematic uncertainties. The total systematic
uncertainty is obtained by summing in quadrature the contribution of each source and is shown in Fig. 40 for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.6. The contributions of each single source
are also shown separately. The standard JES uncertainty is
jet
the dominant source of uncertainty over the entire pT range.
The second category of systematic uncertainties includes
sources that affect MJB used to probe the jet energy scale at
jet
high pT . These are discussed below.
In the following the various sources considered are discussed:
1. Selection criteria: The imperfect description given by
the Monte Carlo simulation for the variables used to select the events might induce a systematic uncertainty on
the multijet balance. In order to evaluate this systematic uncertainty, all relevant selection criteria are varied
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Table 11 Nominal cut values and the range of variation used to evaluate the systematic uncertainty on the selection criteria for the multijet
balance technique. Events below the values are rejected

Fig. 40 The multijet balance MJB as a function of pTRecoil (full dots)
with statistical uncertainties for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6. The three
bands are defined by the maximum shift of MJB when the jets that
compose the recoil system are shifted up and down by the standard
JES uncertainty, close-by jet and flavour uncertainties. The black lines
show the total uncertainty obtained by adding in quadrature the individual uncertainties. The lower part of the figure shows the relative
uncertainty due to the scale uncertainty of the jets that compose the recoil system, defined as the maximum relative shift with respect to the
nominal value, as a function of pTRecoil

in a range where the corresponding kinematic variables
are not strongly biased and can be examined with small
enough statistical fluctuations. The nominal values and
the range of variations of the selection criteria are listed
in Table 11.
The systematic uncertainty on MJB originating from
these sources is evaluated by calculating the multijet balance after varying the cut for each variable in the range
mentioned above. For each value of the selection criteria the ratio (r) between the MJB values calculated from
data and Monte Carlo simulation is evaluated as a function of the recoil system pT . The maximum deviation of
the r with varied cuts (rvaried ) with respect to the nominal
ratio (rnominal ), being expressed in the double ratio
rvaried /rnominal

(32)

is assumed to represent the systematic uncertainty for the
source. A quadratic sum of the systematic uncertainties
for all sources is taken as the total systematic uncertainty.
2. Jet rapidity acceptance: The analysis uses only jets
with |y| < 2.8 to have a smaller jet energy scale uncertainty on the recoil system. This selection, however,
could cause an additional systematic uncertainty, if the
fraction of jets produced outside the rapidity range differs in the data and Monte Carlo simulation. This effect is evaluated by studying MJB (calculated as usual
from only jets with |y| < 2.8) for events with pTRecoil >
80 GeV, as a function of the total transverse energy

( ET ) summed over all jets with 2.8 ≤ |y| < 4.5, in

Variable

Nominal

Range

Jet pT

20 GeV

15–35 GeV

α

0.3 radian

0.1–0.4 radian

β

1.0 radian

0.5–1.5 radian

pT asymmetry cut

0.6

0.4–0.7

the data and Monte Carlo simulation. The agreement between the data and Monte Carlo simulation is satisfac
tory, and MJB is stable over the entire ET range with

the largest deviations up to 3 % at relatively high ET .

Since the majority of events have a very small ET , this
effect is considered to be negligible.
3. Soft physics modelling: Imperfect modelling of multiple
parton interactions (underlying event), of fragmentation
and of parton shower radiation may affect the multijet
balance in two ways. Firstly the selection criteria may
act differently on samples with different modelling of the
event topology. Secondly MJB itself can be directly affected, since the modelling variation acts differently on
the leading jet and the recoil system.
The systematic uncertainty is estimated by evaluating the ratio between the MJB measured using the nominal Monte Carlo simulation and an alternative Monte
Carlo simulation sample where the particular source of
uncertainty is varied. As alternative Monte Carlo simulation samples H ERWIG ++ and P YTHIA with the P ERUGIA
tune are used.
In addition, the parameter controlling the centre-ofmass energy dependence of the cut-off parameter determining whether an event is produced via a matrix
element or by the underlying event model (PARP(90))
is lowered from P YTHIA PARP(90) = 0.25 to P YTHIA
PARP(90) = 0.16. This change increases the energy in
the forward region. The systematic uncertainty introduced by these variations is at most 2 %.
4. Pile-up: Imperfect description of the pile-up may introduce a systematic uncertainty. This effect is estimated by
evaluating the ratio
MJBpile-up /MJBnominal ,

(33)

where the nominal sample is simulated without pile-up
collisions. The systematic uncertainty due to pile-up is
jet
smaller than 1 % for the whole pT range considered.
All systematic uncertainties due to the selection criteria,
event modelling and pile-up, and the total uncertainty obtained by summing them in quadrature are shown as a function of pTRecoil in Fig. 41 for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6.
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Fig. 41 (a) Single contributions as a function of pTRecoil to the relative
uncertainty on MJB due to the sources considered in the selection criteria and event modelling for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 (various lines)
and the total uncertainty (full line) obtained as the squared sum of all
uncertainties. (b) Ratio of data to Monte Carlo simulation for the multijet balance (MJB) as a function of the recoil system pT for anti-kt jets

with R = 0.6. The various shaded regions show the total uncertainty
obtained as the squared sum of all total systematic uncertainties and
of the statistical uncertainty. Also displayed are the contributions to
the systematic uncertainty due to multijet analysis cuts and event modelling (darkest band) and to the jet energy scale for jets in the recoil
system (hatched band)

The final systematic uncertainty resulting from the uncertainties of the recoil reference system and from the multijet
balance variable added in quadrature is presented in Fig. 41b
for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6. The total systematic uncerjet
tainty amounts to about 4 % for jets of pT = 1 TeV. At high
transverse momentum the main contribution to the systematic uncertainty is due to the standard JES uncertainty of the
EM+JES scheme. The relatively large uncertainty due to the
asymmetry cut is mainly due to topology dependence of the
multijet balance. The maximum values of the uncertainties
jet
in the pT range considered for each source are summarised
in Table 12.

Table 12 Maximum values of the systematic uncertainties in the
whole pTRecoil range for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 or R = 0.6, for all
effects considered in the multijet balance analysis

10.3.5 Summary of the multijet balance results
The data sample collected in 2010 allows the validation of
the high-pT jet energy scale to within 5 % up to 1 TeV
for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES
scheme. In this range the statistical uncertainty is roughly
equivalent to, or smaller than, the systematic uncertainty.
10.4 Summary of JES validation using in situ techniques
The jet energy calibration can be tested in situ using a wellcalibrated object as reference and comparing data to the
P YTHIA Monte Carlo simulation tuned to ATLAS data [49].
The in situ techniques have been discussed in the previous
sections, i.e. the comparison of jet calorimeter energy to the
momentum carried by tracks associated to a jet (Sect. 10.1),

Source

Uncertainty

Jet energy scale of the recoil system

4%

Flavour composition

1%

Close-by jets

2%

Jet pT threshold

<2 %

α cut

<1 %

β cut

<1 %

pTJet2 /pTRecoil

cut

3%

Underlying event modelling

2%

Fragmentation modelling

1.5 %

Pile-up

<1 %

the direct transverse momentum balance between a jet and a
photon and the photon balance using the missing transverse
momentum projection technique (Sect. 10.2) as well as pT
balance between a high-pT jet recoiling against a system of
lower pT jets (Sect. 10.3)
The comparison of data to Monte Carlo simulation for all
in situ techniques for the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.2 is
shown in Fig. 42 together with the JES uncertainty region
as estimated from the single hadron response measurements
and systematic variations of the Monte Carlo simulations.
The results of the in situ techniques support the estimate of
the JES uncertainty obtained using the independent method
described in Sect. 9.
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jet

Fig. 42 Ratio of pT over reference pT in data and Monte Carlo simulation based on P YTHIA with the MC10 tune for several in situ techniques for |η| < 1.2. Only statistical uncertainties are shown. Superimposed is the jet energy scale uncertainty obtained from single hadron
response measurements and systematic Monte Carlo simulation variajet
tions as a function of pT (light band) averaged over the range |η| < 1.2

10.5 JES uncertainty from combination
of in situ techniques
The JES uncertainty for jets in the range |η| < 1.2 as obtained from in situ techniques is described in the previous
sections. In the following section the data to Monte Carlo
simulation response ratio for the track jet, the direct balance
γ -jet and the multijet balance method will be combined.27
In this combination the ability of the Monte Carlo simulation to describe the data, the individual uncertainties of the
in situ techniques and their compatibility are considered.
10.5.1 Combination technique
The requirements for combining the uncertainties from the
individual in situ techniques are:
1. Propagate all uncertainties of the individual in situ techniques to the final uncertainty.
2. Minimise biases on the shapes of the measured distributions, i.e. on the pT dependence of the data to Monte
Carlo simulation ratio.
3. Optimise the variance of the known uncertainties on the
average of the in situ methods while respecting the two
previous requirements.
The combination proceeds in the following steps:
1. Toy Monte Carlo method: Monte Carlo pseudo-experiments are created that represent the ensemble of measurements and contain the full data treatment chain including interpolation and averaging (as described in the
27 For

the purpose of the combination the multijet balance method is
applied for jets within |η| < 1.2.
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following steps). These pseudo-experiments are used to
consistently propagate all uncertainties into the evaluation of the average. The pseudo-experiments represent
the full list of available measurements and take into account all known correlations.
2. Interpolation method: A linear interpolation is used to
obtain the nominal values of the data to Monte Carlo
simulation response ratio for each in situ technique.28
The interpolation function for each in situ method is discretized into small (1 GeV) bins. This fine binning is
common to all in situ methods for the purpose of averaging.
3. Averaging: The response ratios of the in situ methods
are then averaged in the fine bins taking into all known
correlations to minimise the spread in the average measured from the Monte Carlo pseudo-experiments. This is
equivalent to minimise the χ 2 between the average and
the individual measurements.
The combination of the in situ calibration data is performed using the software package HVPTools [95]. The systematic uncertainties are introduced in HVPTools for each
component as an algebraic function of pT or as a numerical
value for each data point. The systematic uncertainties belonging to the same source are taken to be fully correlated
throughout all measurements affected.
The HVPTools package transforms the in situ data and
associated statistical and systematic covariance matrices
into fine-grained pT bins, taking into account the best
knowledge of the correlations between the points within
each in situ measurement. Statistical and systematic correlations between the measurements could also be included, but
as the different measurements use independent events, these
correlations are neglected.29 The covariance matrices are
obtained by assuming systematic uncertainties corresponding to the same source are fully correlated. Statistical uncertainties, taken as independent between the data points, are
added in quadrature to these matrices.
The interpolated measurements from different in situ
methods contributing to a given momentum bin are averaged taking correlations between measurement points into
jet
account. The measurements are performed at different pT
values and use different binning (point densities).30
28 A

second order polynomial interpolation provides in principle a better shape description. However, due to the smooth variations in the
results of each in situ measurement, the differences between the results
obtained with the two interpolation procedures are found to be negligible.
29 Care

was taken to avoid an overlap of the multijet balance and γ -jet
result. Allowing for an overlap would have required taking into account
the (strong) correlations, without a potential gain in precision.

30 The method avoids replacing missing information in case of a lower
point density (wider binning) by extrapolating information from the
polynomial interpolation.
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To derive proper averaging weights for each in situ
method, wider averaging regions31 are defined. These regions are constructed such that all in situ method covering
the corresponding pT range have at least one measurement
inside. The averaging regions are used to compute weights
for the in situ methods, which are later applied in the binwise average in fine 1 GeV bins.
The averaging weights for each in situ method are computed as follows:
1. The generation of pseudo-experiments fluctuates the data
points around the original measurements taking into account all known correlations. The polynomial interpolation is redone for each pseudo-experiment for each in situ
method.
2. For each in situ measurement and each Monte Carlo
pseudo-experiment the new bin content for each wider
region is calculated from the integral of the interpolating
polynomials.
3. The contents of the wide bins are treated as new measurements and are again interpolated with polynomials.
The interpolation function is used to obtain new measurements in small (1 GeV) bins for each in situ method in
jet
the pT range covered by it.
4. In each small bin a covariance matrix (diagonal here) between the measurements of each in situ method is computed. Using this matrix the averaging weights are obtained by χ 2 minimisation.
For the averaging weights the procedure using the large
averaging regions as an intermediate step is important in order to perform a meaningful comparison of the precision
of the different in situ methods. The average is computed
avoiding shape biases which would come from the use of
large bins. Therefore at this next step the fine 1 GeV bins
are obtained directly from the interpolation of the original
bins.
The bin-wise average between measurements is computed as follows:
1. The generation of Monte Carlo pseudo-experiments fluctuates the data points around the original measurements
taking into account all known correlations. The polynomial interpolation is redone for each generated Monte
Carlo pseudo-experiment for each in situ method.
2. For each generated pseudo-experiment, small (1 GeV)
bins are filled for each measurement in the momentum
intervals covered by that in situ method, using the polynomial interpolation.
31 For

example, when averaging two measurements with unequal point
spacing, a useful averaging region would be defined by the measurement of the in situ method with the larger point spacing, and the points
of the other measurement would be statistically merged before computing the averaging weights.
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3. The average and its uncertainty are computed in each
small bin using the weights previously obtained. This
will be displayed as a band with the central value given
by the average while the total uncertainty on the average
is represented by the band width.
4. The covariance matrix among the measurements is computed in each small bin.
5. χ 2 rescaling corrections are computed for each bin as
follows: if the χ 2 value of a bin-wise average exceeds
the number of degrees of freedom
 (ndof ), the uncertainty
on the average is rescaled by χ 2 /ndof to account for
inconsistencies.32
The final systematic uncertainty for a given jet momentum is (conservatively) estimated by the maximum deviation
between the data to Monte Carlo simulation response ratio
together with its total uncertainty (average band) and unity.
The central value (measured bias) and the uncertainty on the
average measurement are hence taken into account. If a correction for the measured bias were performed, only the relative uncertainty on the average would affect the final JES
calibration.
A smoothing procedure using a sliding interval with a
Gaussian kernel is applied to the systematic uncertainty on
the average. The width of the Gaussian increases as a function of pT . It removes spikes due to statistical fluctuations
in the measurements, as well as discontinuities at the first
and/or last point in a given measurement.
10.5.2 Combination results
Following the method described in the previous section the
JES uncertainty for jets with |η| < 1.2 can be obtained. For
the purpose of combination the multijet balance analysis is
repeated33 for jets with |η| < 1.2 and the uncertainty for
low-pT jets forming the recoil system is taken from the γ -jet
analysis.
Figure 43 shows the ratio of the jet response in data and
Monte Carlo simulation as a function of the transverse jet
momentum for the three in situ techniques using as reference objects photons (γ -jet), a system of low-energetic jets
(multijet) or the transverse momentum of all tracks associated to jets (track jet). The errors shown for each in situ technique are the statistical and systematic uncertainties added
in quadrature.
jet
The results from the track jets cover the widest pT range
jet
from the lowest to the highest pT values. Compared to
32 Such

(small) inconsistencies are seen in the comparison of the γ -jet
jet

and track jet results in one pT bin.
33 The restriction in the η range applies to all jets. The resulting uncertainty of the multijet method is therefore larger than the one in
Sect. 10.3.
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the γ -jet results they have a relatively large systematic unjet
certainty. The γ -jet results cover a pT range up to about
300 GeV. From this point onwards the multijet balance
method helps to constrain the JES uncertainty.
Figure 44 shows the contribution of each in situ technique to the total JES uncertainty in form of their weight.
jet
In the region 30  pT  300 GeV the γ -jet results make
the highest contribution to the overall JES uncertainty deterjet
mination. The contribution is about 80 % at pT = 30 GeV
jet
and decreases to about 60 % at pT = 300 GeV. At the
jet
lowest pT the method based on tracks determines the JES
jet
uncertainty. At about pT = 300 GeV the γ -jet results and
the ones based on tracks have an about equal contribution.
jet
Above pT = 300 GeV the results based on tracks have the
highest contribution to the JES uncertainty. In this region the
multijet balance contributes to the JES uncertainty to about
jet
20 %. For the highest pT only the multijet balance is used
to determine the JES uncertainty.
The final JES uncertainty obtained from the combination
of the in situ techniques is shown in Fig. 45. The JES unjet
certainty is about 9 % at pT = 20 GeV and decreases to
jet
jet
about 2–3 % for 50 ≤ pT < 200 GeV. At the lowest pT the
systematic uncertainty is determined by the in situ method
based on tracks. At 250 GeV, the uncertainty increases because the γ -jet results are 5 % below unity and therefore pull
the central value of the average down as shown in Fig. 43.
Moreover, the γ -jet and the track methods give different rejet
sults. While for all other pT values the χ 2 /ndof is within
0.2 ≤ χ 2 /ndof < 0.8, it rises to χ 2 /ndof = 2 at 250 GeV.

For pT > 350 GeV the multijet balance contributes to
the uncertainty and the resulting uncertainty is about 4–5 %
jet
up to 700 GeV. At the highest reachable pT the JES uncertainty increases to 10 %.
Figure 45 also compares the JES uncertainty obtained
from a combination of in situ techniques to the one derived
from the single hadron response measurements and the systematic Monte Carlo simulation variations (see Sect. 9). The
in situ JES uncertainty is larger than the standard JES unjet
certainty in most pT regions. It is similar in the region
jet
30  pT  150 GeV. Figure 45 also shows the JES uncertainty, that could have been achieved, if the in situ techniques had been used to correct the jet energy scale in data.

Fig. 43 Average jet response ratio of the data to the Monte Carlo simulation (based on P YTHIA with the MC10 tune) for jets with |η| < 1.2
as a function of the transverse jet momentum pT for three in situ techniques. The error displays the statistical and systematic uncertainties
added in quadrature. Shown are the results for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6
calibrated with the EM+JES scheme. The light band indicates the total
uncertainty from the combination of the in situ techniques. The inner
dark band indicates the statistical component

Fig. 45 Jet energy scale uncertainty from the combination of in situ
techniques (solid line) as a function of the jet transverse momentum pT
for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme for
|η| < 1.2. The dashed line shows the JES uncertainty that could have
been achieved, if in situ techniques had been used to recalibrate the jets.
For comparison, the shaded band indicates the JES uncertainties as
derived from the single hadron response measurements and systematic
Monte Carlo variations for |η| < 0.3

Fig. 44 Weight carried by each in situ technique in the combination
to derive the jet energy scale uncertainty as a function of the jet transjet
verse momentum pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the
EM+JES scheme
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In this case the JES uncertainty obtained from a combination
of in situ techniques would be slightly smaller than the stanjet
dard JES uncertainty over a wide pT range of 30–700 GeV.
11 Jet energy calibration based on global jet properties
11.1 Global sequential technique
The global sequential calibration (GS) technique is a multivariate extension of the EM+JES calibration. After the
EM+JES calibration, the dependence of the calorimeter response to the jet on the transverse momentum and pseudo
rapidity is removed. However, the response can also depend
on other variables that can be removed by the GS technique.
Its main effect is to reduce the spread of the reconstructed
energy and, thus, improve the jet energy resolution [27].
Any variable x that is correlated with the calorimeter response to the jet can be used. The average response R as a
function of x is defined as

  jet

R(x) = pT (x)/pTtruth ,
(34)
jet

where pT is the transverse momentum of the calorimeter jet
calibrated with EM+JES scheme and pTtruth that of the truth
jet. As for the EM+JES calibration, only isolated calorimeter jets that have a matched isolated truth jet are used (see
Sect. 8.3). The average in Eq. (34) is defined as the peak
position from a Gaussian fit in a given pTtruth , η and x bin.
The response dependence on x is removed when multijet
plying pT by:


C(x) = 1/ R(x) .
(35)

transverse topology of the energy deposited by the jet.
A large energy deposit in the calorimeter layers close to the
interaction point indicates that the shower started to develop
before the calorimeter, leading to a lower detector response,
since a part of the jet energy could not be detected. A large
energy deposit in the hadronic layers indicates, for example,
a larger hadronic component of the jet implying on average a lower calorimeter response. The transverse extent of
the jet can be affected by out-of-cluster energy deposits that
lead to a lower average response. In the barrel region the
energy in the last electromagnetic calorimeter layer and in
the first hadronic calorimeter layer will be correlated to energy losses in the poorly instrumented region in between the
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters. The average detector response to jets and the transverse extent of the jet is
correlated to how many particles of the jet hit the poorly instrumented transition region between the barrel and the endcap calorimeters.
Each of these jet properties may be sensitive to several effects: energy deposited in the dead material, noncompensation of the calorimeter, or unmeasured energy due
to the noise suppression. In the GS calibration, no attempt
is made to separate these effects. The jet properties help to
significantly improve the jet energy resolution, and implicitly correct on average for these effects.
The longitudinal structure of the jet34 is characterised
by the fractional energy deposited in the different layers of
the calorimeters before any jet calibration is applied (“layer
fractions”):
layer

flayer =

EEM
jet

,

(37)

EEM
jet

layer

Several variables can be used sequentially to achieve the
optimal resolution. This procedure requires that the correction for a given variable xi (C i ) is calculated using jets to
which the correction for the previous variable xi−1 (C i−1 )
has already been applied. The jet transverse momentum after correction number i is given by:

where EEM is the jet energy at the EM scale and EEM the
energy deposited in the layer of interest, also defined at the
EM scale. The transverse jet structure can be characterised
by the jet width defined as:
 i
p Ri,jet
width = i T i
,
(38)
i pT

pTi = C i (xi ) × pTi−1 = C i (xi ) × C i−1 (xi−1 ) × pTi−2 = · · ·

where the sums are over the jet constituents (i) and pT is the
transverse constituent momentum. Ri,jet is the distance in
η × φ-space between the jet constituents and the jet axis. In
the following study topo-clusters are used as jet constituents.

(36)
In this sequential procedure, care must be taken that corrections for a variable xi are not spoiled by the corrections
for a variable xk (k > i). It has been thoroughly checked in
this study that the response remains unchanged as a function
of all the variables until the last correction.
11.2 Properties derived from the internal jet structure
The variables (denoted by x in Eq. (35)) used in the GS calibration are properties characterising the longitudinal and

11.3 Derivation of the global sequential correction
The GS corrections are determined in jet |η| bins of width
0.1 from |η| = 0 to |η| = 4.5. In each bin, the jet properties that provide the largest improvement in jet energy resolution have been selected in an empirical way. The chosen
34 Here,

longitudinal refers to the direction along the jet axis.
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Fig. 46 Average jet response calculated using truth jets before (circles) and after (triangles) GS calibration as a function of fLAr3 (a)
and the lateral jet width (b) in the P YTHIA MC10 sample. Anti-

kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme having
80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV and |η| < 0.6 are used

Table 13 Sequence of corrections in the GS calibration scheme in
each |η| region

The GS calibration acts in the same way on all the variables shown in Table 13. As explained in Sect. 11.1, the GS
results in an improved jet energy resolution [27].The jet energy scale systematic uncertainty and response sensitivity to
jet flavor for this calibration are described in Sects. 12, 18
and 19.

|η| region

Corr 1

Corr 2

Corr 3

Corr 4

|η| < 1.2

fTile0

fLAr3

fPS

width

1.2 ≤ |η| < 1.4

fTile0

1.4 ≤ |η| < 1.7

fTile0

width
fHEC0

width

1.7 ≤ |η| < 3.0

fHEC0

width

3.0 ≤ |η| < 3.2

fLAr3

width

3.2 ≤ |η| < 3.4

fLAr3

3.4 ≤ |η| < 3.5

fLAr3

3.5 ≤ |η| < 3.8

fFCal1

3.8 ≤ |η| < 4.5

fFCal1

width
width

jet properties and the order in which they are applied are
summarised in Table 13. The improvement in resolution obtained is found to be independent of which property is used
first to derive a correction.
In the following section, “GSL” refers to the calibration applied up to the third correction (containing only the
calorimeter layer fraction corrections) and “GS” to the calibration applied up to the last correction (including the width
correction).
The effect of the GS calibration is shown in Fig. 46 for
the case of the fLAr3 and the lateral jet width properties.
In both cases, the jet response is shown before and after
GS calibration. Before GS, the response decreases as fLAr3
and the jet width increase. After GS, the dependence of the
calorimeter response to jets on the fLAr3 and the width variables is reduced to less than 1 %. The average response remains unchanged. A similar behaviour is observed as a function of fPS and fTile0 .

12 Jet energy scale uncertainties
for jet calibrations based
on global jet properties
The JES uncertainties in the global sequential jet calibration scheme are evaluated using the transverse momentum
balance in events with only two jets at high transverse momentum.
By construction the GS calibration scheme preserves the
energy scale of the EM+JES calibration scheme for the
event sample from which the corrections have been derived.
Possible changes of the JES in event samples with different
topologies or jet flavours are studied in Sect. 19.
12.1 Validation of the global sequential calibration
using dijet events
12.1.1 Dijet balance method
The GS corrections can be derived from dijet events using
the dijet balance method. This method is a tag-and-probe
technique exploiting the pT imbalance between two backto-back jets. In contrast to the method presented in Sect. 9.6
a correction for the truth jet imbalance is applied. This correction will be described in more detail at the end of this
section.
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Dijet events are selected by requiring that the two highest
pT jets are back-to-back (φ > 2.8 radian). The two jets are
required to be in the same pseudorapidity region.
The jet whose response dependence on the layer fractions
or width is studied, is referred to as the probe jet, while the
other is referred to as the reference jet. The average transverse momentum of the probe and the reference jet is defined
as

 probe
avg
(39)
+ pTref /2.
p T = pT
Since the choice of the reference jet and the probe jet is arbitrary, events are always used twice, inverting the roles of
reference and probe.
The GS corrections are measured through the asymmetry
variable defined as:
probe

A(x) =

pT

(x) − pTref

avg

pT (x)

(40)

,

where x is any of the properties used in the GS calibration
probe
(see Table 13). Both pT
and pTref depend on x, but in a
given event the value of x of the probe jet is different from
that of the reference jet. For this reason the dependence on
x is explicitly written in Eq. (40) only for the probe jet.
The probe and the reference jet transverse momenta are
defined with the same calibration. When computing the correction factor Ci , they are both corrected up to the (i − 1)th
correction (see Sect. 11.1). The mean response as a function
of x is given by:


probe

p
R(x) = Tref
pT

2 + A(x)
.
2 − A(x)

(41)

For more details see also discussion in Sect. 9.6.1.
The measurement of the response through the asymmetry
defined in Eq. (40) assumes that the asymmetry for truth
jets is zero. This is true on average (inclusive in x), but not
when computed in bins of x. The measured asymmetry A(x)
is therefore a mixture of detector effects and imbalance at
the level of the generated particles. In order to remove the
effect of imbalance at the level of generated particles, a new
asymmetry is defined:
A (x) = A(x) − Atrue (x),

(42)

where A(x) is given by Eq. (40) and Atrue (x) is:
probe

Atrue (x) =
avg

ref
pT,truth (x) − pT,truth
avg

pT,truth (x)
probe

(43)

,
probe

ref
where pT,truth (x) = (pT,truth (x)+pT,truth
)/2 with pT,truth (x)
ref
and pT,truth being the probe and reference jets transverse
momenta, respectively. The variable Atrue (x) denotes the

true asymmetry. The variable x in Eq. (42) is that of the
reconstructed jet matched to the truth jet. Matching is done
using the same criterion as for the EM+JES calibration (see
Sect. 8.3). When using A (x) instead of A(x) in Eq. (41), the
effects of imbalance at the level of generated particles are removed and the resulting response depends only on detector
effects. Accounting for the truth jet imbalance is particularly
important for the corrections that depend on the energy in
the presampler and the jet width.
12.1.2 Validation of the dijet balance method
in the Monte Carlo simulation
The dijet balance method can be checked in two different
ways.
The first uses the default P YTHIA event sample with the
MC10 tune and compares the average response calculated
using Eq. (41) to the average response calculated using the
truth jets (see Eq. (34)). Figure 47 shows this comparison for
jet
jets after the EM+JES calibration for 80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV
and |η| < 0.6. The results obtained using the asymmetry defined as in Eq. (40) and when incorporating the true asymmetry are shown. If the true asymmetry were ignored, the
calculated response would be different from the true jet response by up to 4 % for high values of the jet width and
jet
the presampler fraction in this particular pT bin. This difjet
ference increases with decreasing pT reaching 8 % for jets
jet
of pT ≈ 20 GeV. These differences are reduced to less than
2 % when a correction for Atrue is used. Similar results are
jet
found in the other pT and |η| bins.
The second test compares the true asymmetry between
different simulated samples. Figure 48 shows the true asymmetry as a function of fPS , fLAr3 , fTile0 and the jet width
jet
in the central region for 40 ≤ pT < 60 GeV for various
event samples: the reference P YTHIA sample with the MC10
tune, the P YTHIA sample with the P ERUGIA2010 tune and
the H ERWIG ++ sample. The distributions of the jet properties are also shown. The last two samples test the sensitivity to the description of soft physics or the specifics of
the hadronisation process that could cause differences in the
truth jet imbalance. The true asymmetry differs by no more
jet
jet
than 5 % in this particular pT and η bin. For pT > 60 GeV
and other |η| bins, the true asymmetries differ by less than
jet
2 %. At low pT (below 40 GeV in the barrel), the φ cut, in
particular combined with the small P ERUGIA2010 and H ER WIG ++ samples yield statistical uncertainties of the order of
5 %.
In summary, the dijet balance method allows the determination of the response as a function of the layer fractions
and the jet width over the entire transverse jet momentum
and pseudorapidity ranges. This method can therefore be applied to data to validate the corrections derived in the Monte
Carlo simulation.
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Fig. 47 Average jet response calculated using truth jets (full circles), using the reconstructed asymmetry A (open circles), and using
A − Atrue (triangles) as a function of the calorimeter layer energy fraction fPS (a), fLAr3 (b), fTile0 (c) and the lateral jet width (d) in the
P YTHIA MC10 sample before applying GS calibration. The lower part

of each figure shows the differences between the response calculated
using the truth jet and the one calculated with the dijet balance method
without Atrue (full triangles) and with Atrue (open circles). Anti-kt jets
with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme are used and have
jet
80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV and |η| < 0.6

12.1.3 Differences between data based
and Monte Carlo based corrections

asymmetries in data and the P YTHIA MC10 sample are compatible within statistical uncertainties. Similar agreement is
jet
found in the other η and pT regions.
The asymmetries as shown in Fig. 49 are used to derive data based corrections. The difference between data
and Monte Carlo simulation provides a quantitative measure of the additional jet energy scale uncertainty intro-

Figure 49 shows the difference between the reconstructed
asymmetry and the true asymmetry for the P YTHIA MC10
sample as a function of fPS , fLAr3 , fTile0 and width for jets
jet
with 80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV and |η| < 0.6. The reconstructed
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avg

Fig. 48 Average asymmetry for truth jets obtained from various
Monte Carlo event generators and tunes (P YTHIA with the MC10 and
the P ERUGIA2010 tune and H ERWIG ++) as a function of the calorimeter layer fraction fPS (a), fLAr3 (b), fTile0 (c) and the lateral jet
width (d) of the probe jet. Anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the

EM+JES scheme are used and have 40 ≤ pT < 60 GeV and |η| < 0.6.
The distributions of the jet properties are superimposed on each figure.
The lower part of each figure shows the differences between P YTHIA
with the P ERUGIA2010 tune or H ERWIG ++ and P YTHIA with the
MC10 tune

duced by the GS calibration. After the first two corrections in Table 13 the response changes by less than 1 %
for data based and Monte Carlo based corrections. The response changes by an additional 1 % to 2 % after the third
(PS) and the fourth (width) corrections are applied in the
barrel. The agreement in the endcap is within 2 % (4 %) for
pTtruth > 60 GeV (<60 GeV).

Data based corrections are also derived with true asymmetries coming from the P ERUGIA2010 and H ERWIG ++
samples. These corrections are then applied to the reference
P YTHIA MC10 sample and the response yielded is compared to the response obtained after applying the reference
data based corrections using the true asymmetry from the
reference P YTHIA MC10 sample. The difference in response
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Fig. 49 Difference between the average reconstructed asymmetry and
the average true asymmetry in data (open circles) and in the reference
P YTHIA MC10 sample (full circles) as a function of the calorimeter layer fractions fPS (a), fLAr3 (b), fTile0 (c) and the lateral jet

jet

is found to be lower than 0.5 % in all the pT and |η| bins
where the statistical uncertainty is small enough.
As a further cross-check the same GS corrections (here
the Monte Carlo based ones) are applied to both data and
Monte Carlo simulation samples. The difference between
data and simulation reflects differences in the jet properties
used as input to the GS calibration in the inclusive samples.

width (d). The lower part of each figure shows the differences between
Monte Carlo simulation and data. Anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated
jet
with the EM+JES scheme are used and have 80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV and
|η| < 0.6

Figure 50 shows the mean value of fPS , fLAr3 , fTile0
jet
and width as a function of pT in the barrel for data and various Monte Carlo simulation samples: the nominal P YTHIA
MC10, P YTHIA P ERUGIA2010 and H ERWIG ++. The agreement for fTile0 and fPS between data and P YTHIA with
jet
the MC10 tune is within 5 % over the entire pT range.
For fLAr3 , this agreement is also within 5 % except for
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Fig. 50 Mean value of the jet calorimeter layer fractions fPS (a),
jet
fLAr3 (b), fTile0 (c) and the jet width (d) as a function of pT for
|η| < 0.6 for data and various Monte Carlo simulations. Anti-kt jets

jet

20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV where a disagreement of 7.5 % is observed. A larger disagreement is found for the jet width. Jets
are 5 % (10 %) wider in data than in Monte Carlo simulation
at 200 GeV (600 GeV) and more narrow at pT < 30 GeV.
The standard deviations of the fLAr3 and the fPS distributions show also agreement within 5 % between data and
jet
P YTHIA MC10 simulation over the entire pT range (not
shown). For fTile0 and width, disagreements of 10 % are
jet
observed in some pT bins. Similar results are found in the
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with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme are used. The ratio
of Monte Carlo simulation to data is shown in the lower part of each
figure

other |η| bins for the calorimeter layer fractions and the jet
width, except for 2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8, where the agreement for
the width is slightly worse than in the other eta ranges.
Figure 50 shows that P YTHIA with the MC10 and the
P YTHIA P ERUGIA2010 tunes agree to within a few per cent.
The agreement of the H ERWIG sample with data is as good
as for the other samples for fLAr3 and fTile0 , except for
jet
20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV. For fPS and the width, disagreements
of 5–10 % are observed between H ERWIG ++ and the other
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samples for pT < 60 GeV. For pT > 160 GeV, H ER WIG ++ is found to describe the width observed in data better
than the other samples.
The systematic uncertainty can be quantitatively estijet
mated by comparing how the correction coefficients EGS /
jet
EEM+JES differ between data and Monte Carlo simulation.
jet
The correction coefficient as a function of pT in the barrel
calorimeter in data and in the P YTHIA MC10 sample after

GSL and GS corrections are shown in Figs. 51a and 51b. The
ratios of data to Monte Carlo simulation are shown in the
lower part of each figure. Figures 51c and 51d show the same
jet
quantity, but as a function of η for 80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV.
Deviations from unity in the ratios between data and
Monte Carlo simulation as shown in Fig. 51 represent the
systematic uncertainty associated to the GS corrections.
This uncertainty is added in quadrature to the EM+JES un-

Fig. 51 Average jet energy after GSL (a, c) and GS (b, d) corrections divided by the average jet energy after the EM+JES calibrajet
tion as a function of pT (a, b) in the calorimeter barrel and as a
jet
function of η for 80 ≤ pT < 100 GeV (c, d) in data and the Monte

Carlo simulation. Anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 are used. The double ratio [EGS(GSL) /EEM+JES ]Data /[EGS(GSL) /EEM+JES ]MC is shown in the
lower part of each figure
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certainty. The results for all the pT and η ranges are the
following:
jet
For 20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV and 0 ≤ |η| < 2.1, the data to
Monte Carlo ratio varies from 0.5 % to 0.7 % depending
jet
on the |η| region. For pT > 30 GeV and 0 ≤ |η| < 2.1, the
uncertainty is lower than 0.5 %. For 2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8, the data
to Monte Carlo ratio varies from 0.4 % to 1 % depending on
jet
jet
the pT bin. For a given pT , the uncertainty is higher for
2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8 than for 0 ≤ |η| < 2.1, because of the poorer
description of the jet width. For 2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8 the GSL
scheme shows slightly larger difference than the GS scheme.
In general, the uncertainty on the data to Monte Carlo ratio is
jet
lower than 1 % for 20 ≤ pT < 800 GeV and 0 ≤ |η| < 2.8.
The uncertainty coming from the imperfect description
of the jet properties and the differences between data based
and Monte Carlo simulation based corrections presented in
Sect. 12.1.3 are not independent. The average jet response
jet
after the GS calibration in each pT and η bin, which depends on both the distribution of the properties and the GS
corrections, is close to the response after the EM+JES calibration.
A change in the distribution of a jet property therefore
translates into a change in the GS correction as a function
of this property such that the average jet response stays the
same in the sample used to derive the correction. The differences observed after applying data based and Monte Carlo
simulation based GS corrections described in Sect. 12.1.3
are therefore partly caused by differences in the jet properties and not only by differences in the GS corrections themselves.
12.2 Sensitivity of the global sequential calibration
to pile-up
An important feature of the GS calibration is its robustness
when applied in the presence of pile-up interactions, which
translates into small variations in the size of each of the corrections and the distributions of the jet properties. The corrections derived in the sample without pile-up are directly
applicable to the sample with pile-up with only a small additional effect on the jet energy scale.
The quantitative estimate of the effect of pile-up is obtained applying the GS corrections derived in the P YTHIA
MC10 sample without pile-up to simulated samples with
pile-up. The resulting response is then compared to the response after the EM+JES calibration, which includes the
offset correction as described in Sect. 8.1. It is found that
the response after the various GS corrections remains unchanged to better than 1 % (2 %) for pT > 30 GeV (pT <
30 GeV). These variations are smaller than the uncertainty
on the jet energy in the absence of pile-up over the entire pT
range, thus demonstrating the robustness of the additional
corrections with respect to pile-up.

12.3 Summary on the JES uncertainty
for the global sequential calibration
The systematic uncertainty on the global sequential calibration in the inclusive jet sample has been evaluated. It is
jet
found to be lower than 1 % for 0 ≤ |η| < 2.8 and 20 ≤ pT <
800 GeV. This uncertainty is added in quadrature to the JES
based on the EM+JES calibration scheme.

13 Jet calibration schemes based
on cell energy weighting
Besides the simple EM+JES calibration scheme, ATLAS
has developed several calibration schemes [26] with different levels of complexity and different sensitivity to systematic effects. The EM+JES calibration facilitates the evaluation of systematic uncertainties for the early analyses, but
the energy resolution is rather poor and it exhibits a rather
high sensitivity of the jet response to the flavour of the parton inducing the jet. These aspects can be improved using
more sophisticated calibrations.
The ATLAS calorimeters are non-compensating and give
a lower response to hadrons than to electrons or photons.
Furthermore reconstruction inefficiencies and energy deposits outside the calorimeters lower the response to both
electromagnetic and hadronic particles, but in different
ways. The main motivation for calibration schemes based
on cell energy density is to improve the jet energy resolution by weighting differently energy deposits from electromagnetic and hadronic showers [27]. The calorimeter
cell energy density is a good indicator, since the radiation
length X0 is much smaller than the hadronic interaction
length λI .
Methods based on cell energy weighting were pioneered
by the CDHS experiments [96, 97] and later extensively
used by the H1 experiment [98, 99]. A further development
was presented in Ref. [100].
Two calibration schemes implementing this idea have
been developed by ATLAS:
1. For the global calorimeter cell energy density calibration (GCW) the weights depend on the cell energy density and are obtained from Monte Carlo simulation by
optimising the reconstructed jet energy resolution with
respect to the true jet energy. This calibration is called
“global” because the jet is calibrated as a whole and, furthermore, the weights that depend on the calorimeter cell
energy density are derived such that fluctuations in the
measurement of the jet energy are minimised and this
minimisation corrects for all effects at once.
2. For the local cluster calibration (LCW) multiple variables at the calorimeter cell and the topo-cluster levels
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are considered in a modular approach treating the various effects of non-compensation, dead material deposits
and out-of-cluster deposits independently. The corrections are obtained from simulations of charged and neutral particles. The topo-clusters in the calorimeter are calibrated “locally”, without considering the jet context, and
jets are then reconstructed directly from calibrated topoclusters.
Final jet energy scale corrections also need to be applied
to the GCW and LCW calibrated jets, but they are numerically smaller than the ones for the EM+JES calibration
scheme. These corrections are derived with the same procedure as described in Sect. 8. The resulting jets are referred
to as calibrated with GCW+JES and LCW+JES schemes.

10

13.1 Global cell energy density weighting calibration

j=

ln 2

+ 26,

(44)

where j is an integer number between 0 and 15. Calorimeter
cells in the presampler, the first layer of the electromagnetic

7

16

jet

EGCW =

This calibration scheme (GCW) attempts to assign a larger
cell-level weight to hadronic energy depositions in order to compensate for the different calorimeter response
to hadronic and electromagnetic energy depositions. The
weights also compensate for energy losses in the dead material.
In this scheme, jets are first found from topo-clusters or
calorimeter towers at the EM scale. Secondly the energies
of the calorimeter cells forming jets are weighted according
to their energy density. Finally, a JES correction is derived
from the sum of the weighted energy in the calorimeter cells
associated to the jet as a function of the jet pT and pseudorapidity.
The weights are derived using Monte Carlo simulation
information. A reconstructed jet is first matched to the nearest truth jet requiring Rmin < 0.3. No second truth jet should
be within a distance of R = 1. The nearest truth jet should
have a transverse energy ET > 20 GeV. The transverse energy of the reconstructed jet should be ETEM > 5 GeV, where
ETEM is the transverse energy of the reconstructed jet measured at the electromagnetic scale.
For each jet, calorimeter cells are identified with an integer number i denoting a calorimeter layer or a group of
layers in the ATLAS calorimeters. Afterwards, each cell is
classified according to its energy density which is defined as
the calorimeter cell energy measured at the electromagnetic
scale divided by the geometrical cell volume (E/V ).
A weight wij is introduced for each calorimeter cell
within a layer i at a certain energy density bin j . The cells
are classified in up to 16 E/V bins according to the following formula:
ln VE/GeV
/mm3

calorimeter, the gap and crack scintillators (Gap, Scint)
are excluded from this classification. A constant weight is
applied to these cells independent of their E/V . The cryostat (Cryo) term is computed as the geometrical average
of the energy deposited in the last layer of the electromagnetic barrel LAr calorimeter and the first layer of the Tile
calorimeter. This gives a good estimate of the energy loss
in the material between the LAr and the Tile calorimeters.
Table 14 shows the number of energy density bins for
each calorimeter layer. In the case of the seven layers without energy density segmentation the weights are denoted
by vi .
The jet energy is then calculated as:
wij Eij +
i=1 j =1

(45)

vi Ei ,
i=1

where wij (vi ) are the GCW calibration constants and Eij
are the calorimeter cell energies in layer j and energy density bin j . In order to reduce the number of degrees of freedom, for a given layer i, the dependence on the energy density bin of each element wij is parameterised by a common
polynomial function of third and fourth degree depending
on the layer (see Table 14). In this way the number of free
parameters used to calibrate any jet is reduced from 167
to 45.
Table 14 Number of energy density bins per calorimeter layer used
in the GCW jet calibration scheme and the degree of the polynomial
function used in the weight parametrisation
Calorimeter Layer

Nb. E/V
bins

Poly. Degree
on E/V

PSB

1

PSE

1

1
1

EMB1

1

1

EME1

1

1

EMB2 and EMB3 with |η| < 0.8

16

4

EMB2 and EMB3 with |η| ≥ 0.8

16

4

EME2 and EME3 with |η| < 2.5

16

4

EME2 and EME3 with |η| ≥ 2.5

16

4

TileBar0, TileBar1 and TileBar2

16

4

TileExt0, TileExt1 and TileExt2

16

4

HEC0-3 with |η| < 2.5

16

4

HEC0-3 with |η| ≥ 2.5

16

4

FCAL0

16

3

FCAL1 and FCAL2

16

3

Cryo term

1

1

Gap

1

1

Scint

1

1
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The weights are computed by minimising the following
function:
χ2 =

1
Njet

Njet
jet=1

jet
EGCW
jet
Etruth

2

−1

(46)

,

where Njet is the total number of jets in the Monte Carlo
sample used. This procedure provides weights that minimise
the jet energy resolution. The mathematical bias on the mean
jet energy that is introduced in particular at low jet energies
(see Ref. [101]) is corrected by an additional jet energy calibration following the method described in Sect. 8 and discussed in Sect. 13.3.
13.2 Local cluster weighting calibration
This calibration scheme [37, 102] corrects locally the topoclusters in the calorimeters independent of any jet context. The calibration starts by classifying topo-clusters as
mainly electromagnetic or hadronic depending on cluster
shape variables [88]. The cluster shape variables characterise the topology of the energy deposits of electromagnetic
or hadronic showers and are defined as observables derived
from calorimeter cells with positive energy in the cluster and
from the cluster energy. All weights depend on this classification and both hadronic and electromagnetic weights are
applied to each cluster.
13.2.1 Barycentre of the longitudinal cluster depth

13.2.2 Cluster isolation
The cluster isolation is defined as the ratio of the number
of unclustered calorimeter cells35 that are neighbours of a
given topo-cluster to the number of all neighbouring cells.
The neighbourhood relation is defined in two dimensions,
i.e. within the individual calorimeter layer.36
After calculating the cluster isolation for each individual
calorimeter layer, the final cluster isolation variable is obtained by weighting the individual layer cell ratios by the
energy fractions of the topo-cluster in these layers. This assures that the isolation is evaluated where the topo-cluster
has most of its energy.
The cluster isolation is zero for topo-clusters where all
neighbouring calorimeter cells in each layer are inside other
topo-clusters and one for topo-clusters with no neighbouring
cell inside any other topo-cluster.
13.2.3 Cluster energy correction
All corrections are derived from the Monte Carlo simulations for single charged and neutral pions. The hadronic
shower simulation model used is QGSP_BERT. The detector geometry and topo-cluster reconstruction is the same as
in the nominal Monte Carlo simulation sample. A flat distribution in the logarithm of pion energies from 200 MeV to
2 TeV is used.
The corrections are derived with respect to the true deposited energy in the active and inactive detector region
(“calibration hits”).
True energy depositions are classified in three types by
the ATLAS software:

The barycentre of the longitudinal depth of the topo-cluster (λcentre ) is defined as the distance along the shower axis
from the front of the calorimeter to the shower centre. The
shower centre has coordinates:

k|E >0 Ek ik
i =  k
,
(47)
k|Ek >0 Ek

1. The visible energy, like the energy deposited by ionisation.
2. The invisible energy, like energy absorbed in nuclear reactions.
3. The escaped energy, like the energy carried away by
neutrinos.37

with i taking values of the spatial coordinates x, y, z and Ek
denoting the energy in the calorimeter cell k. Only calorimeter cells with positive energy are used.
The shower axis is determined from the spatial correlation matrix of all cells in the topo-cluster with positive energies:

1. Cluster classification: The expected number of pions
in logarithmic bins of the topo-cluster energy, the cluster depth in the calorimeter, and the average cell energy
density are used to calculate classification weights. The


Cij =

2
k|Ek >0 Ek (ik



− i)(jk − j )

k|Ek>0

Ek2

The local cluster calibration proceeds in the following
steps:

35 Unclustered

,

(48)

with i, j = x, y, z. The shower axis is the eigenvector of this
matrix closest to the direction joining the interaction point
and the shower centre.

calorimeter cells that are not contained in any topo-

cluster.
36 In general, topo-clusters are formed in a three dimensional space defined by η, φ and the calorimeter depth.
37 The escaped energy is recorded at the place where the particle that escapes the detector volume (“world volume” in G EANT4 terminology)
is produced.
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weights are calculated for small |η| regions by mixing
neutral and charged pions with a ratio of 1:2. This assumes that 2/3 of the pions should be charged. Clusters are classified as mostly electromagnetic or mostly
hadronic. The calculated weight denotes the probability
p for a cluster to stem from a hadronic interaction.
2. Hadronic weighting: Topo-clusters receive calorimeter cell correction weights derived from detailed Monte
Carlo simulations of charged pions. Calorimeter cells in
topo-clusters are weighted according to the topo-cluster energy and the calorimeter cell energy density. The
hadronic energy correction weights are calculated from
the true energy deposits as given by the Monte Carlo
simulation (wHAD ) multiplied by a weight to take into
account the different nature of hadronic and electromagnetic showers.
The applied weight is
wHAD · p + wEM · (1 − p),

(49)

where wEM = 1 and p is the probability of the topo-cluster to be hadronic as determined by the classification step.
Dedicated correction weight tables for each calorimeter
layer in 0.2-wide |η|-bins are used. The correction weight
tables are binned logarithmically in topo-cluster energy
and cell energy density (E/V ).
3. Out-of-cluster (OOC) corrections: A correction for isolated energy deposits inside the calorimeter, but outside
topo-clusters is applied. These are energy depositions not
passing the noise thresholds applied during the clustering. These corrections depend on |η|, the energy measured around the topo-cluster and the cluster barycentre
λcentre . There are two sets of constants for hadronic and
electromagnetic showers and both are used for each cluster with the respective weights of p and 1 − p. The OOC
correction is finally multiplied with the cluster isolation
value discussed in Sect. 13.2.2 in order to avoid double
counting.
4. Dead material (DM) corrections: The topo-cluster cluster energy is corrected for energy deposits in materials
outside the calorimeters. Energy deposits in upstream
material like the inner wall of the cryostat are highly correlated to the presampler signals. The corrections are derived from the sum of true energy depositions in the material in front and behind the calorimeter and from the
presampler signal. The correction for energy deposited
in the outer cryostat wall between the electromagnetic
and the hadronic barrel calorimeters is based on the geometrical mean of the energies in the layers just before
and just beyond the cryostat wall. Corrections for other
energy deposits without clear correlations to topo-cluster observables are obtained from look-up tables binned
in topo-cluster energy, the pseudorapidity |η|, and the
shower depth. Two sets of DM weights for hadronic and

electromagnetic showers are used. The weights are applied according to the classification probability p defined
above.
All corrections are defined with respect to the electromagnetic scale energy of the topo-cluster. Since only calorimetric information is used, the LCW calibration does not
account for low-energy particles which do not create a topocluster in the calorimeter. This is, for instance, the case when
the energy is absorbed entirely in inactive detector material
or particles are bent outside of the calorimeter acceptance.
13.3 Jet energy calibration for jets
with calibrated constituents
The simulated response to jets at the GCW and LCW energy
scales, i.e. after applying weights to the calorimeter cells in
jets or after the energy corrections to the topo-clusters, are
shown in Fig. 52 as a function of ηdet for various jet energy bins. For both jet calibration schemes the jet response is
about 0.6–0.8 for jet energies of 30 GeV, but is bigger than
0.9 for high energetic jets. The inverse of the jet response
calculated on the LCW or GCW scale is used in each bin as
jet energy scale correction as described in Sect. 8.3 for the
EM+JES calibration scheme.
The final jet energy correction needed to restore the reconstructed jet energy to the true jet energy is much smaller
than in the case of the EM+JES calibration shown in Fig. 9.

14 Jet energy scale uncertainties
for jet calibrations based on cell weighting
The jet energy scale uncertainty for jets based on cell
weighting is obtained using the same in situ techniques as
described in Sect. 10. The results for each in situ technique
together with the combination of all in situ techniques are
discussed in Sect. 14.3.
In order to build up confidence in the Monte Carlo simulation the description of the variables used as inputs to the
cell weighting by the Monte Carlo simulation is discussed
in Sect. 14.1 for the global cell weighting scheme and in
Sect. 14.2 for the local cluster weighting scheme.
14.1 Energy density as input
to the global cell weighting calibration
The global cell energy density weighting calibration scheme
(see Sect. 13.1) applies weights to the energy deposited in
each calorimeter cell according to the calorimeter cell energy density (E/V , where V is the calorimeter cell volume and the energy is defined on EM-scale). This attempts
to compensate for the different calorimeter response to
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Fig. 52 Average simulated jet energy response at the GCW (a) and the LCW (b) scale in bins of the GCW+JES and LCW+JES calibrated jet
energy and as a function of the detector pseudorapidity |ηdet |

hadronic and electromagnetic showers, but it also compensates for energy losses in the dead material. The description
of the calorimeter cell energy density in the Monte Carlo
simulation is therefore studied to validate this calibration
scheme.
jet
Only calorimeter cells inside jets with pT > 20 GeV and
|y| < 2.8 built of topo-clusters and with a cell energy of at
least two standard deviations above the noise thresholds are
considered for this comparison. Similar results have been
obtained using cells inside jets built from calorimeter towers. The Monte Carlo simulation reproduces the generic features of the data over many orders of magnitude. However,
the following paragraphs discusses those differences, all of
which are on the order of a few percent.
Figure 53 shows the calorimeter cell energy density distributions in data and Monte Carlo simulation for cells in
representative longitudinal segments of the barrel and forward calorimeters. Fewer cells with high energy density are
observed in data than predicted by Monte Carlo simulation in the barrel presampler (a) and in the second layer of
the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (b). This behaviour
is observed for other segments of the barrel electromagnetic
calorimeter, but not for the second layer of the Tile barrel calorimeter (c). Here, a good agreement between data
and Monte Carlo simulation is found over the full energy
density spectrum. Only for the lowest energy densities are
slight differences found. Good agreement is also present in
the first layer of the Tile extended barrel calorimeter, while
the energy density is on average smaller for the second and
third layer in the data than in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Such a deficit of high energy density cells in data is also
observed for the second and third layer of the scintillators
placed in the gap between the Tile barrel and extended
barrel modules. Better agreement is found between data and
Monte Carlo simulation for the first layer of the scintillators.

The second layer of the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter (d) shows a similar behaviour to that observed in the barrel: fewer cells are found at high energy density in the data
than in the Monte Carlo simulation. This effect is present in
all three layers of the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter,
yet it becomes more pronounced with increasing calorimeter depth. A similar effect, but of even larger magnitude has
been observed for cells belonging to the endcap presampler.
The first layer of the endcap hadronic calorimeter (e) shows
a better agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation. This agreement is also present for other layers of the
HEC. In the first layer of the forward calorimeter more cells
with energy densities in the middle part of the spectrum are
found in data than in Monte Carlo simulation (f). This effect has been observed in other FCAL layers, and it becomes
slightly more pronounced with increasing FCAL depth.
14.2 Cluster properties inside jets as input
to the local cluster weighting calibration
The LCW weights are defined with respect to the electromagnetic scale energy of the topo-clusters and can therefore be applied in any arbitrary order. This allows systematic checks of the order in which the corrections are applied.
There are four cluster properties used in the LCW calibration scheme:
1. The energy density in cells in topo-clusters.
2. The cluster energy fraction deposited in different calorimeter layers.
3. The isolation variable characterising the energy around
the cluster.
4. The depth of the cluster barycentre in the calorimeter.
In addition, the cluster energy after each correction step
and the cluster location can be compared in data and Monte
Carlo simulation.
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Fig. 53 Calorimeter cell energy density distributions measured at
EM scale used in the GCW jet calibration scheme in data (points)
and Monte Carlo simulation (shaded area) for calorimeter cells in the
barrel presampler (a), the second layer of the barrel electromagnetic
calorimeter (b), the second layer of the barrel hadronic Tile calorimeter (c), the second layer of the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter (d),
the first layer of the endcap hadronic calorimeter (e) and the first layer

of the forward calorimeter (f). Anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 requiring
jet
pT > 20 GeV and |y| < 2.8 calibrated with the GCW+JES scheme
are used. Monte Carlo simulation distributions are normalised to the
number of cells in data distributions. The ratio of data to Monte Carlo
simulation is shown in the lower part of each figure. Only statistical
uncertainties are shown

14.2.1 Cluster isolation

tion (see Sect. 13.2.2). Most of the topo-clusters in lower
energetic jets have a high degree of isolation. The peaks at
0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 are due to the topo-clusters in boundary regions which are geometrically difficult to model or
regions with a small number of calorimeter cells. Such
topo-clusters contain predominantly gap scintillator cells
or are located at the boundary of the HEC and the FCAL
calorimeters.

Figure 54 shows the distributions of the cluster isolation
jet
variable for all topo-clusters in calibrated jets with pT >
20 GeV and |y| < 2.8 for topo-clusters classified as electromagnetic (a) and hadronic (b).
The cluster isolation variable is bounded between 0
and 1, with higher values corresponding to higher isola-
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jet

Fig. 54 Distributions of the isolation variable for topo-clusters classified as electromagnetic (a) and as hadronic (b) in data (points) and
Monte Carlo simulation (shaded area). Topo-clusters associated to

anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 with pT > 20 GeV and |y| < 2.8 calibrated
with the LCW+JES scheme are used

The features observed are similar for topo-clusters classified as mostly electromagnetic and those classified as mostly
hadronic. A reasonable agreement between data and Monte
Carlo simulation (see Fig. 54) is found. The agreement in
the peaks corresponding to the transition region between
calorimeters is not as good as in the rest of the distribution.
Figure 55 shows the mean value of the topo-cluster isolation variable as a function of the topo-cluster energy for
jet
all topo-clusters in jets with pT > 20 GeV and |y| <
2.8 for topo-clusters classified as electromagnetic (a) or as
hadronic (b). The Monte Carlo simulation consistently predicts more isolated topo-clusters than observed in the data,
particularly at topo-cluster energies E < 2 GeV and for both
hadronic and electromagnetic cluster classifications. This
feature is present in all rapidity regions, except for very low
energy topo-clusters classified as mostly electromagnetic in
very central jets.

expected. Those topo-clusters classified as mostly hadronic
are very often in the electromagnetic calorimeter, since these
low pT jets do not penetrate far into the hadronic calorimeter. However, a structure is observed, related to the position
of the different longitudinal layers in the hadronic calorimeter. This structure is more prominent when looking at individual rapidity regions, being smeared where the geometry
is not changing in this inclusive distribution. Good agreement is observed between data and Monte Carlo simulation.
Figure 57 shows the mean value of distributions of λcentre
as a function of the cluster energy for all topo-clusters
jet
in jets with pT > 20 GeV and |y| < 2.8, again for both
types of topo-clusters. In this case, topo-clusters classified as
mostly electromagnetic have their barycentre deeper in the
calorimeter on average as the cluster energy increases. A different behaviour is observed for clusters tagged as hadronic,
for which the mean depth in the calorimeter increases until approximately 2 GeV, at which point the mean depth
decreases again. The shape of the mean depth as a function of energy is different for different jet rapidities due to
the changing calorimeter geometry. However, the qualitative
features are similar, with a monotonic increase up to some
topo-cluster energy, and a decrease thereafter. This is likely
due to an increased probability of a hadronic shower to be
split into two or more clusters with increased shower energy. A good agreement is observed between data and Monte
Carlo simulation.

14.2.2 Longitudinal cluster barycentre
Figure 56 shows the cluster barycentre λcentre (see Sect.
13.2.1) distributions for all topo-clusters in LCW calibrated
jet
jets with pT > 20 GeV and |y| < 2.8 and for both cluster
classifications. Most topo-clusters classified as electromagnetic have their centre in the electromagnetic calorimeter, as
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Fig. 55 Mean value of the cluster isolation variable for topo-clusters
classified as electromagnetic (a) and as hadronic (b) as a function of
the topo-cluster energy measured at the EM scale, in data (closed cir-

cles) and Monte Carlo simulation (open squares). Topo-clusters assojet
ciated to anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 with pT > 20 GeV and |y| < 2.8
calibrated with the LCW+JES scheme are used

Fig. 56 Distributions of the longitudinal cluster barycentre λcentre for
topo-clusters classified as electromagnetic (a) and as hadronic (b) in
data (points) and Monte Carlo simulation (shaded area). Topo-clust-

ers associated to anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 with pT > 20 GeV and
|y| < 2.8 calibrated with the LCW+JES scheme are used

jet
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Fig. 57 Mean value of the longitudinal cluster barycentre λcentre as a
function of the topo-cluster energy measured at the EM scale for topoclusters classified as electromagnetic (a) and as hadronic in data (b) in

data (closed circles) and Monte Carlo simulation (open squares). Topojet
clusters associated to anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 with pT > 20 GeV and
|y| < 2.8 calibrated with the LCW+JES scheme are used

14.2.3 Cluster energy after LCW corrections

sition region between the barrel and the endcap and in the
forward region once the dead material correction is applied.

In this section the size of each of the three corrections of the
topo-cluster calibration is studied in data and Monte Carlo
simulation. This provides a good measure of how the differences between data and Monte Carlo simulation observed in
previous sections impact the size of the corrections applied.
Figure 58 shows the mean value of the ratio of the calibrated topo-cluster energy to the uncalibrated topo-cluster
energy after each calibration step as a function the topocluster energy and pseudorapidity. Only topo-clusters in
jet
LCW calibrated jets with pT > 20 GeV are considered. For
the results shown as a function of topo-cluster energy the
rapidity of the jets is, in addition, restricted to |y| < 0.3.
The agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation is within 5–10 % for the full topo-cluster pseudorapidity
range ηtopo-cluster and is generally better for lower topo-cluster energies where the correction for the out-of-cluster energy
dominates. As the topo-cluster energy increases the largest
corrections become the hadronic response and the dead material corrections.
An agreement to about 1 % is observed in a wide region
in most of the barrel region after each correction. The agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation is within
2 % for all topo-cluster pseudorapidities after the hadronic
and the out-of-cluster corrections. Larger differences are observed between data and Monte Carlo simulation in the tran-

14.3 Jet energy scale uncertainty from in situ techniques
for jets based on cell weighting
For the jet calibration schemes based on cell weighting the
JES uncertainty is evaluated using in situ techniques. The
same techniques as described in Sect. 10 are employed. The
final JES uncertainty is obtained from a combination of all
in situ techniques following the prescription in Sect. 10.5.
14.3.1 Comparison of transverse momentum balance
from calorimeter and tracking
The result of the JES validation using the total transverse
momentum of the tracks associated to jets (see Sect. 10.1)
is shown in Fig. 59 for jets in data and Monte Carlo simulation calibrated with the GCW+JES scheme and in Fig. 60
for jets calibrated with the LCW+JES scheme in various jet
pseudorapidity regions within |η| < 2.1. The bin |η| < 1.2
is obtained by combining the |η| < 0.3, 0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8 and
0.8 ≤ |η| < 1.2 bins.
Similar results as for the EM+JES scheme are obtained.
In both cases, the agreement between data and simulation is
excellent and within the uncertainties of the in situ method.
The calibration schemes agree to within a few per cent, except for the bins with very low numbers of events.
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Fig. 58 Mean calibrated topo-cluster energy divided by the uncalibrated topo-cluster energy in data (points) and Monte Carlo simulation
(shaded area) as a function of the uncalibrated topo-cluster energy
(left) and topo-cluster pseudorapidity (right) after hadronic response
weighting (a), adding out-of-cluster corrections (b), and adding dead
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material corrections (c) applied to topo-clusters in jets. The corrections
are sequentially applied. Anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in the LCW+JES
jet
scheme are required to have pT > 20 GeV. In addition, for the results
as a function of the topo-cluster energy (left) the rapidity of the jets is
restricted to |y| < 0.3
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Fig. 59 Double ratio of the track to calorimeter response in data and
Monte Carlo simulation, Rrtrk = [rtrk ]Data /[rtrk ]MC , for anti-kt jets
with R = 0.6 using the GCW+JES calibration scheme as a function
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of pTGCW+JES for various η bins. Systematic (total) uncertainties are
shown as a light (dark) band
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Fig. 60 Double ratio of the track to calorimeter response comparison
in data and Monte Carlo simulation, Rrtrk = [rtrk ]Data /[rtrk ]MC , for
anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 using the LCW+JES calibration scheme as a
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function of pTLCW+JES for various η bins. Systematic (total) uncertainties are shown as a light (dark) band
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14.3.2 Photon-jet transverse momentum balance
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The response measured by the direct pT balance technique
(see Sect. 10.2.1) for the GCW+JES and LCW+JES calibrations is shown in Fig. 61. The agreement of the Monte Carlo

simulation with data is similar for both calibration schemes.
The data to Monte Carlo agreement is 3 to 5 %.
Figure 62 shows the comparison of the response determined by the MPF technique (see Sect. 10.2.2), measured
in data and Monte Carlo simulation at the GCW and LCW
jet energy scales (without a JES correction). To calculate

Fig. 61 Average jet response as determined by the direct pT balance
technique for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the GCW+JES
(a) and LCW+JES (b) scheme as a function of photon transverse mo-

mentum for both data and Monte Carlo simulation. The lower part of
each figure shows the data to Monte Carlo simulation ratio. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

Fig. 62 Average calorimeter response as determined by the MPF technique for the GCW (a) and LCW (b) calibration scheme as a function
of photon transverse momentum for both data and Monte Carlo sim-

ulation. The lower part of each figure shows the data to Monte Carlo
simulation ratio. Only statistical uncertainties are shown
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Fig. 63 Average jet response in data to the response in Monte Carlo
simulation using the direct pT balance technique of anti-kt jets with
R = 0.6 calibrated with the GCW+JES (a) and LCW+JES (b) scheme

as a function of photon transverse momentum. Statistical and systematic uncertainties (light band) are included with the total uncertainty
shown as the dark band

the response using the MPF technique at these energy scales
the ETmiss is calculated using GCW or LCW calibrated topoclusters as an input.38 All the calibrations schemes are found
to be consistent between data and Monte Carlo simulation to
within 3 to 4 %.
The ratios of jet response in data to the response in Monte
Carlo simulation using the direct pT balance technique for
the GCW+JES and LCW+JES jet calibration schemes as a
function of the photon transverse momentum are shown in
Fig. 63. The agreement of data and Monte Carlo simulation is within 5 % and is compatible with unity within the
statistical and systematic uncertainties. A similar result for
the MPF technique is shown in Fig. 64 for GCW and LCW
calibration schemes (without a JES correction). Good agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation is found.

The same selection and method as for the test of the
EM+JES calibration is applied, with two exceptions: the reference region is defined by |ηdet | < 1.2 instead of |ηdet | <
0.8, and a fit is applied to smooth out statistical fluctuations
that has essentially no impact for the low-pT bins, but stabilize the result at high pT where some bins suffer from a low
number of events.
The JES uncertainty in the reference regions is obtained
from the γ -jet results (see Sect. 14.3.2) and using the sum
of track momenta (see Sect. 14.3.1).
Figure 65 shows the resulting uncertainties as a function
jet
of pT for various η-bins. The uncertainty is taken as the
RMS spread of the relative response from the Monte Carlo
predictions around the relative response measured in data
(see Sect. 9.6.6). The JES uncertainty introduced by the dijet
jet
jet
balance is largest at lower pT and smallest at higher pT .
jet
For pT > 100 GeV the JES uncertainty for the GCW+JES
scheme is less than 1 % for 1.2 ≤ |η| < 2.1 and about 2.5 %
jet
for 2.8 ≤ |η| < 3.2. For pT = 20 GeV the JES uncertainty
is about 2 % for 1.2 ≤ |η| < 2.1 and about 9.5 % for 3.6 ≤
|η| < 4.5.
The JES uncertainties for the LCW+JES calibration
scheme are slightly larger than those for GCW+JES scheme.

14.3.3 Intercalibration of forward jets using events
with dijet topologies
The transverse momentum balance in events with only two
jets at high transverse energy can be used to determine the
JES uncertainty for jets in the forward detector region. The
matrix method, described in Sect. 9.6, is used in order to test
the performance of the GCW+JES and LCW+JES calibrations for jets with |η| > 1.2 and to determine the JES uncertainty in the forward region based on the well calibrated jet
in the central reference region.
38 For

the GCW calibration scheme the cell energies in the topo-clusters are multiplied by the cell energy weights described in Sect. 13.1.

14.3.4 Multijet transverse momentum balance
The multijet balance (MJB) technique, described in
Sect. 10.3, is used to evaluate the JES uncertainty in the
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Fig. 64 The ratios of the MPF calorimeter response in data to the
response in Monte Carlo simulation using the MPF method for each
input energy scale GCW (a), and LCW (b) as a function of the photon

transverse momentum. Statistical and systematic uncertainties (light
band) are included. The total uncertainty is shown as the dark band

Fig. 65 Uncertainty in the jet response obtained from the dijet ηintercalibration technique for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 as a function
of the jet pT for various |η|-regions of the calorimeter. The jets are

calibrated with the GCW+JES (a) and the LCW+JES (b) calibration
schemes. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

high transverse momentum region for the GCW+JES and
LCW+JES calibration schemes. The method and selection
cuts used are the same as those for the EM+JES calibrated
jets.
Figure 66 shows the MJB for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6
obtained using the GCW+JES and LCW+JES calibrations
in the data and Monte Carlo simulation as a function of the
recoil pT . The agreement between the data and MC simulations, evaluated as the data to Monte Carlo simulation ratio, are very similar to those for the EM+JES calibration as
shown in Fig. 39.

The systematic uncertainties on the MJB for these cell
energy weighting calibration schemes are evaluated in
the same way as the EM+JES calibration, described in
Sect. 10.3.4, except for the component of the standard JES
uncertainty on the recoil system. The JES uncertainty for
jets in the recoil system is obtained from the in situ γ -jet
balance discussed in Sect. 14.3.2. In this case, the systematic uncertainty on the MJB due to the recoil system JES
uncertainty is then calculated by shifting the pT of recoil
jets up and down by the γ -jet JES uncertainty. In order to
apply the γ -jet JES uncertainty to the recoil system, the
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MJB analysis is performed with jets selected within the
range |η| < 1.2, where the JES uncertainty based on γ -jet
events has been derived. The close-by jet and flavour composition systematic uncertainties are also re-evaluated for
the GCW+JES and LCW+JES jets using the same method
(see Sect. 17).
Figure 67 shows the total and individual JES systematic uncertainties on the recoil system for anti-kt jets
with R = 0.6 calibrated by the GCW+JES and LCW+JES
schemes. The total uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty from the γ -jet uncertainty. The increase of the JES
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uncertainty at high pT above 800 GeV is caused by a large
JES systematic uncertainty due to limited γ -jet event statistics at high pT .
The systematic uncertainties associated with the analysis method and event modelling are re-evaluated in the same
way as for the EM+JES calibration scheme and then added
to the recoil system JES systematic uncertainties. The summary of all systematic uncertainties and the total uncertainty
obtained by adding the statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature is shown in Fig. 68 for anti-kt jets with
R = 0.6.

Fig. 66 Multijet balance MJB as a function of the recoil system pT for data and Monte Carlo simulation for the anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.6
using the GCW+JES (a) and LCW+JES (b) calibration scheme. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

Fig. 67 The multijet balance MJBMC as a function of the recoil system pT (full dots) for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 using the GCW+JES (a)
and LCW+JES (b) calibration schemes. The three bands are defined by
the maximum shift of MJB when the jets that compose the recoil system are shifted up and down by the JES uncertainty determined from
the γ -jet balance, close-by jet and flavour uncertainties. The black

lines show the total uncertainty obtained by adding in quadrature the
individual uncertainties. The lower part of the figure shows the relative
uncertainty due to the scale uncertainty of the jets that compose the
recoil system, defined as the maximum relative shift with respect to
the nominal value, as a function of pTRecoil
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14.3.5 Cell weighting JES uncertainty from combination
of in situ techniques
Figure 69 shows the jet response ratio of data to Monte Carlo
simulation for the various in situ techniques as a function of
the jet transverse momentum for the GCW+JES (a) and the
LCW+JES (b) calibration schemes. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are displayed. The average from the combination of all in situ techniques is overlaid.
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The weight of each in situ technique contributing to the
average is similar to the one for the EM+JES calibration
scheme shown in Fig. 44. The contributions are also similar
for the LCW+JES and the GCW+JES calibration schemes.
Figure 70 shows (as solid line) the final JES uncertainty
for the GCW+JES (a) and the LCW+JES (b) calibration
schemes for |η| < 1.2. At the lowest pT the JES uncertainty
jet
is about 9 % to 10 % and decreases for increasing pT . For
jet
jet
pT > 50 GeV it is about 2 % and at pT = 250 GeV it is

Fig. 68 Ratio of the data to MC for the multijet balance as a function of the recoil system pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 using the
GCW+JES (a) and LCW+JES (b) calibration schemes. The various
shaded regions show the total uncertainty (dark band) obtained as the
squared sum of the total systematic uncertainty (light band) and of the

statistical uncertainty (error bars). Also displayed are the contributions
to the systematic uncertainty due to analysis cuts and event modelling
(darkest band) and to the jet energy scale for jets in the recoil system
(hatched band)

Fig. 69 Jet response ratio of the data to the Monte Carlo simulation as
jet
a function of pT for three in situ techniques using as reference objects:
photons (γ -jet), a system of low energetic jets (multijet) or the transverse momentum of all tracks associated to jets (tracks in jets). The
error bar displays the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in

quadrature. Shown are the results for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the GCW+JES (a) and LCW+JES (b) calibration schemes.
The light band indicates the combination of the in situ techniques. The
inner dark band shows the fraction due to the statistical uncertainty
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Fig. 70 Jet energy scale uncertainty (solid line) as a function of
jet
pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 for |η| < 1.2 calibrated with the
GCW+JES (a) and the LCW+JES (b) calibration scheme. The dashed

line shows the JES uncertainty that could have been achieved, if in situ
techniques had been used to recalibrate the jets

about 3 to 4 %. For jets in the TeV-regime the JES uncertainty is 10 to 12 %.
Figure 70 also shows (as dashed line) the JES uncertainty
attainable, if the in situ techniques had been used to correct
the jet energy. Using the in situ techniques for jet calibration
would have resulted in an improved JES uncertainty for both
jet calibration schemes based on cell energy weighting.
The JES uncertainty obtained in the central reference region (|η| < 1.2) is used to derive the JES uncertainty in the
forward region using the dijet balance technique. The central
region JES uncertainty is combined with the uncertainties
from the dijet balance shown in Fig. 65.

ibration schemes for various η-regions. The uncertainties in
the LCW+JES and GCW+JES schemes derived in Sect. 14
are similar, but the uncertainty for the GCW+JES calibration
jet
scheme is a bit smaller for very low and very large pT .
jet
Over a wide kinematic range, 40  pT  600 GeV,
all calibration schemes show a similar JES uncertainty. At
jet
pT ≈ 250 GeV the uncertainties based on the in situ techniques are about 2 % larger compared to the uncertainty results from the EM+JES calibration scheme.
jet
jet
For pT < 40 GeV and pT > 600 GeV the EM+JES calibration scheme has a considerably smaller uncertainty. For
the high pT regions the JES calibration based on in situ suffers from the limited number of events in the data samples.
At low pT the systematic uncertainty on the in situ methods
leads to a larger JES uncertainty.

15 Summary of jet energy scale uncertainties
of various calibration schemes
The EM+JES uncertainties are derived from single hadron
response measurements and from systematic variations of
the Monte Carlo simulation (see Sect. 9).
The JES uncertainty for the GS jet calibration scheme is
given by the sum in quadrature of the EM+JES uncertainty
and the uncertainty associated to the GS corrections. The
latter, derived in Sect. 12, is conservatively taken to be 0.5 %
for 30 < pT < 800 GeV and |η| < 2.1 and 1 % for pT <
30 GeV and 2.1 < |η| < 2.8. These uncertainties are also
supported by in situ techniques.
The JES uncertainties in the LCW+JES and GCW+JES
jet calibration schemes are derived from a combination of
several in situ techniques.
Figure 71 shows a comparison of the JES uncertainties
for the EM+JES, the LCW+JES and the GCW+JES jet cal-

16 Jet reconstruction efficiency
A tag-and-probe method is implemented to measure in situ
the jet reconstruction efficiency relative to track jets. Because track jets (see Sect. 6.2) and calorimeter jets (see
Sect. 6.1) are reconstructed by independent ATLAS subdetectors, a good agreement between data and Monte Carlo
simulation for this matching efficiency means that the absolute jet reconstruction efficiency can be determined from the
simulation.
16.1 Efficiency in the Monte Carlo simulation
The jet reconstruction efficiency is determined in the Monte
Carlo simulation by counting in how many cases a calorime-
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jet

Fig. 71 Fractional JES uncertainties as a function of pT for anti-kt
jets with R = 0.6 for the various η regions for the LCW+JES (full line)
and the GCW+JES (dashed line) schemes. These are derived from a
combination of the in situ techniques which are limited in the numjet
ber of available events at large pT . The fractional JES uncertainty

for EM+JES derived from single hadron response measurements and
systematic Monte Carlo simulation variations is overlaid as shaded
area for comparison. The η-intercalibration uncertainty is shown as
open symbols for |η| > 0.8 for the EM+JES and for |η| > 1.2 for the
LCW+JES and GCW+JES schemes
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Fig. 72 Calorimeter jet reconstruction efficiency with respect to truth
jets (a) and track jets (b, c, d) as a function of the truth jet (a) or the
calorimeter jet (b, c, d) pT for the three calibration schemes: EM+JES
(b), GCW+JES (c) and LCW+JES (d). The lower part of the figure (a)
shows ratio of the efficiency of the LCW+JES and the GCW+JES cal-

ibration schemes to that of the EM+JES calibration scheme. Only jets
within |η| < 1.9 are considered. The ratio of data to Monte Carlo simulation is also shown in the lower part of the figure for (b), (c) and (d).
The hatched area correspond to the systematic uncertainty obtained by
variations in the in situ method

ter jet can be matched to a truth jet. Reconstructed jets are
matched to truth jets, if their jet axes are within R < 0.4.
Figure 72a shows the jet reconstruction efficiency for
anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES,
GCW+JES, and LCW+JES calibration schemes as a function of the transverse momentum of the truth jet. The efficiency stays above a value of 99 % for a truth jet transverse momentum of 20 GeV. The lower part of the figure shows the ratio of the efficiency in the GCW+JES and
LCW+JES calibration schemes to that obtained from the
EM+JES scheme. Similar performance is found for all calibration schemes.
jet
The small differences at low pT might be caused by
the slightly better jet energy resolution obtained with the
GCW+JES and the LCW+JES calibration schemes as compared to the EM+JES scheme.

16.2 Efficiency in situ validation
The ability of the Monte Carlo simulation to correctly reproduce the jet reconstruction in the data is tested using track
jets that provide an independent reference.
A tag-and-probe technique is used as described in the following steps:
1. Only track jets with pT > 5 GeV and |η| < 1.9 are considered.
2. The track jet with the highest pT in the event is defined
as the reference object.
3. The reference object is required to have pT > 15 GeV.39
39 Reference

track jets with pT < 15 GeV are not used, since they
would result in a sample of biased probe track jets. In this case, mostly
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4. The reference track jet is matched to a calorimeter jet
jet
with pT > 7 GeV, if R(tag, calo jet) < 0.6.40
5. The probe track jet must be back-to-back to the reference
jet in φ with |φ| ≥ 2.8 radian.
6. Events with additional track jets within |φ| ≥ 2.8 radian are rejected.
7. The calorimeter reconstruction efficiency with respect to
track jets is then defined as the fraction of probe track jets
matched to a calorimeter jet using R(probe, calo jet) <
R (with R = 0.4 or R = 0.6) with respect to all probe
track jets.
The jet reconstruction efficiency is measured in a sample
of minimum bias events and is compared to a minimum bias
Monte Carlo simulation. Due to the restriction of |η| < 1.9
on track jets, the measurement is only valid for calorimeter
jets with |η| < 1.9 + R, where R = 0.4 or R = 0.6.
Figures 72b–d show the measured calorimeter reconstruction efficiency with respect to track jets as a function
of the calorimeter jet transverse momentum for anti-kt jets
with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES, GCW+JES, and
LCW+JES calibration schemes.41 The reconstruction efficiency reaches a plateau close to 100 % at a jet transverse
calorimeter momentum of about 25 GeV. The matching efficiency in data (εData ) and in Monte Carlo simulation (εMC )
jet
shows a good overall agreement except at low pT where the
efficiency in data is slightly lower than in the Monte Carlo
simulation. Similar performance is found for all calibration
schemes.
The systematic uncertainties on the jet reconstruction efficiency measured in situ are estimated by varying the following event selection requirements for both data and Monte
Carlo simulation: the opening angle |φ| between the reference and the probe track jets, the R requirement between
the tag track jet and the calorimeter jet and the probe track
jet and the calorimeter jet.
The sensitivity in both data and Monte Carlo simulation to the azimuthal opening angle as well as to the
R(tag, calo jet) variation is small. However, the efficiency
shows a sensitivity with respect to the R(probe jet, calo jet).
events where the probe track jet has fluctuated up in energy (such that
it passes the 5 GeV threshold) would be kept. The 15 GeV cut has
been determined by measuring the jet reconstruction efficiency relative
to track jets as a function of the reference track jet pT . The measured
efficiency for low probe track jet pT was found to be dependent on the
reference track jet pT when the latter is smaller than 15 GeV. The jet
reconstruction efficiency is stable for a reference track jet pT greater
than 15 GeV.
40 The less restrictive matching criterion with respect to previous sections is motivated by the lower pT .
41 Technically, the efficiency is first measured as a function of the track
jet pT . Using the known relation between the average track jet and the
average calorimeter jet pT , the track jet pT is then converted to the
jet
calorimeter jet pT .
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The variation of εData /εMC for these different parameters is
jet
shown in Fig. 72. At high pT the statistical uncertainties
after the cut variations lead to an enlarged uncertainty band.
The systematic uncertainty of the in situ determination is
larger than the observed shift between data and Monte Carlo
jet
simulation. For pT < 30 GeV a systematic uncertainty of
2 % for jets is assigned.
16.3 Summary of jet reconstruction efficiency
The jet reconstruction efficiency is derived using the nominal inclusive jet Monte Carlo simulation sample. The systematic uncertainty is evaluated using a tag-and-probe technique using track jets in both data and Monte Carlo simulation.
The jet reconstruction efficiency is well described by the
Monte Carlo simulation and is within the systematic uncertainty of the in situ method. A systematic uncertainty of 2 %
jet
for jets with pT < 30 GeV is assigned and neglected for
jet
higher pT .

17 Response uncertainty of non-isolated jets
The standard ATLAS jet calibration and associated JES uncertainty is obtained using only isolated jets (see Sect. 8.3).
Jets are, however, often produced with nearby jets in a
busy environment such as found in multijet topologies or
in events where top-quark pairs are produced. Therefore a
separate study is needed to determine the additional JES uncertainty for jets with nearby jet activity.
jet
Jets with pT > 20 GeV and |y| < 2.8 calibrated with the
EM+JES scheme are used. The close-by JES uncertainty is
evaluated within |y| < 2.0.
17.1 Evaluation of close-by jet effects
The effect due to close-by jets is evaluated in the Monte
Carlo simulation by using truth jets as a reference. Similarly,
track jets are used as a reference in both data and Monte
Carlo simulation (see Sects. 6.2 and 6.3 for comparison).
The calorimeter jet response relative to these reference jets
is examined for different values of Rmin , the distance from
the calorimeter jet to the closest jet in η-φ space.
The relative calorimeter jet response to the truth jets provides an absolute pT scale for the calorimeter jets, while the
relative response to the track jets allows in situ validation of
the calorimeter jet response and the evaluation of the systematic uncertainty. For this purpose, the track jet response
in data needs to be established for the non-isolated case and
the associated systematic uncertainty has to be understood.
In the relative response measurement in the Monte Carlo
simulation, the truth jet is matched to the calorimeter jet or
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Fig. 73 Average ratio of calorimeter jet (a) and the track jet (b) pT to
the matched truth jet pT as a function of truth jet pT for anti-kt jets with
R = 0.6, for different Rmin values. The bottom part of the figure shows

the relative response of non-isolated jets with respect to that of isolated
jets, obtained as the calorimeter or track jet response for Rmin < 1.0
divided by the jet response for 1.4 ≤ Rmin < 1.5

track jet in η-φ space by requiring R < 0.3. Similarly, the
track jet is matched to the calorimeter jet within R < 0.3
when the relative response to the track jet is examined. If two
or more jets are matched within the R range, the closest
matched jet is taken.
The calorimeter response to the matched track jet is dejet
fined as the ratio of the calorimeter jet pT to the track jet
track jet
)
transverse momentum (pT

17.2 Non-isolated jet response

jet

track jet

r calo/track jet = pT /pT

(50)

.

This response is examined as a function of the jet transverse
jet
momentum pT and for different Rmin values measured relative to the closest calorimeter jet with pT > 7 GeV at the
EM energy scale.42 The ratio of the calorimeter jet response
for non-isolated (i.e. small Rmin ) to the response of isolated
(large Rmin ) jets, is given by
calo/track jet

calo/track jet

rnon-iso/iso = rnon-iso

calo/track jet

/riso

.

(51)

This ratio is compared between data and Monte Carlo simulations.
 calo/track jet 
 calo/track jet 
Aclose-by = rnon-iso/iso Data / rnon-iso/iso MC .
(52)
The deviation of Aclose-by is assumed to represent the component of calorimeter JES uncertainty due to close-by jets.
This uncertainty, convolved with the systematic uncertainty
in the track jet response due to a nearby jet, provides the total JES systematic uncertainty due to the close-by jet effect.
42 Unless otherwise stated, calorimeter jets (selected as listed below)
and nearby jets (selected with pT > 7 GeV at the EM scale) are both
used in the jet response measurement, if a matched track jet is found.

jet

Events that contain at least two jets with pT > 20 GeV
and absolute rapidity |y| < 2.8 are selected. The response
of non-isolated jets is studied in the Monte Carlo simulation
jet
using the calorimeter jet response Rjet = pT /pTtruth .
Figure 73a shows the calorimeter jet response as a function of pTtruth for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6. The jet response was measured for nearby jets in bins of Rmin values. The lower part of the figure shows the ratio of the nonisolated jet response for Rmin < 1.0 to the isolated response
1.4 ≤ Rmin < 1.5,
jet

jet

Rnon-iso /Riso .

(53)

The observed behaviour at small Rmin values indicates
that the non-isolated jet response is lower by up to 15 %
jet
relative to the isolated jet response for pT > 20 GeV, if the
two jets are close-by. The magnitude of this effect depends
jet
jet
on pT and is largest at low pT .
The track jet response relative to the matched truth jet is
defined as
track jet

Rtrack jet = pT

/pTtruth .

(54)

Figure 73b shows Rtrack jet as a function of pTtruth for antikt jets with R = 0.6. The track jet response is more stable
against the presence of close-by jets and has a much weaker
Rmin dependence than the calorimeter jet response. This results from the smaller ambiguity in the matching between
the truth and track jets that are both measured from the primary interaction point. Moreover, track jets are less influenced by magnetic field effects than calorimeter jets.
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17.3 Non-isolated jet energy scale uncertainty
The pT ratio of non-isolated to isolated track jets is defined
as:
track jet

track jet

track jet

rnon-iso/iso = pT,non-iso /pT,iso .

(55)

The data to MC ratio defined as:
 track jet 
 track jet 
track jet
Aclose-by = rnon-iso/iso Data / rnon-iso/iso MC

(56)

is compared between data and Monte Carlo simulations in
Fig. 74. This ratio can be used to assess the potential of
track jets to test close-by effects in the small Rmin range.

Fig. 74 Ratio of data to Monte Carlo simulation of the track jet
track jet
track jet
for non-isolated jets divided by the track jet pT
for isopT
jet
lated jets as a function of the jet pT . Only statistical uncertainties are
shown

jet

Fig. 75 Ratio of calorimeter jet pT to the matched track jet pT as a
jet
function of calorimeter jet pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in data (a)
and Monte Carlo simulations (b) for different Rmin values. The lower

The agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation is
jet
quite satisfactory: within 2 to 3 % for pT > 30 GeV and
jet
slightly worse for 20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV.
Therefore, the track jet response systematic uncertainty is
jet
track jet
assigned separately for the two pT regions: |1 − Aclose-by |
jet

is used as the uncertainty for 20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV, while for
jet
track jet
pT > 30 GeV a standard deviation (RMS) of the Aclose-by is
calculated and assigned as the uncertainty. These uncertainties are typically 1.5 % (2.0 %) for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6
(0.4).
jet
The calorimeter jet pT relative to the matched track jet
track jet
(r calo/track jet ) is shown in Fig. 75 as a function of
pT
jet
pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in data and Monte Carlo
simulations. The non-isolated jet response relative to the isocalo/track jet
lated jet response, rnon-iso/iso , shown in the bottom part of
Fig. 75 reproduces within a few per cent the behaviour in the
jet
jet
ratio Rnon-iso /Riso for the Monte Carlo simulation response
of calorimeter to truth jet pT in Fig. 73.
calo/track jet
The rnon-iso/iso data to Monte Carlo ratio Aclose-by (see
Eq. (52)) is shown in Fig. 76. The Rmin dependence of the
non-isolated jet response in the data is well described by the
Monte Carlo simulation.
Within the statistical uncertainty, Aclose-by differs from
unity by at most ∼3 % depending on the Rmin value. No
jet
significant pT dependence is found over the measured pT
jet
range of 20 ≤ pT < 400 GeV.
The overall JES uncertainty due to nearby jets is taken
as the track jet response systematic uncertainty added in
quadrature with the deviation from one of the weighted average of Aclose-by over the entire pT range, but added separately for each Rmin range. The final uncertainties are sum-

part shows the relative response of non-isolated jets with respect to that
of isolated jets, obtained as the jet response for Rmin < 1.0 divided by
the jet response for 1.4 ≤ Rmin < 1.5
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becomes similar to that for the isolated jets and hence no additional systematic uncertainty is required. No significant jet
jet
pT dependence is observed at pT > 30 GeV for the closeby jet systematic uncertainty.

18 Light quark and gluon jet response
and sample characterisation

Fig. 76 Data to Monte Carlo simulation ratio of the relative response
of non-isolated jets with respect to that of isolated jets for anti-kt jets
with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme. Only statistical uncertainties are shown
Table 15 Summary of jet energy scale systematic uncertainty assigned for non-isolated jets accompanied by a close-by jet within the
denoted Rmin ranges. The second row in the table indicates the pT
range of the non-isolated jets. Anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 and R = 0.4
are used
jet

pT [GeV]

R = 0.6

R = 0.4

20–30

>30

20–30

>30

0.4 ≤ Rmin < 0.5

–

–

2.7 %

2.8 %

0.5 ≤ Rmin < 0.6

–

–

1.7 %

2.3 %
2.7 %

0.6 ≤ Rmin < 0.7

3.9 %

1.9 %

2.5 %

0.7 ≤ Rmin < 0.8

5.1 %

1.6 %

–

0.8 ≤ Rmin < 0.9

2.5 %

1.9 %

–

marised in Table 15 for the two jet distance parameters. The
uncertainties are subject to statistical fluctuations.
The Aclose-by ratio has been examined for each of the two
jet
close-by jets either with the lower or the higher pT , and
no apparent difference is observed with respect to the inclusive case shown in Fig. 76. Therefore, both calorimeter jets
which are close to each other are subject to this uncertainty.
17.4 Summary of close-by jet uncertainty
The uncertainty is estimated by comparing in data and
Monte Carlo simulation the track jet response. They are both
examined as function of the distance Rmin between the jet
and the closest jet in the calorimeter.
The close-by jet systematic uncertainty on the jet energy
scale is 2.5–5.1 % (1.7–2.7 %) and 1.6–1.9 % (2.3–2.8 %)
jet
for R = 0.6 (R = 0.4) jets with 20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV and
jet
pT > 30 GeV, respectively, in the range of R ≤ Rmin <
R + 0.3 and jet rapidity |y| < 2.0. When the two jets are
separated in distance by R + 0.3 or more, the jet response

In the previous sections the JES uncertainty for inclusive
jets was determined. However, details of the jet fragmentation and showering properties can influence the jet response
measurement. In this section the JES uncertainties due to jet
fragmentation which is correlated to the flavour of the parton
initiating that jet (e.g. see Ref. [103]) are investigated. An
additional term in the JES uncertainty is derived for event
samples that have a different flavour content than the nominal Monte Carlo simulation sample.
The jet energy scale systematic uncertainty due to the
difference in response between gluon and light quark initiated jets (henceforth gluon jets and light quark jets) can
be reduced by measuring the flavour composition of a sample of jets using template fits to certain jet properties that
are sensitive to changes in fragmentation. Although these
jet properties may not have sufficient discrimination power
to determine the partonic origin of a specific jet, it is possible to determine the average flavour composition of a sufficiently large sample of jets. The average flavour compositions can be determined using jet property templates built in
the Monte Carlo simulation for pure samples.
Templates are constructed in dijet events, which are expected to comprise mostly gluon jets at low transverse momentum and central rapidities. They are then applied to
events with a high-pT photon balancing a high-pT jet (γ -jet
events), which are expected to comprise mostly light quark
jets balancing the photon. The application of this technique
is further demonstrated with a sample of multijet events,
wherein the jets are initiated mostly by gluons from radiation.
18.1 Data samples for flavour dependence studies
Two data samples in addition to the inclusive jet sample discussed before are used for the studies of the flavour dependence of the jet response.
1. γ -jet sample Photons with pT > 45 GeV are selected in
the barrel calorimeter (with pseudorapidity |η| < 1.37)
and a jet back-to-back (φ > π − 0.2 radians) to the
photon is required. The second-leading jet in the event
jet
jet
is required to have a pT below 10 % of the pT of the
leading jet. Anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 are used.
jet
2. Multijet sample Jets with pT > 60 GeV and |η| < 2.8
are selected and the number of selected jets defines the
sample of at least two, three or four jets.
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18.2 Flavour dependence of the calorimeter response
Jets identified in the Monte Carlo simulation as light quark
jets have significantly different response from those identified as gluon jets (see Sect. 6.3 for the definition of the jet
flavour).
The flavour-dependence of the jet response is a result of
the differences in particle level properties of the two types
of jets. For a given jet pT jets identified as gluon jets tend to
have more particles, and those particles tend to be softer than
in the case of light quark jets. Additionally, the gluon jets
tend to be wider (i.e. with lower energy density in the core
of the jet) before interacting with the detector. The magnetic
field in the inner detector amplifies the broadness of gluon
jets, since their low-pT charged particles tend to bend more
than the higher pT particles in light quark jets. The harder
particles in light quark jets additionally tend to penetrate further into the calorimeter.
The difference in calorimeter response between gluon
jets and light quark jets in the Monte Carlo simulation is
shown in Fig. 77. Jets in the barrel (|η| < 0.8) and in the
endcap (2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8) calorimeters are shown separately.
For jets calibrated with the EM+JES scheme light quark jets
jet
have a 5–6 % higher response than gluon jets at low pT .
jet
This difference decreases to about 2 % at high pT .
Since response differences are correlated with differences
in the jet properties, more complex jet calibration schemes
that are able to account for jet shower properties variations
can partially compensate for the flavour dependence. At
jet
low pT the difference in response between light quark jets

Fig. 77 Difference in average response of gluon and light quark jets
as a function of the truth jet pT for anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in the barrel (a) and the endcap (b) calorimeters as determined in Monte Carlo
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and gluon jets is reduced to 4–5 % for the LCW+JES and
GCW+JES schemes and about 3 % for the GS scheme. For
jet
pT > 300 GeV the flavour dependence of the jet response
is about 1 % for the LCW+JES and GCW+JES and the GS
schemes.
The closer two jets are to one another, the more ambiguous the flavour assignment becomes. The flavour assignment
can become particularly problematic when one truth jet is
matched to two reconstructed calorimeter jets (“splitting”)
or two truth jets are matched to one reconstructed calorimeter jet (“merging”). Several different classes of close-by jets
are examined for changes in the flavour dependence of the
jet response. No significant deviation from the one of isolated jets is found. Therefore, the effects can be treated separately. The jet energy scale uncertainty specific to close-by
jets is examined in Sect. 17.
18.3 Systematic uncertainties due to flavour dependence
Each jet energy calibration scheme restores the average jet
energy to better than 2 % with small uncertainties in a sample of inclusive jets. However, subsamples of jets are not
perfectly calibrated, as in the case of light quark jets and
gluon jets. The divergence from unity is flavour dependent
and may be different in Monte Carlo simulation and data,
particularly if the flavour content in the data sample is not
well-described by the Monte Carlo simulation. This results
in an additional term in the systematic uncertainty for any
study using an event or jet selection different from that of
the sample in which the jet energy scale was derived.

simulation. Various calibration schemes are shown. The data sample
jet
used contains at least two jets with pT > 60 GeV and |η| < 2.8. Only
statistical uncertainties are shown
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18.3.1 Systematic uncertainty from MC variations
In order to test the response uncertainties of exclusive samples of either gluon or light quark jets, a large number of
systematic variations in the Monte Carlo simulation are investigated (see Ref. [1] for details on the variations). The
response difference of quark and gluon jets to that of the
inclusive jets is found to be very similar for each of the systematic Monte Carlo variations. Therefore the additional uncertainty on the response of gluon jets is neglected.
These conclusions are in good agreement with the studies
which derive the calorimeter jet response using the single
hadron response in Ref. [28], where the uncertainties of the
calorimeter response to jets initiated by quarks or gluons are
similar within 0.5 %.
The results are found to be stable under variations of the
Monte Carlo simulation samples including soft physics effects like colour reconnections. With more data, a variety of
final states may be tested to investigate more details of the
light quark and gluon jet response.
18.3.2 Systematic uncertainty from average flavour content
The flavour dependent uncertainty term depends on both the
average flavour content of the sample and on how well the
flavour content is known, e.g. the uncertainty for a generic
new physics search with an unknown jet flavour composition
is different from the uncertainty on a new physics model in
which only light quark jets are produced. The response for
any sample of jets, Rs , can be written as:43
Rs = f g × Rg + f q × Rq + f b × Rb + f c × Rc

where  denotes the uncertainty on the individual variables.
Since fb and fc are fixed here (i.e. without uncertainty),
fg = −fq . Also, the uncertainties on the response for
the exclusive flavour samples (light quark, gluon, b, and
c quarks) are approximately the same as the inclusive jet
response uncertainty (Rj ). The b-jet uncertainty is discussed in Sect. 20 and is neglected here.
The expression can therefore be simplified:
Rs ≈ −fq × (Rg − 1) + fq × (Rq − 1)
+ fg × Rj + fq × Rj + fb × Rj
+ fc × Rj
= fq × (Rq − Rg ) + (fg + fq + fb + fc ) × Rj
≈ fq × (Rq − Rg ) + Rj .

(59)

The second term is the inclusive jet energy scale systematic
uncertainty, and the first term is the additional flavour dependent contribution.
Focusing on the flavor-dependent terms of the jet energy
scale uncertainty and rewriting Eq. (59) as a fractional uncertainty, the flavour dependent contribution becomes:
Rq − R g
Rs
.
= fq ×
Rs
Rs

(60)

The uncertainty on the flavour content (fq ) and the inclusive response of the sample (Rs ) depends on the specific
analysis. The difference in response between light quark and
gluon jets depends on the calibration used, as discussed in
Sect. 18.2.

= 1 + fg × (Rg − 1) + fq × (Rq − 1)
+ fb × (Rb − 1) + fc × (Rc − 1),

(57)

where Rx is the detector response to jets and fx is the fraction of jets for x = g (gluon jets), q (light quark jets), b (bquark jets), and c (c-quark jets) and fg + fq + fb + fc = 1.
For simplicity, the fraction of heavy quark jets is taken to be
known. This approximation will be dealt with in the systematic uncertainty analysis for heavy quarks in Sect. 18.4.
Since variations in the flavour fractions and the jet flavour
response translate into variations of the jet response for a
given sample, the uncertainty on the jet response can be approximately expressed as:
Rs = fg × (Rg − 1) + fq × (Rq − 1)
+ fg × Rg + fq × Rq + fb × Rb
+ fc × Rc ,

(58)

43 The following equations are strictly speaking only valid for a given
bin in pT and η or in other variables that influence the flavour composition.

18.4 Average jet flavour determination
One way of investigating the flavour composition of a sample is to use different MC generators that cover a reasonable range of flavour compositions. However, these different samples may suffer from under- or overcoverage of the
uncertainty or from changes in other sample characteristics,
e.g. jet pT spectra, which may result in a poor estimate of
the true uncertainty. Another approach, pursued in this section, is to estimate the flavour composition of the samples by
using experimental observables that are sensitive to different
jet flavours.
As described in Sect. 18.2, gluon jets tend to have a wider
transverse profile and have more particles than light quark
jets with the same pT . The jet width, as defined in Eq. (38),
and the number of tracks associated to the jet (ntrk ) are
thus expected to be sensitive to the difference between light
quark jets and gluon jets. The jet width may have contributions from pile-up interactions. In the following discussion
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jet

Fig. 78 Distribution of the number of tracks associated to the jet ntrk
(a) and the jet width (b) for isolated anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 classified
as light quark jets (solid circles) and gluon jets (open squares) in the

Monte Carlo simulation. Jets with |η| < 0.8 and 80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV
are shown. The distributions are normalised to unit area. Uncertainties
are statistical only

only events with exactly one reconstructed primary vertex
enter the jet width distributions.44
The number of tracks associated to a jet is defined by
counting the tracks with pT > 1 GeV coming from the primary hard scattering vertex with an opening angle between
the jet and the track momentum direction R < 0.6. Figure 78 shows the jet width and ntrk distributions for isolated
light quark and gluon jets with |η| < 0.8 and 80 ≤ pT <
110 GeV in the inclusive jet Monte Carlo simulation sample. The gluon jets are broader and have more tracks than
light quark jets. For this study anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme are used.
Templates are built from the inclusive jet Monte Carlo
sample for the jet width and ntrk of light quark and gluon
jets separately,45 using the flavour tagging algorithm of
jet
Sect. 6.3. The templates are constructed in bins of pT , η,
and isolation (R to the nearest jet, Rmin ). Fits to the data
are performed with these templates to extract the flavour
composition.
Comparisons of the inclusive jet width and ntrk distributions in Monte Carlo simulation and data are shown in
Fig. 79 for isolated jets with R = 0.6. The jet width in Monte
Carlo simulation is somewhat narrower than in the data for

the P YTHIA samples, in agreement with other ATLAS analyses [3].
The inclusive ntrk and jet width Monte Carlo simulation distributions are reweighted bin-by-bin according to
the data distribution. This accounts for the differences observed between the data and Monte Carlo simulation. By
this reweighting of the inclusive ntrk and jet width distributions, all the different flavours are reweighted in the same
way, and the average flavour content of a sample does not
change. The reweighted ntrk and jet width distributions for
the various Monte Carlo simulation samples are shown in
Fig. 80.
After reweighting, the flavour composition of the dijet
sample extracted from the data is consistent with that of the
Monte Carlo simulation. The extracted values for two representative jet bins are shown in Table 16. This result provides
an important validation of the templates.

44 Techniques to correct for these additional interactions are being developed and are discussed in Sect. 9.7.4.
45 The

ntrk and jet width templates are dealt with independently, and
the results of their estimates of flavour fraction are not combined.

18.5 Systematic uncertainties
of average flavour composition
Uncertainties on the MC-based templates used in fits to
the data result in a systematic uncertainty on the extracted
flavour composition. Systematic effects from the Monte
Carlo modelling of the jet fragmentation, the jet energy scale
and resolution as well as the flavour composition of the sample used to extract the templates are discussed in the following. Since there is no single dominant uncertainty, each
is individually considered for the extraction of the flavour
composition of a sample of jets.
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Fig. 79 Distribution of the number of tracks associated to the jet,
ntrk (a) and the jet width (b) for isolated anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in
data (solid circles) and Monte Carlo simulation. The P YTHIA MC10
tune (open circles) and P ERUGIA2010 tune (open triangles), and H ER -

WIG ++ (open squares) distributions are shown for jets with |η| < 0.8
jet
and 80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV. The distributions are all normalised to unity.
Uncertainties are statistical only

Fig. 80 Distribution of the number of tracks associated to the jet, ntrk
(a) and the jet width (b) for isolated anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 in data
(closed circles) and Monte Carlo simulation (bands). The width of the
band represents the maximum variation among the P YTHIA MC10 and
P ERUGIA2010 tunes and the H ERWIG ++ Monte Carlo simulation sam-

ples. Jets with |η| < 0.8 and 80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV are included. The
inclusive distributions are all normalised to unity. The inclusive Monte
Carlo distributions, including the heavy quark jet contributions (not
shown), are reweighted to match the inclusive distribution of the data.
Uncertainties are statistical only

jet
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Table 16 The results of flavour fits using jet width templates in three
data samples: dijet events, γ -jet events, and multijet events. The Monte
Carlo simulation flavour predictions are taken from A LPGEN for the
dijet and multijet samples and P YTHIA for the γ -jet sample. The first
Sample

uncertainty listed is statistical and the second uncertainty is systematic,
and both apply to the measured gluon and light quark jet fractions. The
heavy quark jet fractions in the data are constrained to be the same as
those in the MC simulation

Selection

Gluon/light/heavy quark jet fraction
Data

MC

Dijet

80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV, |η| < 0.8, 1.0 ≤ Rmin < 1.5

73/22/5 %
±2(stat.) ± 9(syst.) %

72/23/5 %

Dijet

80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV, 2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8, 1.0 ≤ Rmin < 1.5

45/52/3 %
±3(stat.) ± 12(syst.) %

39/58/3 %

γ -jet

60 ≤ pT < 80 GeV, |η| < 0.8, Isolated

16/65/19 %
±10(stat.) ± 19(syst.) %

6/74/19 %

Multijet

3-jet, 80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV, |η| < 0.8, 0.8 ≤ Rmin < 1.0

83/13/4 %
±2(stat.) ± 7(syst.) %

84/12/4 %

Multijet

4-jet, 80 ≤ pT < 110 GeV, |η| < 0.8, 1.0 ≤ Rmin < 1.5

89/3/8 %
±6(stat.) ± 8(syst.) %

81/11/8 %

18.5.1 Monte Carlo modelling of jet width
and ntrk distributions
Monte Carlo simulation samples generated with P YTHIA
with the MC10 and the P ERUGIA2010 tunes and H ER WIG ++ all show reasonable agreement with data (see
Fig. 79). Therefore, two separate fits with templates obtained from the latter two alternative Monte Carlo simulation samples are performed. Reweighting of these alternate
samples is performed in the same manner as for the nominal
P YTHIA MC10 sample. The largest of the differences in the
flavour fractions with respect to the nominal fits is taken as
the uncertainty due to Monte Carlo modelling. This estimate
should cover physics effects that may impact light quark and
gluon jets differently.
18.5.2 The jet energy scale uncertainty
and finite detector resolution
The uncertainties in the jet measurement combined with the
rapidly falling jet pT spectrum, lead to pT bin migrations
that affect the templates. Therefore, the templates are rebuilt
with all jet momenta scaled up and down according to the
inclusive jet energy scale systematic uncertainty. The difference in the flavour content estimated with the modified
templates is taken as a systematic uncertainty.
18.5.3 Flavour composition of the MC simulation
The fraction of heavy quark jets in the data is assumed to
be the same as that predicted by the P YTHIA MC10 Monte
Carlo simulation in the template fits. The uncertainty associated with this assumption is estimated by increasing and
decreasing this Monte Carlo simulation based fraction of

heavy quark jets in the template fits by a factor of two and repeating the fits with the light quark and gluon jet templates.
The factor of two is taken in order to be conservative in the
γ -jet and multijet samples, due to the lack of knowledge of
gluon splitting fraction to bb̄.
The P YTHIA Monte Carlo simulation was produced using the modified LO parton distribution functions, which
may not accurately reproduce the true flavour composition.
Particularly in the more forward pseudorapidity bins, this
could produce some inherent biases in the fits. In order
to estimate this uncertainty, the light quark and gluon jet
templates from the standard MC sample are combined according to the flavour content of a jet sample generated using A LPGEN. This Monte Carlo generator also uses a leading order PDF, but produces more hard partons via multiparton matrix elements. This new combination is then
reweighted to match the inclusive distribution in data, and
the reweighted templates are used to extract the flavour composition of the samples. The difference between the flavour
composition derived in this manner and the flavour composition derived using the nominal P YTHIA Monte Carlo simulation is taken as a systematic uncertainty.
18.6 Flavour composition in a photon-jet sample
The validity of the MC-based templates and fitting method
is tested by applying the method to the γ -jet data sample and comparing the extracted flavour compositions with
the γ -jet Monte Carlo simulation predictions. This sample
should contain a considerably higher fraction of light quark
jets than the inclusive dijet sample. Figure 81 shows the fit
to the jet width in the γ -jet data for jets with |η| < 0.8 and
jet
60 ≤ pT < 80 GeV. The heavy quark jet fractions are fixed
to those obtained from the γ -jet Monte Carlo simulation.
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The extracted light quark and gluon jet fractions are consistent with the true fractions in Monte Carlo simulation,
though with large uncertainties, as shown in Table 16. Using the ntrk variable gives consistent results, but with large
systematic uncertainties.
18.7 Flavour composition in a multijet sample

Fig. 81 The jet width template fit in a γ -jet data sample using templates derived from the inclusive jet Monte Carlo simulation sample created using the P YTHIA MC10 tune. Jets with |η| < 0.8 and
jet
60 ≤ pT < 80 GeV are shown. The fraction of heavy quark jets is
taken directly from the MC simulation

Fig. 82 Fitted values of the average light quark and gluon jet fraction
jet
in events with three or more jets as a function of pT calculated using
the number of tracks ntrk templates (a) and the jet width templates (b).
Non-isolated anti-kt jets (0.8 ≤ Rmin < 1.0) with R = 0.6 and with
|η| < 0.8 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme are shown. The fraction of heavy quark jets is fixed to that of the Monte Carlo simulation.

The template fit method is also useful for fits to multijet
events for various jet multiplicities. These events contain
additional jets that mainly result from gluon radiation and
hence include a larger fraction of gluon jets than does the
γ -jet sample.
For this particular analysis, the templates built from the
inclusive jet sample are used to determine the flavour content for each jet multiplicity bin. However, the pT spectrum
of the sub-leading jets is more steeply falling than the leading jet pT . An additional systematic uncertainty is estimated
to account for the difference in pT spectra. This uncertainty
is determined by rederiving templates built with a flat pT
distribution and a significantly steeper pT distribution than

The flavour fractions obtained in data are shown with closed markers,
while the values obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation are shown
with open markers. The error bars indicate the statistical uncertainty
of the fit. Below each figure the impact of the different systematic effects is shown with markers and the combined systematic uncertainty
is indicated by a shaded band
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Fig. 83 Fitted values of the average light quark and gluon jet fraction
jet
in events with four or more jets as a function of pT for isolated antikt jets with R = 0.6 and with |η| < 0.8 calibrated with the EM+JES
scheme. The fraction of heavy quark jets is fixed from the Monte Carlo
simulation. The number of tracks ntrk (a) and the jet width (b) tem-

plate distributions are used in the fits. The flavour fractions obtained
in data are shown with closed markers, while the values obtained from
the Monte Carlo simulation are shown with open markers. The error
bars indicate the statistical uncertainty of the fit. Below each figure the
systematic uncertainty is shown as a shaded band

that of the dijet sample. The slope of the steeply falling distribution is taken from the pT of the sixth leading jet in
Monte Carlo events with six jets, generated using A LPGEN.
The fits are repeated with these modified templates, and the
jet
largest difference is assigned as a pT spectrum shape systematic uncertainty.
Figure 82 compares the fractions of light quark and gluon
jets obtained with a fit of the jet width and ntrk distributions in events with three or more jets in data and Monte
jet
Carlo simulation as a function of pT for non-isolated (0.8 ≤
Rmin < 1.0) jets with |η| < 0.8. The higher gluon jet fractions predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation are reproduced by the fit, and the data and the Monte Carlo simulation are consistent. The total systematic uncertainty on the
jet
measurement is below 10 % over the measured pT range.
The average flavour fractions obtained from fitting the jet
width and ntrk distributions in events with four or more jets
are shown in Fig. 83. In both cases, the extracted fractions
are consistent with the Monte Carlo predictions within the
systematic uncertainties, and the total systematic uncertainty
is similar to the one for the three-jet bin.

The extracted light quark and gluon jet fractions, with the
total systematic uncertainty from the width and ntrk fits, are
summarised in Fig. 84 as a function of inclusive jet multiplicity. The fractions differ by 10 % between the data and
the Monte Carlo simulation, but are consistent within uncertainties. The total systematic uncertainty is around 10 % for
each multiplicity bin. Thus, for the four-jet bin, the flavour
dependent jet energy scale systematic uncertainty can be reduced by a factor of ∼10, from about 6 % obtained assuming
a 100 % flavour composition uncertainty to less than 1 % after having determined the flavour composition with a 10 %
accuracy. A summary of the flavour fit results using the jet
width templates for the different samples is provided in Table 16.
18.8 Summary of jet response flavour dependence
The flavour dependence of the jet response has been studied, and an additional term to the jet energy scale systematic
uncertainty has been derived.
A generic template fit method has been developed to
reduce this uncertainty significantly for any given sample
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Fig. 84 Fitted values of the average light quark and gluon jet fraction
as a function of inclusive jet multiplicity with total uncertainties on the
fit as obtained using the number of tracks ntrk (a) and the jet width (b)
distributions. The fraction of heavy quark jets is fixed from the Monte
Carlo simulation. The flavour fractions obtained in data are shown with
closed markers, while the values obtained from the Monte Carlo sim-

ulation are shown with open markers. Anti-kt jets with R = 0.6 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme are used. The error bars indicate the
statistical uncertainty of the fit. Below each figure the impact of the
different systematic effects is indicated by markers. and the combined
systematic uncertainty is shown at the bottom of the figure as a shaded
band

of events. Templates derived in dijet events were applied
to both γ -jet and multijet events, demonstrating the potential of the method to reduce the systematic uncertainty.
The light-flavour portion of the flavour dependent jet energy
scale can be reduced from ∼6 % to below 1 %.

is used |η| < 1.2. The Monte Carlo based GS corrections
are applied to both data and Monte Carlo simulation. The
systematic uncertainty associated with the GS calibration is
evaluated by computing the data to Monte Carlo simulation
ratio of the response after the GS calibration relative to that
for the EM+JES calibration.
jet
For 25 ≤ pT < 45 GeV, the agreement between the response in data and Monte Carlo simulation is 3.2 % after EM+JES and 4.2 % after GS calibration. For 210 ≤
jet
pT < 260 GeV, the agreement is 5 % after EM+JES and
2.5 % after GS calibration. Therefore systematic uncertainties derived from the agreement of data and Monte Carlo
jet
simulation vary from 1 % at pT = 25 GeV to 2.5 % for
jet
pT = 260 GeV. These results are compatible within the
statistical uncertainty with the uncertainty evaluated using
inclusive jet events (see Sect. 12.1.3).
The obtained results indicate that the uncertainty in a
sample with a high fraction of light quark jets is about the
same as in the inclusive jet sample.

19 Global sequential calibrated jet response
for a quark sample
In this section, the performance of the GS calibration (see
Sect. 11) is tested for a γ -jet sample. The jet energy scale
after each GS correction can be verified using the in situ
techniques such as the direct pT balance technique in γ -jet
events (see Sect. 10.2), where mainly quark induced jets
are tested. The flavour dependence of the GS calibration is
tested for jets with |η| < 1.2.
The measurement is first made with jets calibrated with
the EM+JES calibration and is repeated after the application of each of the corrections that form the GS calibration.
To maximise the available statistics one pseudorapidity bin
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20 JES uncertainties for jets
with identified heavy quark components
Heavy flavour jets such as jets induced by bottom (b) quarks
(b-jets) play an important role in many physics analyses.
The calorimeter jet response uncertainties for b-jets is
evaluated using single hadron response measurements in
samples of inclusive jet and bb̄ dijet events. The JES uncertainty arising from the modelling of the b-quark production mechanism and the b-quark fragmentation can be determined from systematic variations of the Monte Carlo simulation.
jet
Finally, the calorimeter pT measurement can be compared to the one from tracks associated to the jets for inclusive jets and identified b-jets. From the comparison of data
to Monte Carlo simulation the b-jet energy scale uncertainty
relative to the inclusive jet sample is estimated.
20.1 Selection of identified heavy quark jets
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt jet algorithm with
R = 0.4 and calibrated with the EM+JES scheme. Jets with
jet
pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 are selected.
A representative sample of identified b-jets is selected
by a track-based b-tagging algorithm, called the SV0 tagger [26, 104, 105]. This algorithm reconstructs a displaced
vertex from the decay products of the long-lived B-hadron.
As input, the SV0 tagging algorithm is given a list of tracks
associated to the jet. Secondary vertices are reconstructed
starting from two-track vertices which are merged into a
common vertex. Tracks giving large χ 2 contributions are
then iteratively removed until the reconstructed vertex fulfils
certain quality criteria. Two-track vertices at a radius consistent with the radius of one of the three pixel detector layers
are removed, as these vertices likely originate from material
interactions. The decay length significance L/σ (L) > 5.72,
where L is the decay length and σ (L) its uncertainty, is assigned to each jet as a tagging weight.
A jet is identified as a b-jet if this weight exceeds a
threshold of 5.85. The b-tagging efficiency and mistag fraction of the SV0 b-tagging algorithm have been measured on
data as a function of the jet pT [104, 105]. The efficiency
measurement is based on a sample of jets containing muons
and makes use of the transverse momentum of a muon relative to the jet axis. Based on these measurements a dedicated b-tagging calibration is applied to the simulation and
systematic uncertainties for the calibration are evaluated.
For Monte Carlo studies, a sample of b-jets is selected
using a geometrical matching of the jet (R < 0.4) to a true
B-hadron.
20.2 Calorimeter response uncertainty
The uncertainty of the calorimeter response to identified
b-jets has been evaluated using single hadron response mea-
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surements in situ and in test-beams [28]. The same method
as described in Sect. 9.3 is used to estimate the b-jet response uncertainty in events with top-quark pairs with respect to the one of inclusive jets.
jet
For jets within |η| < 0.8 and 20 ≤ pT < 250 GeV the
expected difference in the calorimeter response uncertainty
of identified b-jets with respect to the one of inclusive jets is
less than 0.5 %. It is assumed that this uncertainty extends
up to |η| < 2.5.
20.3 Uncertainties due to Monte Carlo modelling
In Sect. 20.2 the calorimeter b-jet response has been estimated from the single hadron response measurement assuming that the Monte Carlo simulation gives a correct description of the b-jet fragmentation and the detector geometry.
In this section the uncertainties due to these effects are assessed.
The following uncertainties for b-jets are studied using
systematic variations of the Monte Carlo simulation:
1. Fragmentation and hadronisation modelling uncertainty
obtained by comparing the Monte Carlo generators H ER WIG vs P YTHIA .
2. Soft physics modelling uncertainty obtained by comparing the P YTHIA MC10 to the P YTHIA P ERUGIA2010
tune.
3. Modelling uncertainty of the detector material in front
and in between the calorimeters.
4. Modelling uncertainty of the fragmentation of b-quarks.
The event generators P YTHIA and H ERWIG ++ are used
to evaluate the influence of different hadronisation models,
different parton showers, as well as differences in the underlying event model (see Sect. 4). Variations in proton parton
density functions are also included.
The influence of the soft physics modelling is estimated by replacing the standard P YTHIA MC10 tune by
the P YTHIA P ERUGIA2010 tune. The impact of additional
dead material is tested following the prescription detailed in
Sect. 9.
The fragmentation function is used to estimate the momentum carried by the B-hadron with respect to that of the
b-quark after quark fragmentation. The contribution of the
b-quark fragmentation to the JES uncertainty is estimated
using Monte Carlo samples generated with different sets of
tuning parameters of two fragmentation functions (see Table 17).
The fragmentation function included as default in P YTHIA
originates from a detailed study of the b-quark fragmentation function in comparison with OPAL [106] and SLD
[107] data. The data are better described using the symmetric Bowler fragmentation function with rQ = 0.75
(P YTHIA PARJ(46)), assuming the same modification for
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Table 17 P YTHIA steering parameters for the considered variations of
the b-quark fragmentation functions
Parameter

Nominal

Professor

Bowler-Lund

MSTJ(11)

4

5

4

MSTJ(22)

2

2

2

PARJ(41)

0.3

0.49

0.85

PARJ(42)

0.58

1.2

1.03

PARJ(46)

0.75

1.0

0.85

PARJ(54)

−0.07

PARJ(55)

−0.006

b- and c-quarks. The a (P YTHIA PARJ(41)) and b (P YTHIA
PARJ(42)) parameters of the symmetric Lund function were
left with the values shown in Table 17. A more detailed discussion of uncertainties in the b-quark fragmentation function can be found in Refs. [108–112].
The choice of the fragmentation function for this study
is based on comparisons to LEP experimental data, mostly
from ALEPH [113] and OPAL [106], as well as from
the SLD experiment [107] included in a phenomenological study of the b-quark fragmentation in top-quark decay
[114].
To assess the impact of the b-quark fragmentation, the
nominal parameters of the P YTHIA fragmentation function
are replaced by the values from a recent tune using the Professor framework [115]. In addition, the nominal fragmentation function is replaced by the modified Bowler-Lund fragmentation function [116].
For each effect listed above the b-jet response uncertainty
is evaluated from the ratio between the response of b-jets in
the Monte Carlo samples with systematic variations to the
nominal P YTHIA MC10 b-jet sample. The deviation from
unity of this ratio is taken as uncertainty:
b-jet

Uncertainty = 1 −

Rvariation
b-jet

Rnominal

.

(61)

The b-jet response obtained with P YTHIA for the MC10
and the P ERUGIA2010 tunes, the H ERWIG ++ Monte Carlo
event generator and using a simulation with additional dead
material is shown in Fig. 85a. Figure 85b shows the variation with various fragmentation functions, i.e. the standard
one in the nominal P YTHIA sample versus the ones in the
P YTHIA Professor tune sample and the P YTHIA modified
Bowler-Lund fragmentation function sample. The response
variations are well within about 2 %.

from the systematic Monte Carlo variations (see Sect. 20.3)
in quadrature.
To avoid double counting when combining the b-jet uncertainty with the JES uncertainty of inclusive jets the following effects need to be considered:
1. The uncertainty component due to the P ERUGIA2010
tune is not added, since the effect on b-jets is similar to
the one on inclusive jets where it is already accounted
for.
2. The average uncertainty for inclusive jets due to additional dead detector material is subtracted from the corresponding b-jet uncertainty component. The JES uncertainty due to dead material is smaller for inclusive jets,
since in situ measurements are used.
The resulting additional JES uncertainty for b-jets is
jet
shown in Fig. 86. It is about 2 % up to pT ≈ 100 GeV and
jet
below 1 % for higher pT . To obtain the overall b-jet uncertainty this uncertainty needs to be added in quadrature to the
JES uncertainty for inclusive jets described in Sect. 9.
20.5 Validation of the heavy quark energy scale
using tracks
The validation of the identified b-jet JES uncertainty uses
the tracks associated to the b-jet as reference object and
closely follows the method described in Sect. 10.1. The
transverse momentum of a jet is compared to the total transverse momentum measured in tracks associated to the jet
(see Eq. (22)).
20.5.1 Method
The double ratio of charged-to-total momentum observed in
data to that obtained in Monte Carlo simulation defined in
Eq. (23) will be referred to as Rrtrk ,inclusive . In analogy this
ratio is studied for b-tagged jets:
Rrtrk ,b-jet ≡

[rtrk b-jet]Data
.
[rtrk b-jet]MC

(62)

The rtrk distributions for all pT bins are calculated and the
mean values of rtrk for data and Monte Carlo simulation are
derived. The relative response to b-jets relative to inclusive
jets, R  , is defined as
R ≡

Rrtrk ,b-jet
.
Rrtrk ,inclusive

(63)

20.4 Final bottom quark JES uncertainty

20.5.2 Systematic uncertainties

The b-jet JES uncertainty is obtained adding the calorimeter
response uncertainty (see Sect. 20.2) and the uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties arise from the modelling of the
b-fragmentation, b-tagging calibration, jet resolution and
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jet

Fig. 85 Average response for b-jets as a function of pT obtained
with the Monte Carlo event generators P YTHIA with the MC10 and
P ERUGIA2010 tunes and H ERWIG ++ and P YTHIA simulations with
additional dead detector material (a). Average response for b-jets us-

Fig. 86 Additional fractional b-jet JES uncertainty as a function of the
truth jet transverse momentum for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 calibrated
with the EM+JES scheme for |η| < 2.5. Shown are systematic Monte
Carlo variations using different modelling of the b-quark fragmentation and physics effects as well as variations in the detector geometry
and the uncertainty in the calorimeter response to b-jets as evaluated
from single hadron response measurements. Uncertainties on the individual points are statistical only

tracking efficiency. They are assumed to be uncorrelated.
The resulting fractional systematic uncertainties are shown
on the right part of Fig. 87 and are determined as follows:
1. MC generator: The rtrk distribution is also calculated
from H ERWIG ++ samples. The shift in the distribution is
fitted by a constant function. The variations in the data

ing the P YTHIA Professor tune and the P YTHIA modified Bowler-Lund
fragmentation function evaluated with respect to the nominal P YTHIA
inclusive jet sample (b). Only statistical uncertainties are shown

to Monte Carlo simulation ratio are taken as a systematic
uncertainty.
2. b-tagging calibration: The scale factors are varied correlated within their systematic uncertainty in the Monte
Carlo simulation and the ratio is re-evaluated. The resulting shifts are added in quadrature to the systematic uncertainty.
3. Material description: The knowledge of the tracking efficiency modelling in Monte Carlo simulation was evaluated in detail in Ref. [93]. The systematic uncertainty
on the tracking efficiency for isolated tracks increases
from 2 % (|ηtrack | < 1.3) to 7 % (2.3 ≤ |ηtrack | < 2.5)
for tracks with pT > 500 MeV. The resulting effect on
rtrk is 2 % for |y| < 1.2, 3.1 % for 1.2 ≤ |y| < 2.1 and
5.5 % for 2.1 ≤ |y| < 2.5.
4. Tracking in jet core: High track densities in the jet core
influence the tracking efficiency due to shared hits between tracks, fake tracks and lost tracks. The number of
shared hits is well-described in Monte Carlo simulation.
The pT carried by fake tracks is negligible.
A relative systematic uncertainty of 50 % on the loss
of efficiency is assigned. The shift of rtrk due to this uncertainty on the loss of efficiency is evaluated in Monte
Carlo simulation on generated charged particles. Monte
Carlo pseudo-experiments are generated according to the
varied inefficiency. For each jet the ratio of the pT sum
of the associated generated particles (truth tracks) with
pTtrack > 1 GeV to the pT sum of those associated truth
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Fig. 87 The ratio of the mean value of rtrk in data and Monte Carlo
(left) and the fractional systematic uncertainty (right) as a function
jet
of pT for |y| < 1.2 (a), 1.2 ≤ |y| < 2.1 (b) and 2.1 ≤ |y| < 2.5 (c).
Anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 calibrated with the EM+JES scheme are
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used. The dashed lines indicate the estimated uncertainty from the data
and Monte Carlo simulation agreement. Note the changed axis ranges
in (c). Only statistical uncertainties are shown on the data points
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Fig. 88 The ratio R  (see Eq. (63)) of Rrtrk ,b-jet for identified b-jets
and Rrtrk ,inclusive for inclusive jets (left) and the fractional systematic
jet
uncertainty (right) as a function of pT for |y| < 1.2 (a), 1.2 ≤ |y| <
2.1 (b) and 2.1 ≤ |y| < 2.5 (c). Anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 calibrated
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with the EM+JES scheme are used. The dashed lines indicate the estimated uncertainty from the data and Monte Carlo simulation agreement. Only statistical uncertainties are shown on the data points. Note
the changed axis ranges in (c)
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tracks with pT > 1 GeV which also have a matched reconstructed track with pTtrack > 1 GeV, is calculated. In
this latter sample a truth track without or with a reconstructed track with pTtrack > 1 GeV is added or respectively discarded according to the inefficiency uncertainty.
The relative shift in the ratio rtrk is added in quadrature
to the systematic uncertainty.
5. Jet resolution: The jet energy resolution in Monte Carlo
simulation is degraded. A random energy that corresponds to a resolution smearing of 10 % is added to each
jet. The resulting shift of the ratio rtrk is evaluated and
added in quadrature to the overall systematic uncertainty.
The two biggest contributions to the systematic uncertainty are due to the material description and the difference
between the rtrk distribution for H ERWIG ++ and P YTHIA.
20.5.3 Results
Figure 87 (left) shows the ratio of data to Monte Carlo simulation. An agreement of the calorimeter to track jet pT measurements is found within 2 % in the bin |y| < 1.2, within
4 % for 1.2 ≤ |y| < 2.1 and within 6 % for 2.1 ≤ |y| < 2.5.
The relative response R  between identified b-jets and inclusive jets is shown in Fig. 88 for all y-bins indicating the
resulting relative b-jet energy scale uncertainty with respect
to the inclusive jets sample. The uncertainty for b-jets is estimated to be 2 %, 2.5 % and 6 % in the range |y| < 1.2,
1.2 ≤ |y| < 2.1 and 2.1 ≤ |y| < 2.5, respectively. For the
calculation of the systematic uncertainty in R  it is assumed
that at first order the uncertainty in the denominator and numerator of R  from the tracking, namely tracking efficiency,
jet
material description, are fully correlated and cancel. The pT
resolution for inclusive and identified b-jets is considered to
be similar. Both assumptions are exactly valid for high pT
jets; for low pT jets the second order deviations are estimated to be about 0.2 %.
The most significant systematic uncertainties on R  are
due to the choice of the Monte Carlo generator and the
b-tagging calibration. Those independent uncertainties are
added in quadrature. The Monte Carlo generator uncertainties from the inclusive sample and from the b-tagged sample
are also added in quadrature.
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21 Study of jet punch-through
For jets at very high transverse momentum it is possible that
part of the energy is not deposited in the calorimeter, but
leaks out to the detector components beyond the calorimeter. This leads to a systematic reduction in the measured jet
energy.
Jets that deposit energy beyond the hadronic Tile
calorimeter and in the muon system are called punchthrough jets. A graphical representation of a candidate for
a punch-through jet in data is shown in Fig. 89.
In this section the Monte Carlo simulation of energy deposits in the outermost calorimeter layer is tested. Quantitative estimates of the energy lost beyond the calorimeter are
obtained using a tag-and-probe technique.
21.1 Event selection for punch-through analysis
Anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 calibrated with the EM+JES
scheme are used in this study. Jets with |η| < 1.2 are used.
Events with at least two jets are retained, if the highest pT
j1
jet satisfies pT > 120 GeV and the second highest pT jet
j2
satisfies pT > 80 GeV. The two leading jets are required to
be back-to-back requiring φ > 170◦ .
21.2 Energy depositions in the hadronic calorimeter
The energy deposits in the outermost layer of the barrel of
the Tile calorimeter are a good indicator of the jet en-

20.5.4 Summary
The jet energy scale for identified b-jets relative to that of
inclusive jets is evaluated for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 for
the EM+JES calibration scheme. The resulting relative b-jet
energy scale with respect to the inclusive jets sample is derived within 2 %, 2.5 % and 6 % in the range |y| < 1.2,
1.2 ≤ |y| < 2.1 and 2.1 ≤ |y| < 2.5, respectively.

Fig. 89 Graphical representation in a zoomed x-y view of an event
jet
candidate with one large transverse momentum jet (pT = 176 GeV)
having a large activity in the last Tile calorimeter layer (82 GeV at the
EM scale) and in the muon detectors. The tracks in the inner detector
are shown as lines in the top right, the energy deposits in the LAr
and Tile calorimeters are shown as light boxes. The hits in the muon
system are shown as points. There are 128 hits measured in the muon
system
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ergy depositions beyond the calorimeter. These are shown
in Fig. 90 for the leading and the sub-leading jet. Most
jets deposit only about 3 to 7 GeV energy in the outermost
calorimeter layer. The Monte Carlo simulation gives a good
jet
jet
description of the data for pT < 80 GeV. For higher pT
the data distribution is below the Monte Carlo simulation,
but the statistical uncertainties are large.
Figure 91 shows the average energy deposition in the outermost layer of the Tile calorimeter measured at the EM
scale for the leading and sub-leading jet as a function of
the jet pT . The energy deposited in the outermost Tile
layer is only a few GeV. This is mainly due to the good
calorimeter coverage of the ATLAS detector with a thickness of λ = 11 interaction lengths at η = 0 and the last Tile
layer contributing only λ = 1.8. The energy increases with
rising jet pT .
The data are well described by the Monte Carlo simulajet
tion in the low pT region. Starting from about 400 GeV the
data tend to be 5–10 % above the Monte Carlo simulation.
jet
For high pT the statistical uncertainties are large.
21.3 Dijet balance as an indication of punch-through
The relative calorimeter response between the two jets in
a dijet event can be measured using the dijet pT balance
method. In Sect. 9.6 the reference jet is chosen as a wellmeasured object in the central detector region that is used

Fig. 90 Distribution of the deposited energy in the outermost layer of
the Tile barrel calorimeter measured at the EM-scale for the leading (a) and the sub-leading (b) jet. Anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 within
|η| < 1.2 and calibrated with the EM+JES scheme are used. The lead-
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to assess the JES uncertainty of the probe jet in the forward region. However, in the context of punch-through such
a distinction cannot be made. Jet punch-through can occur
in any detector pseudorapidity region. Fluctuations in the
particle composition or in the hadronic shower occur with
equal probability for both jets and it is not possible to know
a priori which of the jets will be affected.
A different approach is therefore employed. The energy
lost beyond the calorimeter will create a component of
the missing transverse energy ETmiss in the direction of the
punch-through jet. The punch-through jet can therefore be
defined as the one that is closest to the ETmiss φ-direction.
The asymmetry between the transverse momentum of the
reference jet (pTreference ) away from the ETmiss direction and
punch-through
),
the punch-through jet, acting as probe jet (pT
can then be measured as a function of the energy deposition
of the jet that is the candidate for punch-through.
Figure 92a show the average ratio of the transverse momentum of the punch-through jet to the one of the reference jet as a function of the energy depositions in the last
Tile calorimeter layer measured at the EM-scale with respect to the total jet energy. Figure 92b show the average
jet response where ETmiss > 40 GeV is required. This selection enhances possible punch-through effects. The transverse momentum of the punch-through jet is lower than that
of the reference jet as is shown in Fig. 92 for both the inclusive selection and the one with large ETmiss . This is a bias due
to the selection of the punch-through jet as the one pointing

jet

ing jet is required to be above pT > 120 GeV the sub-leading jet is
jet
required to be above pT > 80 GeV. Only statistical uncertainties are
shown
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Fig. 91 Average energy deposited in the outermost layer of the
Tile barrel calorimeter at the EM-scale for the leading (a) and
the sub-leading jet (b) as a function of the jet transverse momentum. Anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 within |η| < 1.2 and calibrated with

the EM+JES scheme are used. The leading jet is required to be
jet
above pT > 120 GeV the sub-leading jet is required to be above
jet
pT > 80 GeV. Only statistical uncertainties are shown

Fig. 92 Average relative jet response as a function of the energy deposited in the outermost layer of the Tile barrel calorimeter at the
EM-scale divided by the total jet energy. In (a) the standard event selection is employed, whilst in (b) an extra requirement is placed upon the
missing transverse momentum in the event. Anti-kt jets with R = 0.4

within |η| < 1.2 and calibrated with the EM+JES scheme are used. The
jet
leading jet is required to be above pT > 120 GeV the sub-leading jet
jet
is required to be above pT > 80 GeV. Only statistical uncertainties are
shown (errors bars for data, shaded band for Monte Carlo simulation)

to the direction of the missing transverse momentum. There
is no dependence on the energy fraction in the outermost
layer, indicating that energy losses due to punch-through

are small for the jet pT range considered in this study. The
Monte Carlo simulation describes the data within the statistical uncertainties.
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21.4 Summary of the jet punch-through study
The energy deposition in the outer layer of the Tile
calorimeter and its dependence on the transverse jet energy
is described by the Monte Carlo simulation. This indicates
that the Monte Carlo simulation is able to describe energy
deposited beyond the calorimeter. For the few jets that are
potentially affected by punch-through no additional uncertainty due to punch-through effects is assigned.

22 Summary
The jet energy scale (JES) and its systematic uncertainty for
various jet calibration schemes are determined for jets measured with the ATLAS detector in the 2010 data set corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 38 pb−1 . Jets produced in proton-proton collisions at the LHC with a centre√
of-mass energy of s = 7 TeV are reconstructed with the
anti-kt algorithm with distance parameters R = 0.4 or R =
0.6. The energy and the direction of the jets are calibrated
with simple factors derived from Monte Carlo simulations
jet
for transverse jet momenta pT ≥ 20 GeV and pseudorapidities |η| < 4.5 using various jet calibration schemes.
In the simplest calibration scheme (EM+JES), where the
JES correction factor is directly applied to the calorimeter measurement at the electromagnetic scale, the JES systematic uncertainty is estimated using the single hadron response measured in situ and in test-beams and by studying
systematic variations in Monte Carlo simulations. The transverse momentum balance between central and forward jets
in dijet events is used to derive the JES uncertainty for forward jets.
In the central region, |η| < 0.8, the EM+JES uncertainty
jet
is lower than 4.6 % for all jets with pT > 20 GeV and
jet
less than 2.5 % for jets with 60 ≤ pT < 800 GeV. Jets
with transverse momenta in the TeV-regime have a JES
uncertainty of 3 to 4 %. Towards the forward region the
EM+JES uncertainty increases, taking differences between
the Monte Carlo event generators P YTHIA and H ERWIG into
account when deriving the relative η-intercalibration uncertainty. The largest JES uncertainty of about 14 % is found
jet
for low pT jets with 20 ≤ pT < 30 GeV at 3.6 ≤ |η| < 4.5.
The jet energy scale uncertainty is found to be similar for
jets reconstructed with both jet distance parameters studied:
R = 0.4 and R = 0.6.
The additional energy induced by superimposed events
from multiple proton-proton collisions in the same bunch
crossing (pile-up) is determined to be 0.5 GeV per additional reconstructed vertex measured on the EM-scale. The
JES uncertainty after applying the pile-up correction is estimated as a function of the number of primary vertices. In the
case of two primary vertices per event, the uncertainty due
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jet

to pile-up for jets with pT ≈ 20 GeV and 0.3 ≤ |η| < 0.8
is about 1 %, while it amounts to about 2 % for jets with
2.1 ≤ |η| < 2.8. For jets with transverse momentum above
200 GeV, the uncertainty due to pile-up is negligible for all
jets.
jet
The JES and its uncertainty are validated up to pT 
1 TeV to the level of a few per cent using several in situ techniques by comparing the high pT jet to a well known reference recoiling against it. These reference objects include the
sum of the transverse track momenta associated to the jet,
a system of low pT jets or the photon pT . The track-based
jet
method covers the full pT range and has the highest statistical precision. However, the systematic uncertainty of the
method is as large as 6 % for very low pT jets and about
jet
3–4 % for 40 ≤ pT < 800 GeV and somewhat higher for
jet
jets outside this pT range. The γ -jet method has a systematic uncertainty of about 1 %, but is still statistically limited
jet
and reaches only pT  300 GeV. Balancing very high pT
jets against a recoil system of lower pT jets allows the validation of the high pT jets within 5 % up to 1 TeV. In this
range the statistical uncertainty is roughly equivalent to, or
smaller than, the systematic uncertainty.
The JES uncertainty derived from a combination of in
situ techniques is compatible to the one derived from the
single hadron response measurements over a wide kinematic
jet
range, but it is larger for very low and very large pT , where
the uncertainties of the in situ methods are large.
More sophisticated jet energy calibration schemes based
on cell energy density weighting or jet properties are studied. These aim at improving the jet energy resolution and
reduce the flavour dependence of the jet response.
The JES uncertainty for the GS jet calibration scheme is
given by the sum in quadrature of the EM+JES uncertainty
and the uncertainty associated to the GS corrections. The
latter is conservatively taken to be 0.5 % for 30 ≤ pT <
jet
800 GeV and |η| < 2.1 and 1 % for pT < 30 GeV and
2.1 < |η| < 2.8. These uncertainties are also supported by
in situ measurements with the γ -jet and the dijet technique.
The global cell weighting scheme (GCW) derives cell
weights by optimising the resolution of reconstructed jets
relative to their respective truth jets. The local cluster calibration (LCW) derives energy corrections for calorimeter
clusters using single hadron Monte Carlo simulations. The
JES uncertainty is obtained from in situ techniques. Over a
wide kinematic range the JES uncertainties for the various
jet
schemes are similar, except at very low and very high pT
where the uncertainty from the in situ techniques are larger.
The LCW+JES and the GCW+JES scheme show similar
performance.
For all jet calibration methods additional uncertainties
are derived for close-by jet topologies and for response differences for jets induced by quarks, gluons or heavy flavour
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quarks. A method to reduce the uncertainty due to uncertainties on the quark and gluon composition in a given event
sample is shown. The uncertainty due to close-by jets is
largest for low pT jets, but is at most below 2 to 3 %. The
additional JES uncertainty of jets containing B-hadrons is
about 2 % for low-pT jets and smaller than 1 % for jets with
jet
pT > 200 GeV.
The jet reconstruction efficiency is derived using the
Monte Carlo simulation and the systematic uncertainty evaluated with a tag-and-probe technique using track jets. The
jet reconstruction efficiency is well-described by the Monte
Carlo simulation. The associated systematic uncertainty is
jet
below 2 % for jets with pT < 30 GeV and negligible for
jet
higher pT .
The Monte Carlo simulation gives a good description
of the main aspects of the data. Detailed studies show that
the calorimeter cell energy densities in jets, the calorimeter
energy topology induced by jets and track related properties are well-described. This includes the amount of energy
deposited in the outermost calorimeter layers from which
it is inferred that the JES uncertainty due to energy leaking beyond the calorimeter is small and well-described by
the Monte Carlo simulation. No additional uncertainty for
punch-through effects is assigned for high-pT jets.
In summary, the precision of the jet energy measurement
with the ATLAS detector has been established using various
techniques in the first year of proton-proton collisions at the
LHC. In the central detector the jet energy can be measured
with a precision of about 2 to 3 % over a wide transverse
momentum range.
This excellent performance would not have been possible
without a very detailed understanding of the detector and
sophisticated calorimeter calibration procedures as well as
the good description of the ATLAS detector in the Monte
Carlo simulation.
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